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Preface
THIS VOLUME is a collection of articles which are based upon lectures
presented at the Tenth Anniversary Air Force Office of Scientific

Research Scientific Seminar, "Science in the Sixties," held at Cloud-

croft, New Mexico in June 1965.
The AFOSR S&iemihc Seminars are unique, Leaders in the fields

of science encompassed by AFOSR's areas of scientific interests de-

pict current out&standing activities and research problems in their
fields. The lectures are truly broad and must be intelligible to non-

specialists in each field, since they are presented to audiences which
consist of scientifically sophisticated individuals with widely vary-

ing interests and backgrounds. They must offer not only information

in a specific field, but ideas for interdisciplinary action as well.
This book does not pretend to he a publica ion of the proceed.

ings of the seminar. Neither is it a collection -f scientilic articles

which have been writter for publication in one of the several
learned journals. This collection 4oes, l'esv&z indicate-the state
of the art in areas comprising the spectrum of scientific efforts being
supported by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research.

The Seminar was sponsored by the Air Force Offic of Scientific

Research in cooperation with the University of New Mexico and
the Air Force Missile Development Center.

D. L. A.

Washington, D. C.

November 1965
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Introduction
DUmING TmE PnioD 14-25 June 1965 the Air Force Office of Sceen-
tii6, Vmse-rch Lu,,2r,,e•c 3 unique seminar at Cloudcroft, New
Mexito. Each of the sixteen distinguished scientific investigators
who spoke at this seminar was chosen for his plate on the knife edge
of his particular area of rescarch, where work was being done that
would, in all likelihood, influence the course of sciene.

Among the seminar attendees were more than two hundred se-
lected research, development, and administrative scientists and
engineers of the Air Force, both civilian and railitary. Liberally
sprinkled among this group wcrc rrpresenta~iv., of colleges and
universities, other Federal agencies, and armed forcts contractors
in industry and other research institutions.

The focus in time was the mid-1960's, coincidentall[/ the t4.nth
anniverary of the Air Force Office of Scientific Research. AFOSk
is the Air Force agency with responsibility for stim|lating funda-
mental scientific investigation throughout the world in those as-
pects of the sciences that bear upon what are considered the central
technological barriers to future development of Air Force operating
capabilities.

The 1965 seminar was the first in the long Cloudcroft series to
span a wide variety of sciences Earlier seminars had concentrated
on critical areas of special Air Force interests such as optics, cy-
bernetics, and geophysics. The broader format seemed particularly
desirable in view of the frequently asked question, "Where are we
now, and where are we going, across the spectrum of the sciences
today?"

AFOSR Seminar speakers traditionally ar" asked to speak infor-
mally rather than to read scientific papers, and to discuss aspects of
their work that are far in advance of the tidying-up process •-at
usually accompanies the preparation of such papeis. In this way the
AFCoSR Seminar hau been notably successful in providing .lose
associations on an unhurried, casual basis, in an isolated location.
The effect has been to provide a rich background to aid all rnf us
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in the Air Force who work to ensure that new science has a timely
impact upon Air Force operations.

By the end of the seminar it was apparent that the interdisci-
plinary point of view had contributed an unusual perspective of the

unity of science, and strong evidence of the cros-circulation of
ideas xuross the disciplines. Speakers often referred to each other's
... ,-,h and made use of concepts described in earlier lectures.

It was also apparent that, despite the non-publishing tradition

of past seminars, a volume based upon the pbresentations would
greatly further a major objective of this seminar, wide and timely

dissemination of new scientific information to potential users. Thus
* Ithe idea for this volume took shape, to which the speakers would

contribute an article, as general or as specific as they wished, high-
lighting major points which developed during their talki.

What has emerged vividly is the interlocking strength of scc'M-
ingly disparate avenues of investigation in the sciences today, and

+ the clear indication that great progress is often made in small
steps occurring in a variety of ways. It is dilfitult to c-onvey to a

nou-scientlaic audienue the impossibility of predicting in advance
how new knowledge in the sciences will be of direct be.efit in the
"future. This volume illustrates the problem perfectly.

I can predict, however, that some future historian of science will
point to this book and say that some of those important small steps
are recorded here.

WILLIAM J, PRICE
Execilve Director
Air Force Office of Scicntillc Research

I



1. Paths to the Sixties
A. HIUNTER DUPREE.

1. OVE~R THE~ DISTANT HIORIZON;

Tssit!" P--~ ---- ur -fiENcI. IN A'i&JtRIL.A it) lq4o

irir HUI1ORIAN hik, a Jilat-C *jiakiiig (to a grOt.I. tit k4iensjils beCAUse
his view of the past tan exp~and idat rxpei-ielic of thosec makinig
decisions for (he future beyond therir own immediate horixurn. fie
cannot predict the future, nor ran ihe by examining the pAst ,iiir
discovcries yet tembrltamed of by 1124' ui letints iii their ownt pioper
disciplines. Vet he can, by tracing the scientific' idecas tit the past.
indicate somiething of (he nattire of st'r~nce and how its leading ideas
are formed. He can also, because science does riot take pla&ce in a
social and institutional vacuuim, tirce the developsisnir of those
institutions whic I give sticiinfict ideas dhcir esnvirosnment.

Those who belittle science in America because of the dcarth of
great names are likely to overlook entirely that half of Asncric-In
history in which [tic Atlantic shore of Non th Amvis i a was at set iel
of British colonies. However, the timec span of the history of modern
science and of Anmerican history are almost idtentical. 1hoitias Hecr-
riot, who accompanied Sir WValter Raleigh's ill-fated attenipt to
ci Ionize Virginia. was a distinguished mathemnitician, 4ine ol the
first followers of Gopernicus in Englanid and a corrcopondesst of
Kepler. From the time of the firit settlements the question w.s nat
what the American colonies contr~buted to acience but rather what
science tontributed to the structure oif Arnericas i ivilinition. The
Puritana, had a philosophically secure place for s-cince, anid miany
of their strongest intellects devoted a major part of their energy to

A. HIINTFR 1)l1'P4R4Pk, 1'wlesar a/ Ifiltory of the Uniumi'ty of Cali
for-nia 4( Berkeley, is now' k'Titdin S4.IE,-4i iN IMF FtIRnAI. (a0VXNM1N1,

* 1040 iO T 19W0, rom pdriion ftiere to Mhe earlier ig.nA CotI'rrirng the' ,earf Prior
to 1940. fie is a mnember of the Histloicart Adv'isory Comrmittee of the No-
tioral Aerisnautirs anid spuce Adminisirdlion and has served a,; a roa-
sultanl to the fCvinmletre on Srienct and l'ublI4 Poulc of the National
Academy of' Scienegs.
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invetig-gting natural phenomena. Thomas BraItle mAde utonom.
ita! observations which wcre used by Isaac Newton in his Principia,
The brightest ornaments of the Americin Enlightenment, Benja-
'min Franklin and David Rittenhouse, made contributions to po-
litical philosophy at leut in par( because of the positions they had
pained in the transatlantic world through natural phil(s)phy. Thus,
trorf ;ie ',cry teginning American civilization gave a place of honor
to science and developed differently because of its l.resen• e

With the achievement of independence, the ment of the early
republic attempted to express their nationalism int ki5r 1C as well
as in literature and art. The attempt to establish an American
prime nmeridiani to replace that of (;reenwich was a charactevistic
gesture of the firit genera(ion. Almost immediately two basic at-
titudc3 toward the relation of science to American democraty be.
came apparent. On the one hand, many, including Joreph Priestly.
saw the free institutions established by the American Revolution
as providing the essential condition of freedom in which science
could be cxipcted to flourish, On the other hand, some, suih is

* John Quinc) Adanm, chided Americans for not providing support
for s-cience which the monarchies supplied as aristocTatic patrons.
In tuntrast to the numerous and well ý.ndowed asitonomital observa,
tories of Europe. where were the "lighthouses of the skies" in the
American republic? Thus the belief that an authoritarian stat has

a poeitive advantage in supporting science has been a part of the
American's asiunption albut skience for a long time, and the re.

actions to Sputnik I show that the idea is still very much with us.
Airaint ,mi . ,a bckgreund the Unitcd "State. . iii" thc period aster

I850, fared up to the problem of institut;on-building for science in
the nation. In an age of seeming indiffeiente to basic research,
scientists could not admit in theory that they were building na-
tional scientific institutions. They had to pretend the Coast Survey

was a temporal- task for(e and not a permanent government aency,
The'. had to introduce a national astronomical observatory in the

guise of a Ikepot of Charts and Instruments for the Navy. It took
an entirely unexpected bequest to bring the Smithsonian Institu-
tion into existence. Only the unusual political conditions of the
Civil War period made possible the founding of a national academy

of sciences. Not until late in the nineteenth century did the char.
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acteristics of univetsitis. as we knuw them today, begin to take
shape ill die United States.

One important nineteenth century institution which has been
almost eclipsed by the subsequetre rise of the laboratory was the
exploring and 8UlVCying expeitioll. These joint ainlitaty-tivilian
enterrfises not only were mounted to achieve very practical and
specifc ends but they also were majo)r iontrihalmors to basic sciente
acros a wide band of disciplines. To take just oe example, the
botany of New Mlex(o was brought inio the purview of interna-
tional saence within a few year after 1846 because civilian collec-
tors, representatives ol the leading botanists of the d.y accompanied
the troops whith came to the area with the ofutbicak (if tlc Mexiran
War. Augustus Fcndler came with a detachment of the Army along
the route of the Santa Fe Trail. Charles Wright reachtd El Paso
with a military wagon train shortly afterward, Tlhe Mexican Bound-
ary Survey* which followed on the Treaty of Guadaloupe Hidalgo
and the railroad surveys of the mid-1850"s brought more cullectors
to the region as part of civilian-military teams manned on the
Army side by a gtrup which specialised in scientific exploration-
the Corp. of lolwIraphical Enginem-as.

After the Civil War the exploring and ruiveying expedition as a
scientific institution tended to break ulp. This change enables one
to speak of the dedline of science in the military ial the late naic-
teenth tintury without implying that a weapons-oriented research
establishment would not be rising in the twentieth century. The
replacement of the rivnl surveys of the BT70's-some of them mili-
taxy-with the toetmancit tivilian sicuttihf agri-ay. the United
States Geologital Survey. makes 1879 a landmark date in the shift.
The tranater of meteoroloviral irsearch from the Army Signal CornA
to the Deliartment of Agriculture in 1890 is a similar indication of
the change.

With the dawn of the twentieth century. a spate of articles ap
peared bemoaning the state of basic science in America as compared
to western Europe. Yet the very discussion of supposed American
inferi,,rity wu an indication that Americati science was maturing,
The growth of laboratories and of universities with their specialited
department3 as we know them today provided the characteristic
locus of scientific activity in place of the exploring and surveying
expedition. The domin., it place which biology had achieved among

i .1
-m

- .- --- --- ---- -- ~~ ___ ____ ___
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the disciplines in the wake of the Darwinian revolution became
attenuated by the rise of chemistry and to a lesser degree physics
as the most prestigious sciences.

World War I was a major shock to American science. Even in
1914 the realization dawned that the United States had remained
deeply dependent upon Europe not only for ideas but also for ap-
plications, particularly in the fields of chemistry and optical glass.
The technical services of the American military had to begin their
effort to apply science to twentieth-century weaponry from a stand-
ing start. Under the aegis of the National Research Council, cre-
ated in 1916, American science reoriented itself into the pattern
which fore.hadowed its military role after 1940. Yet World War I
was for American scientists an incomplete experience. And the most
farseeing leaders were looking beyond the war itself even before
American entry in 1917. George Ellery Hale had an international
objective in mind in establishing the National Research Council.
American leadership was important in setting up the International
Research Council-the precursor of 1CSU, the International Council
of Scientific Unions-just as the nation as a whole was withdrawing
from international cooperative action in the League of Nations.

In the inter-war years between 1920 and 1940 the scientific comt-
munity in the United States took on characteristics which peopl,,
not considered old, can still remember, and which some-especially
those who think that the deprivations of an economiL depression
strengthen character-look back upon as a goldeai age. An unno.
ticed contrast underlay the appearance of an interi itiona! scientific
community and the reality of increasingly nationalistic foundations

for science support. Because communication across national bound-
aries became easy in the 1920's, many scientists could fancy them-
selves men who knew no nation but their own scientific discipline.
Yet the rise of Hitler was to demonstrate how fragile the inteina-
tional community actually was.

In the United States the four sectors of science support within
the nation achieved both balance and a clear division of labor. The
universities, iinuustry, the government, and the private founditions
had some sense of the role to be played both by themselves and
by the others. The universities were the home of advanced training
and basic research. Industry provided a home for applied research
in laboratories organized and financed by corporations. The gov.
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ernment supported more research in absolute terms than ever, but
it limited itself to supporting its ow,, missions by investigations done
in laboratories within its own walls. The private foundations, giown
large on the concentrations of wealth put together in the late nine-
teenth century, played a major facilitating role in the government
and university sectors, as well as mounting research efforts in di-
rectly-supported laboratories. Alone of the four sectors, the foun-
dations had significant ties with the other three. The bonds between
the government and the universities were particularly weak.

In the late 1930's American science showed its maturity by pro-
viding opportunities for the refugees coming over from the shadow
of Naziism. These men recognized earlier, and more clearly than
most, both the involvernent of American science as such in the
crisis and the need for binding the sectors of support together in a
single great establishment directed to national ends.

II. THE FOREGROUND

A HISTORIAN'S REFLECTIONS ON AMERICAN SCIENCE SINCE 1940

The Office of Scientific Research and Development-the OSRD-
was the nearest thing to a true central science organi/ation it; all
of American history. In binding tgether all the sectors of science
support in the immediate interest of the war effort it incidentally
created a new system of American science. Its binding of the uni-
versities and industrial research to the government has continued
even after the demise of the agency itwlf. The four major leaders
of the OSRD-Vanncvar Bush, James B. Conant, Frank B. Jewc*,
and Karl '. Compton-gained their extraordinary hold over Amer-
ican science not because of their personal qualities-however im-
pressive these were-but because among them they represented all
the major interests in American science and had standing in all
the sectors. The decisions tiammeied out by the OSRD became
precedents which shzped the structure of Americao science. The
contract not only brought the universities and industrial labora-
tories into the service of the governmetlt but d'-fined many import.
ant roles, such as that of the contracting institution and of the
principal investigator. It established the principle of no loss and
no gain for non.profit contractors and thus incidentally created the
r-ccssity for determining indirect costs. It determined the concen-

1



6 SCIENCE IN THE SIXTILS

tration and dispersion both of personnel and facilities purely on
the basis of need, thus bequeathing both a geographical imbalance
of research facilities and a rationale for continuing it on the post-
war structure. It adopted a posture of independence from the mili-
tary but in practice carefully geared itself to the needs of weaponry,
not to basic research, Nothing illustrates morn, clearly the adminis.
trative ingenuity of the OSRD than the skill with which it spun
off the Manhattan Project to the Army without at the same time
losing touch with it.

At the end of the war in 1945. as the accomplishments of the
scientists came into view, science policy divided itself into two
spheres. The one which immediately engaged the attention of the
whole world was the sphere of atimic energy. This policy area has its
own dynamic which stemmed from its problem-the bomb. Hence
it had its own relation to international policy, national policy, and
to science. It had its own laboratories-the national laboratories-
and its system of scientific information. It even had its own organized
loyal opposition, a role played by a segment of the scientific com-
munity. The great storms of this policy area arose over the creation
of a national atomic energy agency and over international control.

All of the excitement over the McMahon Bill and Baruch Plan
tended to obscure, however, the other great sphere of science policy,
the development of a national system of government science sup-
port in all the sectors. The Bush report, Science, the Endless Fron-
tier, put forward in July 1945, just before the atomic explosion near
.11amogordo, contained a plan for a comprehensive national science
agency. Its nationil research foundation not only provided for gov-
ernment support of basic research in the universities by using the
techniques of the OSRD; but it also envisaged medical and military
research support under the same roof. Without the priority of the
atomic energy policy nrea, legislation for a National Science Foun-
dation failed of passage in 1946, and the opportunity of the recon.
version period passed.

In place of a comprehensive foundation a variety of agencies
created a multiple system of support by applying the methods of
the defunct OSRD to basic research. The National Institutes of
Health got a start as the primary locus of medical research with
the help of the OSRD's medical contracts, which were transferred
from the Committee on Medical Research. The military, organized
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after 1947 into the Department of Defense with its own Research
and Development Board, found it necessary to support basic re-
search in the universities at the same time that it strove to keep its
in-house laboratories alive for weapons problems. The Office of
Naval Research and its counterparts in the Army and Air Force
had firmly established the pattern of support for basic research in
the universities long before the National Science Foundation, shorn
of some of the functions envisaged for it in 1945, came into existence
in 1950, after five years of legislative maneuver.

By the opening of the 1960's it had become apparent that the
new national system of science support was a permanent feature
of American life, and people began to ask the question, "How has
science fared under it?" The myriad answers which have been
given tend to exhibit either an optimistic or a pessimistic tendency.
The optimists point not only to the accomplishments in nuclear
physics, but also to those in biology and medicine and nearly every
other discipline, and say, "What I have seen in the past twenty
yearsr" The great number of scientists, their equipment, their Dub-
lications, make the United States the metropolis of one of the great
ages in the whole history of science.

Those who take the gloomy view, on the other hand, fear that
creativity has gone out of big science. The team and the factory
atmosphere seem to the pessimists to have lowered the position of
the scientist and sapped his individuality. Science has, by the very
opulence of its support and by the confinement that comes with
practical missions for research, been corrupted. Large projects can
grind out expected answers in any detail desired, but the soaring
generalizations of a Newt-,n and a Darwin arc no lounci possible.

A line of research that is peculiarly characteristic of the age of
the national system of research is the space effort. It is necessarily

a huge team effort, and basic research is essentially dependent on
technology to make the probing of space above the earth's atmos-
phere possible at all. Hence a corollary of the gloomy view is that
American science made a wrong turn for political, which means in
this context unworthy, reasons when it went strongly for space re.
search and especially when it committed itself to manned space
flight. Indeed, most of space flight is not science but technoiogy,
and though it has a value for science, the cost both in money and
manpower is completely disproportionate.
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iOne reason foi this widely held judgment is that the scientific
community has, since the late nineteenth century, come to think of
itself not as engaging in exploration but in research. It has 1come
to consider the essential home of science as the laboratory, forget.
ting in the accomplishments of controlled experiment that many
of science's great triumphs of the past took place within the tradi-
tion of the exploring arid surveying exJpeditions.

The truc preceaent for space exploration in several past centuries
was the probing of the great reaches of the Pacific Ocean which lay

south of the latitude of Acapulco-the route of the Manila galleon-
and between the coast of South America and the East Indies. A lit-
tie was known of the area from the time of Magellan, but the
delivery iystems, the ships, were so near the limit of their capabili-
ties that the technology of just getting there from Western Europe
and getting back took tip nearly all of resources alloted to the
exploration. Only in the eighteenth century, when the scientific
corps was organized as a separate entity on the major expeditior.s,
did research in the South Pacific area tegin to yield data for basic
research across a spread of disciplines in both the physical and
biological sciences. The military was still necessary not only to
provide escort but also to furnish scientific skill unavailable from
civilian sources. The technological side of the combination re-
mained important. Indeed, one of the most intractable problems
lay in the field of guidance systems-how to determine longitude.
And the military in general remained in command. The few times
when scientists such as Edmund Halley were placed in command of
naval vessels turned out to be disasters. Captain James Cook was
quite capable of leaving Sir Joseph Banks at home when the scien-
tist required alterations to the ship to accommodate his cabinet
which impaired the sailing qualities of the Endeavour.

In one sense the late eighteenth century marked the culmination
of the multi-discipline exploration of the South Pacific space. Cap-
tain Cook carried out his mission of contributing to the worldwide
network of observation posts for the t;-ice-in-a-lifetime opportunity
to see and measure the transits of Venus across the face of the sun.

He exploded the myth of a great southern continent extending its
promontories into low latitudes and offering commercial and mili-
tary possibilities. Banks and others contributed to the knowledge
of the flora and fauna and geology of a vast segment of the earth.
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Yet the deeper meanings of the data which the great expeditions
collected largely escaped Cox)k's generation. In the 1830's a surveying
ship, working alone and virtually without adcventure to mop up the
details of geography and hydrography of the area, 11. M. S. Beagle,
managed to occasion on,! of the major breakthroughs in the whole
history of science. Charies Darwin had the insights which led to his
theory of organic evolution while visiting the (;alapiagos Islands,
but the data on which his work ultimately restcd was the work of
many generations of explorers who made it possible to correlate
the distribution of plants and anihaals with the geology ot con.
tinents and islands. The age of Cook, some of whose reasons for
supporting space research were rewarded with only negative results,
could not foresee the work of Darwin as the fittest fruit of their
investment.

Thus if space research is considered not as an unwelcome de-
parture from the laboratory tradition but rather as an exteinsion of
the multidiscipline surveying and exploring expedition so familiar
in the nineteenth century, it can be seen to have a continuity with

/ P the past. The nces.sity to adapt the experiment to the technology
of the delivery system is not a new thing. The participation of the
military and the requirements of comnnand were familiar to scien-
tists of another day. The joining of praczical missions to basic Ye-
search and curiosity concerning the unknown was quite familiar
to Cook anti Bougainville. Although the same disciplines are not
involved in quite the samte mixturi, exploration has long been a
team effort both among disciplines and between scientists and prac-
tical men. The demand that major results he predictable before the
effort can be judged scientifically worthwhile can be no miore met
today than to have expected Captain Cook to pred;rt the theories
of Darwin. We are at the beginning of a new age ot exploration.

Ii

II
F
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II. The Concept of Mathematics
Historically Surveyed

MORRIS KLINE

I NThRODUCTION

I PROPOSE TO present not the latest technical results but rather a
broad account of the nature of mathematics and of its relation to
science as we undeistand these matters today. By the nature of
mathematics I mean the very concept of a unique subject called
mathematics, presumably distinct from any other scientific or hu.
manistic corpus. Two distinguishing characteristics of mathematics
have been accepted in the past as paramount. The first is its method.
ology andi the sctond is its ilaiui to truth. Its subject inatter is also
different from that of other fields but I shall not consider this
feature. I propose to show you that the logic has always been in
a sonuswhat sorry state and nevert morte so than today. And I shall
also show you that thrie isn't a word of tr utih in mathematics. More-
over, at the present time the status of mathematics as a distinct sub-
ject is so unclear that the mathematical antr scientific worlds face a
dilemma, a dileiimma which threatens the very existence of mathemat-
ics and poses grave questions for science.

I believe it will be most helpful to adopt a historical approach.
Apart fron, some intelcsting facts about the history itself, this ap-
proach will enable us to see how the traditional ,oncept of niathe-
lnatics arose, to what extent it has been correct, and what recent
events have forced a reevaluation.

THE BABYLONIAN AND EGYPlIAN PERIOD

The phenoimenon of mnathciatits is found in just a few of the

AMORIS AI.Nl Ii PIolessor of ,Alathemata• anm i)iitrtor, Divi'ioo of
Elect ro agneti- Reeearch at the C(ourant Institute o( mathemsatical
Sciences, New 'oluk Urniierhity. lie is ani AFOSR grarltee. Dr. Kline is ihe
author of numerous booki, research articles and popular pieces on

mathematicj.
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wo~rked,

THEf CLASSICAL GR l~tV PFahaOD

The 1 wpelp who ( ieated Ilinalchijialit s ill the( st'ilst ill 5%II(id It is

(0111limulily tnditrsto-md wVIc the Ci ceks of thc classicatl period, fthe

Ciecks was to ýiijuply the logical strin (tire tof Inathcnlati si. Ilicy

ilisisted that ill pm(Xf (ofs 111 ivillthtrtut ill formulas, pli~dli)ctlrs. anid

assert ions mutst bec ledtititive. 1haaits. FE~l itlean getinmt ry. whiich is
one of the niaslterworks of the t1.sshiia (;leeks, is pieseined (feduit-
tivel y. TIhe gi eat virtue of tdu 1itsie proof is dimt thle (otitnlasions
arv tinliitest itma ble if one a rpts (Ike pi cmiwse 'llue M~id uhiatI

muathciinarica I (otimlltisiIolI are umiimsa ilable derives froria thle use of
dedct~~tive proof.

It is imflmxrtant to apipreciate how5% mad ical the insistence oui tie-

duttive piotif was. Supposc a scientist shmild nicasure the sitill of

anti of (lflelviit Si/Vsan shitt Sdws, anti find that thle sumn is 1I de(I-
gre'es to wvithin file himnitsoftexpe i mental amfiatuy. Sinrely 11w Would
%onclude that the stima of the angles of -,my triatigic is !180 degrees.
Buti h iis pilo 4)4woulId no) hle tieduttt isv anim would not rimerefoic beI

niatliemiiiat aly attejtable. L ikewise onct tani test as nmany ctvell
it111ltAll l)CI5 s e pleaises jtid le %Vill limidi 1hat (';1( 1 is 'I Sminn of two
pl1 uiv 1111i1heli . lBut this test is no1t a deducittisv procof anid so til

resuilt ii nut a theoicia (if mathematics. Decduct ive proof is, then,
a very stringent rcquircmeiat.
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But the (.recks werr afei far more than imlictable proofs. They
sought truths, especially truths about the universe. Since they be.
lieved that the uriverse is mnathemati ally designed, a belief elpitom-
ized inn Plato's "(4od eternally geoinctri/es," the truths alinut the.
universe would be ruathematical, flow totld one obwtin these
truths? If one could start the chain of d(cductivc proofs with prcm.
ises or axiom. that were truths, then, situc dedut livc teasuttirig gives
treeksaiv cols.quen Cs, these, toit. would be tri'uths. hortnnately the

Greeks readily obtained sonic self-evident truths whldh wtrved as
axioms. It was sclf-cvidcnt that two pointis dercriine a lhie, that
am iiklit .ciivcs aic equal, tliat equals added to equals give equals.

and so ott. F;om these t I utlis they (Ictl(ed .thels. "]hu.t tlie .s(ond
great distinguishing feature of tnathernatits was ritablished, M.ithe-
MatiUs gives ti Uth albut the- untiverse. At the sauit, time the telation.
stip) to Sirn(ce wa ctabl)lished. ialthv'natits betame pait tif the
scientific effort to tunderstand the physical world,

The Greeks insisted on the rigcorous establishment of matheinatics
from self-evident truths. But they ran into a major dilficulty. In the
course of their work oit number and geometry the Pythagoreans,
a famous group of mathenatician -philosophers, encountered irra.
tional numbers. These arose through the application of the Py-
thagorean theorem itself, which says that the uluare of the hylioe.
nuse of a right triangle equals the surn of the squares of the sideR.
Thus if the sides are eacih I unit long then the length of the hypote.
nuse is V2, and such numbers, as the Pythagoreans proved, cannot be
expressed is a ratio of whole numbers. Now the Egyptianis and the
Babylonians had encountered square t•ots and with uo further
tbought approximated them. But the Greeks were more meticulous.
To them numbers mea•n. whoc! numbrc. and iaijos of whole num-
bers and since \/2 was neither, it could not be a number. The Greek
resolution of this difficulty was to refuse to recognize irrationals, such
as \/2, ,•/2, and V\5 as numbers but to treat them as lengths, areas
and volumes. Thus if one states the Pythagorein theorenm as the
square on the hypotenuse of a right triangle equals the suM of the

squares on the other two sides, one has a statement about areas of
geometrical figures in which no numbers enter. Consequently,
though whole numbers and ratios of whole numnb•rs were treated

arithmetically the main body of classical (;reek mathemnatics become
geometrical.
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T'lE At IXANIDAIAN URLIK WokR.D

"The (lhara((cl and even the lohation of the (Giek culiuie was
drastically altered in the list quaiter of the lhttith tivituy B.('. by
the (onqlijests and imancuici of Alexandci the (;tcat. After he had

Conquered Gre-ee, Egypt and the Near East, he decidcd to found
a new capital for his world and hi and his suctcssors buihl the city
of Alexaadria in Egypt. There the 4lassital (,reek and the older
Egyptian and Babylonian civilitatiois merged.

"The classical Creek, had sought to undetstand tnature but they
were satisfied with the qualitative understanding which geometity
afforded. Th'e p)ractical uscs of mIIathicitAtit sil (Oinnsti li..oll, naviga-
(ion, calendar reckoning, t-)nimerce and finanic were of Ino interest

to these phitlisohet-nsathvsaticiaius lowevvr, the Alkxandiians,
influeni d by the maore piatti-ally minded YgyptiaIns and Babyloni-
ans, put the sciences to usc. li the Alexandiian perioxl a quantita-
tive astr(nomy applicable ai-d applieI to caleuidai-reckoning. the
measurement of tinie and naviga+!on was developed and, in fact,
Silminted in the remarkably attutae Ptoimkat ihcoy. Met-hall
ital dcvi, cs, applied opti(s. geography. picu atits tiw! hydrostatics
wetr pursued.

Applied sien e and reiginceliiig must 1w quantitative. When a
ship at sea wishes to know its loi atioa. it wishes to know it niiner-
ically in termiis of degrees of latitude and longiuude. "I'o cunstruct

effcttively buildings, bridges, ships and] danms one must know the
quantitative measures of lengths, aicas, voluimes and masses to be

eniployed so that ý.he parts will fit nii cly; iii fltt this quantitative
knowledge inust usually be olbtained before the construction is unf

drrtakeui. Atid so we find iii AVev.andri;a thaz hL- groonliry was

devoteu to the derivation of algebraic formulas for length%, Areas,
and volumes. To develop a quantitative astroiitlny Hipparchus and i

Ptolemy had to create tiigonolietry, whi h (t(cisists of geometry and

algebra. Hence arithmletic and algebrai assumed equal importance
with geometry.

But the arithmetic and algebra, which were taken over from the

k.'gyptians and the B&bylohians, had no logical foundation, The
Alexandrian Greeks adopted the Egyptian and Babylonian attitude.
Irratioual numbeis suth as w, V2, N/3 and the like wepe ia&.d un-

critically and approximated where necessary. The mathematicans,
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tnutably ilerot, )Iipparthnu, Ptolrmy and een Arthirmelev. did not
Jrsitatr' to usc il Ination141 freely. 'Ihll algebl a, awhiti is uof 4ll ou W o
nmore th.n genertalized a;itholemli, was revived as an r.ilpiri. al sL-

S~elite.
The (colltent of mathematics now (omp)rised geometry arnd alge-

bra. "I'cough the geometry still diniiuated, the algebra was 11o

luiigri negligihle. N•Ioicu.r. hion tlh- MIhitll-d onilt of thc logic, the
sitUlatiou was pjtuliat. 'the geomretrt was defdit-ive and rigorously

lumaided on sc|(.eviticl; axioms. Thc ariihnicti: ,and algebra were
based on intuitive and clnpirital Miohuml% , AnId dchpite the sharply
differcnt bak's for thcc sc ci al suibjc' I, the (l-.isial Greek coInvic-
tion that mathematics is frith about the qtu.ltiative and geo-
netri• al lihavior f nlattise still prevailed.

Tilm HINDJ AND ARABIC: (CUNYIIt'1IlIONS

"T'he Alexandrian G;reek tiviliiai,,6ni %as wiped ,out by Roman,
Christian and Moslen destioycrs, and the torch of matheinatit-

was taken til) by the Hlimuhis and the Arabs. both of whotm leatied
muInth h1o4in the Giecks. We shall not (ake the time to diuustt these
civiliiations in detail, The signilitant mathenatital dcvelopnents

are the Hindu tontributioms of yleo amid lneative numbers,
I-tOni the Standliint O-f tlhi lOgit Of Imiatlht-all itS the outstalidiing

fact is that both peo+•1•x worked licely with all types of numbers,
partittnlarly irrational and tiugatiVe iun wrtlr, by relying 1il1J0ii ill-
tuitive and phyliial arguments oi by reasoning by analogy. For

example. sine %19 -,• t =_ \/I-44, the Hlinidus and Arabs did not
hesitate to state that N/2 • N/5 v V6. The willingniess of these plople,
somewhat likv the ERvptians and B2vlntl li"!'14, tO L-e guid.d I

heuristic arguments is strikinig because it shows again how the
civilitation determilcs the (haratter of the miathliematiu, By this
time, roughly 10X00 A.D., algebra terrainly ctiniljlttd with geometry

in exteit •nd so we lace the peculiar situation that about half of
matheiiatit.tq was rigorously established while tie other half re.
mained a series of itles and itor durew with no log•o al basis.

Ttiv. RUNAISSANC; AND EARL.Y S•F'ilNIi.kNIil C.rNIU

Through a series of hiistoiital events which we calilnnot tiat' here
the El--u' ali tivililatioli tant only was established bit alW altluiated
the Hindu, Arabic and (Gieek nathematics, the deductive geometry
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arunl cor eat'Itio l of1 ahlmiht .a. Eig~live 511) Lu111wtws. 'qtiI ~lcto mw~cx

ilig tioarks Il AlittiIIC d tI S ifltha pimtico t ga *.rjaiagt at*.ltoiiimit of

Iooe hlisw id a.in (11Itrk% toheiieudalhd ilacddi 71.wem

hmid.othercmilil~,ciA .timil titialm- usl it) denyv (ht artitma ol.

brsar trvlwsat alhl. Towit, 14ttn ,'ci we sk to) 4tuhjjt themt to
nuiicrtioli(decitiials) . ,we fioundital tltev fler awav itiwptrt ahly.

ko fial II~ mic0 ilttitt 1 14' .1ppu tiaeadcl pict twvlý Ill at(et-1....

Nm ta ti ma bc ( a El j im immiatal Ahith I% (iif stl( I ilatior
that i tk% o nso. Thertforc, ill%( as an itilnit tote ibaiata is
mII ait a ac .1111 i so Illt ilata ltott l aIaataaIi' is noat a (lolt lllt el .~~ buti

lius liitltl(11 ill A 411aat iiahttlitV." 'IltetaStgid tgat i" ilics(' te-1
mimlti% m~a~ae ci thea whole noitttaihi' or frAtio m C i at d I Iiotisay irý
tlatioiahtI ate tteitltt'i helic~ thle) art- lit ital i)Uilthacl%, Ill tiea
ut-micttithil (entltt, Ba -W Pas5411 anld ls.aim Hllonw Sa4id that, fort
exampt~le, \-. Call li W yi g((b~tliCt it 4.1gIittidtl. It i.1tjiittjl tttttt1-

Ix'rs have no existemue itadellendveit of tonotitituot geointrtar m1agni-

Negative uimutalw's weic uqtrallI) iltuatpt chnib 51e. St if H alIkd
ncgati~c mi ttiabris aii atatt antd tiac fitrst great Firiolatii~' algcha aist,
J erome ( atdami,44 Alecd them fat intat ota. Fiant ois V'icta, the heouildcr
of anu~eria algebri. rejected thlcat anad Rcein IDestrtc! callkd tIlgA.
liveC rOxth of ectoatittoma falsaC. All voitst of aigomems cltWit giveii evenl
as late as the cighientat (can ny it) show that anegat ive imattabets

To 431) ttt'-w ti otiles ClC~(dittt ill llia ltttaml ots [0111111t for tlie solu-
'i~tia of ut itl tdegict (c 4lottai 411 ill trodte'ltt ((oltlpl(x ttittlolics. lie

remaarks that they ate "Sophdisitic jtilaaIltits Whit 11. thIought inlgenious,

were usekss,' despite tile fat( that wheii the roots arc real and
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distinct they are still given by cube roots of complex numbers. The
algebraist Raphael Bombelli called complex numbers senseless
while Descartes coined the term imaginary numbers, which indicated
his opinion of them. Even Isaac Newton did not iegard complex

lnu "bers as significant becanse they had no physical meaning. As in
the case of negative numbers and irrational numbers all sortr of
arguments weic given to show the meaninglessness of complex num-
bers.

But the Europeans had to reckon with science. From about the
year 1500 onward science and the application of scientific knowledge
to engineering, navigation, military affairs, industry and social
problems began to dominate the European civilization. Even in the
sixteenth century the activity in astronomy, highlighted by the work
of Copernicus and Kepler, the problems raised by the great ex-
plorations, the work in optics stimulated by the invention of the
telescope and microscope, the study of projectile motion in behalf
of the increasing use of cannons, and the investigation of magnetism
loomed large in the European scene. The relevance of the vast ex-
pansion of science for our subject is that effective scientific work,
particularly applied science, as we noted in connection with the
Alexandrian Greeks, calls for quantitative knowledge. In addition,
a new concept of scientific method, formulated by Galileo and most
fruitfully applied by Newton, called for the description of physical
phenomena by means of functions and the study of these phenomena
by mathematical work with functions. This methodolgy of course
put primary emphasis on quantitative relationships.

To cope with the growing scientific activity the mathematicians
not only used irrational, negative and complex numbers but put
forth new creations in arithmetic and algebra. This was the period
in which logarithms were created to speed up the calculations of
astronomers. In this period the main body of the algebra taught
in our high school and elementary college courses was created by
Cardan, Nicolo 'rartaglia, Vieta, Descartes, Pierre de Fermat, John
Wallis, and many others. And in this period also Descartes and
Fermat created analytic or coordinate geometry in which curves are
represented by algebraic equations in two variables so that the
study of properties of curves could be pursued by algebraic tech-
niques. With this creation the positions of algebra and geometry
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were reversed. Conclusions about geometry were to be established by
algebraic reasoning.

The significance of the new mathematical developments is that
algebra began to outstrip geometry. Since there was no logical foun-
dation for algebra and since in particular negative numbers, ir-

rational numbers and now even complex numbers had no clear
definitions, to say nothing of any justification for operations with
them, the logical structure of mathematits was in a sad state. Indeed
many mathematicians, notably Pascal and Barrow, protested against
the use of algebra because the logical foundations were not estab-
lished. The philosopher Hobbes called algebr, "'a scab of symbols."
Nevertheless, the mathematicians used arithmetic and algebra freely
on a pragmatic basis. The rules gave physically correct results and
this is what decided the is,,uc for the time being. The needs of sci-
ence prevailed over logical scruples.

THE RisE OF ANALYSIS

The logic of mathrnmatics was thrown into a state of crisis by still
further developments. The major scientific attvity of the late seven-
teenth and the eigl- teenth centuries was the study of motion, par-
ticularly celestial m-ichanics. To carry on the stody of motion, the
notion of a function or formula, which is a relation between two
arithmetically valued variables, is basic. Powerful methods of de-
ducing and working v'ith functions, notably the calculus, were
created.

The oasic concept of the calculus is the instantaneous rate of
change of a function, namely, the limit of Ay/Ax as Ax approaches 0.

Isaac Newton, who shares with Gottfried Ieibniz the honor of
creating the calculus, thought of the limit in question, which is now
called the derivative, as a velocity, which is the case when y repre.

sents distance and t, time, and he made great use of this fact in

solving physical problems. But Newton experienced, for him, in-
superabl-, difficulties in explaining how he obtained the derivative
from Ay/ax. The difficulty lay in the fact that Ay also approaches 0
when ax does and it seemed "-npossible to explain how such a quo.
tient approached a definite .umber. Newton wrote three papers

on the calculus and put out three editions of his famous Mathe-
matical Principles of Natural Philosophy and in each of these publi-

J.
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cations he made different explanations. In his first paper he says
that this method is "shortly explained rather thaa accurately
demonstrated." In his second paper he thanges some terminoltgy
so as "to remove the harshness from the doctrine of indivisibles"
but the logic is no more perspitious. In the third paper Newton
says "in mathematics minutest errors are not to be neglected." And
then he gives a definition of the derivative, or fluxion as he called
it, which supposedly shows that a fluxion is a precise concept.
"Fluxions arc, as near as we please, as the increments of fluents
generated in times, as equal anti as small as possible, and to speak
accurately, they are in the prime ratio of nascent increments; yet
they can be expressed by any lines whatever, which arc proportional
to them."

In (lie first and third editions of the Principles Newton says.
"Ultimate ratios in which quantities vanish, are not, strictly speak-
ing, ratios of hltimate quantiti,5s, but limits to which the ratios of
these quantities decreasing without limit, approach, and which,
though they can come nearer than any given difference whatever,
they can neither pass over nor attain before the quantities have
dimiinished indefinitely." He says, further, "by tde ultimate ratio
of evanescent quantities is to be understood the ratio of the quan-
tities. not before they vanish, nor after, but that with which they
vanish." There are other statements by Newton in the published
versions of his works which differ from the above. Clearly Newton
struggled hard to define the derivative but scarcely succeeded in
formulating a precise concept.

Leihni, worked not with the ratio ,y/Ax and its limit but with
differentials dx and dy which, he said, though not zero were not
ordinary numbers. They were geometrically the differences in ab-
scissa and ordinate, respectively, of two "infinitely near points."
He t() p)ublished many papers in which he tried to explain the
meaning of the ratio d1y/dx, the equivalent of Newton's derivative.
Concerning a paper published in 1684 even his friends, the Ber-
noulli brothers, said it was "an enigma rather than an exj lica-
tion."

Other papeis and efforts to clarify his ideas did not accomplish
any niote. In a letter to WVallis, Lcibniz says: "It is useful to con-
sider quantitics infiniitely small such that when their ratio is
sought, they may not be considered zero but which are rejected as
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often as they occur with quantities incomparably greater. Thu.4 if
we have x + dx, dA is rejected. But it is different if we seek the
difference bt:tween x + dx and x. Similarly we cannot have xdx
and dx dx standing together. Hence ii we are to differentiate xy we
write (x + dx) (y + dy) - xy = x dy + y dx + dx dy. But here
dx dy is to be rejected as incomparably iess than x dv -r y dx. Thus

in any particular case, the error is less than aily finite quantity."
In the absence of satisfactory definitions hc resorted io analogies

to explain his differentials. At one time he referred to dy and dx
as momentary increnients or as vanishing or inripient magnitudes.
These aie Newtonian phrascs. Tlhen he says that as a point adds
nothing to a line so differentials of higher order, e.g., (lx dx, add
nothing to dx. Then he says dx is to x as a point to the Earth or
as the radius of the Earth to that of the heavens. T'here are many
other statements by Lribni, which aie equally obscure.

There were many attacks on Leibniz's and Newton's work.
Newton did not respond but Lcibuiz did. The answers given by
Leibniz show the state of affairs. Leibnaii objected to "overprecise
critics" and that we should not be led Iy excessive scruptlousness
to reject the fruits of invention. 'Ihe phrases infinitely large and
infinitely small signify no more than quantities whidh one can take

as great or as small as one wishes. And then he argues that one can
use these ultimate quantities, the actual infinite and the infinitely

small, as a tool much as the awcormiists use the imaginary with
great profit. He also said that if one prefers to reject infinitely small

quantities. it was possible instead to assume them to be as sniall
as one judges necessary in order that they should be incomparable
and that the error produced sho.,! be of no consquence, or less
than any given magnitude.

With these vague, unclear, alnost impenetrable conctpts serving
to introduce a brand new branch of mathemnatics one would expect
either that the whole subject would be dropped by mathematicians

who boast of their precise reasoning, their indisputable conclu-

sions, and the like, or that some genius of the order of Newtoi, and
Leibniz would come along and clear up the confusion in the sub-
ject. But neither step was made. Newton anid Leibiviz made correct
and highly significant applications of their ideas and their succes-
sors not only retained what these inventors contributed but also

added to the calculus, differential equations, infinite series, the calcu-

)
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lus of variations and a host of other branches, now comprising what
is called analysis, and made many more applications.

In the eighteenth century the attacks on the soundness of analysis
generally continued and, in fact, were persistent. The most vigor-
ous attack was made by George Berkeley, a bishop and philosopher,
in his tract called The Analyst. The subtitle of this tract is interest-
ing: On a Discourse Addressed to an Infldel Mathematician [Ed-
mund Halley]. Wherein it is Examined Whether the Object, Prin.
ciples, and Inferences of the Modern Analysis are More Distinctly
Conceived, or More Evidently Deduced, than Religious Mysteries
and Points of Faith. "First Cast the Beam out of Thine Own Eye;
and Then Shalt Thou See Clearly to Cast Out the Mote Out of Thy

F B) other's Eye." Berkeley's description of dy/dx as the ghost of de-
parted quantities is famous.

Because it was impossible to give a sound explanation of the
calculus d'Alembert advised students of the subject, "Persist and
faith will come to you." Berkeley and most mathematicians of the
18th century such as Euler, Lagrange, and Carnot, believed that
the calculus worked because errors were somehow compensating
each other. All of these men tried to build a sound foundation for
the calculus and failed.

The upshot of the entire development of mathematics until 1800
is that by far the largest part of mathematics now rested on arith-
metic and algebra rather than on geometry, and there was no log-
ical foundation for this major portion. Nevertheless because the
mathematicians and physicists thought in physical terms and used
physical arguments to supply the deficiencies in mathematical rea-
6011111g, the application of .nathematics to the study of nature at-

tained enormous success. The most impressive results were obtained
in the study of the motions of the planets and the earth's moon.
Predictions of planetary and lunar positions reached the accuracy
of fractions of a second.

And so we find a highly paradoxical state of affairs. The logic of
the now vastly expanded mathematics was never in a sorrier state.
But the success of mathematics in representing and predicting the
ways of nature was so impresive that mathematics was securely
established as a body of truths. More so than the Greeks, the in-

tellectuals of the eighteenth century Age of Reason proclaimed the
mathematical design of nature. The eighteenth century has been
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called •he heroic age in mathematics because the mathematicians -
dared and achieved such magnificent scientific conquests on the
basis of so little logical arinament.

TiE: GREAT DEBACLE

The most significant development of the ninetcenth century from
the standpoint of the logical nature and tfie truth of mnathemaCtics
wa2.: non-Euclidean geometry. It is not necessary for us to investigate
the activity which led to this creation but we should note just what
it offered. The basic fact abK)ut non-Fu(lidean geometry is that it is
possille to adopt a different set of axioms from Euclid's and con-
struct a body of theorems diffeiring from those in Euclid. The key
diffcreme in the axiolns is the parallel axioi. In place of assuming
as Etolid did that through a given point in a plane there is one and
only one line which does not meet a given line. one can assume that
there are many sudc lines through the point or that there are
none. The consequences of adopting a different axiom on parallel
lines arc weighty. For example, instead of the sum of the angles
of a triangle adding Ull to 180 degrces, they add u1) to less than or
more than 180 degrees. Another weighty consequence is that the
distinction between similar and congruent triangles is wiped out.
Two similar trianigles must 1W congruent.

The very fact that there could be geometries alternative to Eu-
clid's was in itself a shock to niathenatics. But the consequences of
the creation of non-Euclidean geometry were far morc drastic,
The first was that ill the course of the wqn k on non-Euclidean ge-
omnetry the logic of Euclidean geometry was found to be woefully
deficient. Euclid had giv.n .na!y ,,eannlgless delinitioun, had failed
to define a number of the concepts he did use, and, worst of all.
had used unconsciously any number of axioms that he never nien-
tioned. To put it bluntly the logical structure of Euclid was seen
to be terribly inadequate.

So, from the standpoint of rigor, by 1850 or so mathematics was
in a desperate state. In view of the tremendous advances in analysis
in the late sevienteenth, eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries,
ninety-five per cent of mathetnati s, everything built on arithmetic,
had never had any logical foundation. Now the only piece of ground
which hail been assumed to be solid, Euclidean geometry, was found
to be marsh land.
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Tnt. Loss orF TRUTH

Nont-Euclidean geometry initiated thte destruction of another foun-

dation smut' of matfhcinaths -its truth. The matsu who was chiefly
responsible for the u-cation of non-Euclidean geometry, Karl Gauss,

t ~realized at once that the necw gcometries might loe applicabhle to the
physical world and souri conuvinced himself that any one of themi
could be uised, In other words, to within the accitracy of observation
and nicasurenient, Jphysital space could be described by any one of
several geometries. If SeVCr-al gCoune4triCS. which contradict ecah other
its pat t at least, canl des rilw physital spa" c tisei suitely we do wit
know what is true about physical space. All one can say is that it

oineniy or of one of the non-Euclidean geometrie.%, then miathe-

niatisb will tell us the tonsequemues of our belief. Gauiss thereuipon
concluded that geometry was part of mechanics.

Non-Euclidean geometry, a triumph of reason, paved the way for
an intellectual dIisaster. It certainly showed that gcomnetry does not
offer ttuths. For a while the inathieniatitians, 'lltluding G;auss hansl-
self, turned to arithmetic, algebra and analysis andl said that the

'ruth of mathematics rests there. Bult in the iiinetcenth century

vectors, and Ani algebra of niatric':-s. What is significant about these

algebras is that they do not obey all of the laws of ordinary ait it-

two matrices is generall ii)not (ouinnutativc. Cuonsequen tly na tlseina-

ticians begans to realite that there is not jutl% One algeb a bult mlany
algebra% just as there are many ge1lltIc 11. Sh !im;O~ ' o

quite the samec in the two fieltds becauise the algebra of ordiniary
nunubeis was not changed. However, it ecamne clear' that this al-
gebra too was tman-m-sade and that there was no assusrance that its
laws applied to the phiysical woihI. And in fact they nseed not.

Thuts if one mnixes two cubiu cemntineteis tit hydiog~en gas and one
clibic centimueter omf oxygen gas onle does not obtain three 4ttlbi( cetiti-

mieters of watter s'ahaor hut only two. Amnd if 4inc uonibiies olse qular-t

of rye awil one quart of veitit m ont sume does not get two quiar!ý of
alcohol butl sonmewhat less~. Thecre is no gtiarailtee, ins other wordhs,

that the familiiar atithimmetic neicssarily aimplies to thle phlysical
world. TIhus algebra and arithmsetic, too, ale not t-uths.
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Non-Euclidean geonictry was a victory which almost cost the
life of mathcniatti(s. '[he clain to truth alaut cile Ilaysital world
and rigorous atioof, the two distinguishin g Icaltires of ilia llalh atit 5,

were both s.en to Ie fanciful. What did prcscrve the life of mathe-
mnatics was the powerful mcedi ine it had itself ('OlCO(.(tL-t-lL 'AIMo-
ImIOUS arhlliCv'e,2nllt s ill tlhstfial fli.(hanis, acostlmits, fluid dyi|am.
ichs. the strength of matatrials, optics, vlt:elrul ity and niagntetism. and
the mantv branches of cngintering, and the incredible amiracy
of its picduitions. There had to hI Sonic csswitial, etshaps mabi+al,
power in a subject whith, though it had hotight utdel the plinit.
lion of the invincible banner of tiuth, had actually achieve.( its
victories through some icnner naystelio||s strcngth. Ilhc ex :t oldinary
appli(al)ility of malthematics to nattic ie||.|ained to lw, exfldaintd
bhit ntu one c(oul (Icily the lai it(self and tlite to tinow away such
an all.powcrful tool. And So |mathemtatics retained its place in the
intellectual and stientific worlds.

Tilm RF SIORA1 ION OF' RIGoR

hiut the astatlellnalitialls weir not (')olit'llt. "'hil pmlcstige Was at
stake. WVhat was, hentudolth, to distingtishi lolt, minhded, Ihoble-
thinking matlhcmiatit ians frtna carth-ga uaibbig st ivtmtistr Ith Was sot
possible to restore truth to maiathematits. 'Ihis gent was lost licv'er.
But it atight be possible to restore the rigor of ptroof to geon|cttuy
and to instill tigor in the devcsopnaient of atitlaaclt, algebra and
analysis.

Tihe ialath)ietia t ia as of the ||imaeteett|h (cntury did prioyide tile
rigolotos logital founadations of their siubje-t. A nnovciiiuai tcailed

the critical nmovecuent antd initiated by the wonk lf Beritad Bol-
zano anda Augiistin-Louis (aulay and tallied forwald by Karl
Weierstrass, Richard )tcdekind, Gcotige (Caittlu, (. Pcano and

others provided for the first titme an axiomatic basis for arithmetic,
algebra and availysis. And Mortit Pasch, David Hilbeirt atd others
supplied all imptuoved axiumatit basis fir lLutlideata and tile other
geometries. In the tourse of this foUmtdatiotal wirk (antor, who
found himself obliged to tieat various tollct ions of p•titits and
aMlaal)cts, crcatcd a IM3a t'wl 01 Iliaatht'aaatits abolut whith 011C heats

much today-the theory of sets. Il ally case by i<KKI tile stli tt logical
basis of mathematics was perfected. At a congress of mathematicians
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in Paris in 1900, Hemi Poim are boasted: "Today we may say that
perle( igor has been attained,"

TnH CONSISIi:NCY PROBLEM AND THI. PARAIX)XFS

The story of the development of the concept of mathematics
* would have had a happy ending if indeed it did c•ld hete. The sat-

isfaction whi h mathematicians were enjoying from the newly at-
tained 1wirfcct state of nadicuiatics was short-lived, Mathematics now
consisted of a set of rather arbitrary dedoctive sti uurcs each resting
on ;txi•lns. 'lh'csc sti ti• trt's iscre no longer truths and hicntc the

* . question arose, "How do we know that these structures are consist-
cnt, that is, that we shall not a2 nive at tontitadittiorns?" Previously
the stupjised truth of mathumatics had guarantced c(onsistenlty, for
truth by its very natuic could not contain contradi(tions.

T he problen- of establishing consistenty was aggravated by the
discovery that mathematicians had indeed been using concepts which
were self contradictory. And these contradictions were distovertd
in the vciy bianth hof niuatlcwatics that was zicated to rigoriie the
subject iaunely, set theory. The contradictions are called paradoxes,
a euphentiSin which avoids fa-iag the truth. I shall give so5eC Cx-

amples of these patadoxes in non-te(thnital set:ings just to a•t id the
need to Irescnt any mathematital batkground. However, the ex-
amples are tylpi(al of mathenmat.ical toumterparts.

"The first of these paradoxcs is talled the bat ber patadox. A barber
inl a town boasts that he shaves All those people who do not shave
theu•selves but of tourw he do"s not shwa.e those ipol)le who do
shave thenselves. Should he shave himself? Clearly, it he does, hie
shouldn't and if hc dCes3i't, lie should,

Anothict example is the famotus Russell Paradox. A class of books
is not a hook but a tlass of ideas is anl idea. Heme(e s,')ne ('lasses do
not belong to theuns.lves and some do. l)enote by M, the class of
all classes which are mncmnbers of themselves, and by N, the class of
all classes whith a;te not ntembhers of themsclves. NI and N are
clearly mutually exthlsive but together include all classes. Now N
itsclf is a class, Does it tvlong to M or N? If N belongs to N. it is a
class whidh belongs to itslf and so should btlong to M. If N be-
longs to M, then it dohs not hilong to N, since M and N aye mutual-
ly exclusive. If N does not belong to N, that is, if N does not
belong to itself, th. , by the definition of N, it should belong to N.

Ii'
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Finally let us consider the word "paradox." Each number is
describable in inany ways by words. Thus five call be described by
the singlc word "five" or by the phrase "the next integer alter
four." Take the description involving the least number of letters
and call this the minijium dcscriptions, (onsider stow all numbers
whith are describable with 100 letters or fewer of the English apha.
bet. At nmost 27100 drsriptions arc possible and even it each is a
n ltiimtns dcs(rilptin there is at nmost a finite nunmber of nini-
bers destrilabhc with all 27100 des stiptions. "here must then be
somc numbers not dcl% ribed by the 27 1o1 d, wa iptions. Consider "the
smallest numsber not dcscribable in 100 lettncs oi less."' This number
has just beeen dcsurilbd in l'ss than 10W letters.

Thms the pioblein of establishinig the consistem y of rnathematics
was no longer amadenic. The paradoxcs showed that mathematics
was l•ot consistentt, and the problcm of ncsolving the paradoxes and
establishing the coonsistcnr y of nlitesnats 515eid attie inmperative.

I niight add that the' uIatune ot these paradoxes is that an object
is defined in temns of a (lass of objetts which includes the object
defined. It is casy to overlook this tirinlarity in miak/insg definitions.
1T1hu1s Sl)lo)se o5(' deliits the set S to be tile (ollction of all sets
eads of whi(h is delbiable in a statesslemlt of 25 or fewer words.
S itself has just bcin dcfined in a statement of fewer than 25 words
so th.3t S is nit luded in the t lass of sets by which S is defi'ed.

"I'lM M|ODUON PtI|I.OSOPHIFS Ius MAI'M MAI IlS

Three major philosophies have be.n develpcd', cach of whith
seeks to ie-oive the difficulties just described. These art, (alled the
logissit, the formalist, and the intuitiunist philosophies. I shall not
try to do more than sketch the essential points in these philosophies.

The logistic school, led by G-ittlob Frege, B3ertrand Ruseil and
Alfred North Whitclead builds up niathernatic-s deductively frons
logic. LUic itself starts with axioms about propositions or state.
tients anid then is itself built up deductively. Then, with no further
axioms, the (•d•.epts of ||atheniatits and their properties are de.
dited. The dcvelopnment is a lengthy one.

To avoid the paradoxcs Russell antd Whitchead had to distinguish
types of piopxositions. The ptuspose of this theory of typel is to inake
sure that a propositional function of any one type does not apply
to a set of objccts containing that propositional function. This

a'I!
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avoids defining an element in terms tof a set Which contains that
elemniut. But the theory Of types intrcxlucird (ompliwatioiss. To Over-
comie thriti Russell and W~lls.teheacl introduted anl axiomi of rediici.
bility to the effect that foi catls relation of whatever typle aniong
individual objectu there exists anl eqiuivalent relation of simple type,
The axtiom is artificial asid has sno intuitive content.

lucre are several objcstions it) this logistic aipproach. The first
is that the consistency of the set of axioms used for logic, partic-
ularly in vie~w of the artificial, non intuitive axioni of i-educibility,
is ospen. 111 to M90. Rtsssell bclieved that the principles of logic
weir truths but he soon rcalired that there was no basis for the
belief. The second objection is that the deduction of nmathematic's
fromt logic, which has rio affirmations about the real world, leaves
Unext)ali~ed the relationship of matheinati~ ito icality.

The formalist "doul led by David Hilbert p~roposes that each
branch of mathematics be built upoin a wt of logical and matheý
matical axioms. The axioms are formulated in terms of symbolic
stateCmentS to Which no mecaning is to be aitached and the theoremis
rciult fromt the pure mianipulation of symbols according to rule-s con-
tained in the aximnis, This pure fosmal view avoids use of the
word all, a source of the most disturbing diffculties. U nder this
approat h :inathcmnat it piolwi lwioiiiei a wi' iCs of nsecisimsgles struc-
tures. The consistency of thcse sti uctures was to be established by
using some clear and unquestionable logical pr~insiples in an extra-
or nietamnathemnatical domain. But the logician Kurt GOdel soon
showed, by s~rmbolizing the nieiAmsAtheiiiatical method and arith-
meitizng the 1poof of consistenty, that any significant branch mnust,
if consistent, be incomplete and @.a not encernpa-s ;0:gnitasitiAm

qtven intuitively correct statements of mathematics (which remain
undecidable). Alternatively if the branch is complete then it is in-
consistent. Colnsistency, then. implies that mathematics cannot be
reduced to axioms for these are inadequAte to yield all the cop.clu-
sions that should be established. On the other hand, completeness
implies inconsistentcy, which is intOlerAble.

The intuitionist school, championed by the Dutch mathematician
L- E. J. Brouwci, starts with the fundamental intuition of the natu-
ral nurnbers and all basic ideas and affirinat-ans are grasped by
intuition. Logic is relevant only for COMM Linicat 10". The paradoxes
are a defect of the logic and since the logic is incidental, the oc-
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(turrence of paradoxes is unimlportant. According to the intuitioniat$
the p•ublein of (onisisteny is also a l)ro•lem of logic and to it is
immaterial, D)cspitc the rehtive utinmportantc of logical proof the
intuitionists do consider to what exteint language and its accompany-
ing logic are adequate to represent the ideas guaranteed by the in.
tuition. They found, for example, that the law of excluded middle
may not be used when dealing with actual infinite sets. Moreover,
any proofs of existence inust be constructive, that is, one cannot
establish existence by ahowihg that non existenLic leads to a contra-
diition. Thus to prove that an cqu;mtlon has a iout l-taus(li the
anuunption it dues nut lead to a (ontiadittion, is non-constructive.
Finally we must allow fur undre idable pioposition5. There are
sensible qt|estions which have no athswrts, Sin1e much of niathe.
mati s, for example the theory of irrational ntumbers and concepts
of analyni built on it, does not satisfy these criteria, these parts of
mathernatics are not accepted. Thus the intuitionists reject a great
deal of what has been standard, basic mathematics.

"]henc arc obijettoil to all innth t lc hoks of thought and mathenta
(itit ins working in the foundations of the Wubje(t disagree oil which
view is acceptable. Hence mathematitians have not eliminated the
paradoxes in aiiy wAy satisfactory to all nor have they established
consistenl(y. In fart they no longri agree oti what constitutes a valid
proof, betause they no longer agree on what ptin iples of logic are
acceptable. The unsatisfa,.to imess of the present state of affairs is re.
ftieted in the joshing about piools. Rather iionital arc the qu ips:
"-Logic is the art of going wrong with confidence.•.' .... he virtue of a
proof is not that it compels belief but that it suggests doubts." "A
proof tells us where to totientrate our doubts." "More vigor and len
rigor.- "We can no loiger hope to be logical; the best wt can hope
for is not to be illtgical."

TwF CURIRENT RELATIONSHIP OF MATHFMATICS TO SCIIENC

The implic-atiunrs of the new understanding of the nature of
matheniatic5 bear directly on thle relationship of nmathematics to

"i science. The first point is that scie.tists can no longer rely upon the
* truth of mathematits. Scientists had come to iealize before the math-

ematicians faced up to their difficulties that scirn(ce offers convenient
theories about physical phenomena but does not offer truths of na-
ture. But all scientisti until the late nineteenth century accepted the
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mathematical eiement in their work as truth. Now that they know
that this is not so, scientists must treat mathematics on the same em-
pirical basis as they treat their own theories. Mathematics is one of
the sciences and depends on experi,.,ental verification.

The inconsistencies in mathematics ixnt another threat to science
in that any logical system which has iiconsistencies is strictly non-
sensical. Even if the known paradoxes are resolved, until the consist-
ency of mathematics is established, there is the danger that contra-
dictions will appear at any stage in the scientific uses of mathematics.

One would expect that the deficiences in mathematics would ser-
iously disturb both mathematicians and scientists. The effect, how-
ever, has been insignificant and the way in which mathematicians
and scientists have been working since 190) is typical of the way
humans meet their problems. The mathematicians who have been
supplying foundations for their subject during the last one hundied
years may be likened to builders who seek to strengthen the founda-
tion of a building resting on insecure ground. Finding the ground a
little farther down seemingly firm, they extend the foundation of
the building to this hard grotinI B, .... . 'ilding fii.,l; rests
on this ground it begins to crumble. And so the builders dig still
deeper to what surely appears to be unyielding earth and extend the
foundation still more. But once again they are disappointed and so
they continue digging and exmending in the hope that they will reach
solid rock and that then the building will be firmly anchored. While
the builders dig farther and farther down, the tenants of the build-
ing continue to occupy it and do their work. After some time the
people working on the foundations get so far below ground that they
are completeiy out of sight and the tenants forget that there is any
concern at all about thc supporit of die structure or the danger of
collapse. The tenants are the mathematicians and scientists who con-
tinue to use the conventional mathematics and who are oblivious to
the men concerned with shoring up the foundations.

Another consequence of the loss of truth in mathematics is the
abandonment of science by most mathematicians. It was the desire
to guarantee the physical correctness of the parallel axiom which led
to non-Euclidean geometry. But many mathematicians, either igno-
rant of the history or deliberately distorting the history to suit their
purposes, proclaim that an interest in purely intellectual questions
led to non-Euclidean geometry and this creation, nevertheless,
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proved to be useful (in relativity theory). Hence they argue, any
question that seems worthy to the mathematician, regardless of cur-
rent physical significance, should be investigated. Happy to be
relieved of a responsibility to science because they need not be in-
formed in this area, they pursue mathematical themes of their own
concoction. They still pay lip service to science and promise that
their arbitrary creations will be useful 50 or 100 years from now.
Others now completely ignore science and defend mathematics sole.
ly as a beautiful, exicting and intrinsically interesting activity.

In the United States 80 to 90% of the mathematicians have turned
to fields such as abstract algebra, mathematical logic, and topology,
to abstractions and generalizations such as functional analysis, to
existence proofs in differential equations, and to axiomatizations of
various bodies of thought. Relatively few study the more concrete,
physically significant problems notably in differential equations and
allied fields. In the sixth decade of a century in which mathematics
has been far more active than in any other century one notes rather
few new applied fields: non-linear differential equations, integral
equations, functions of two complex variables, and asymptotic series
solutions of differential equations.

The warning that mathematicians are abandoning their obliga-
tions to science and even risking the drying-up of their ideas has
been sounded by many men. In an article in the American Mathe-
matical Monthly of 1944 the distinguished mathematical physicist
J. L Synge said, "Most mathematicians work with ideas which, by
.ommon consent, belong definitely to mathematics. They form a
closed guild. The initiate foreswears the things of the world, and
generally keeps his oath. Only a few mathematicians roam abroad
and seek mathematical sustenance in problems arising directly out
of other fields of science. In 1744 or 1844 this second class included
almost the whole body of mathematicians. In 1944 it is such a small
fraction of the whole that it becomes necessary to remind the ma-
jority of the existence of the minority, and to explain its point of
view.

"The minority does not wish to be labelled 'physicist' or 'engineer,'
for it is following a mathematical tradition extending through more
than twenty centuries and including the names Euclid, Archimedes,
Newton, Lagrange, Hamilton, Gauss, Poincar6. The minority does
not wish to belittle in any way the work of the majority, but it does
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fear that a mathematics which feeds solely on itself will in time ex-
haust its interest."

In an essay entitled "The Mathematician" published in 1947 John
von Neumann ends with this: "As a mathematical discipline travels
far from its empirical source, or still more, if it is a second and third
generation only indirectly inspired by kiteas coming from 'reality,'
it is beset with very grave dangers. It becomes more and more purely
aestheticizing, more and more purely L'art pour I'art. This reed not
be bad, if the field is surrounded by correlated subjects, which still
have closer empirical connections, or if the discipline is under the

~ influence of men with an exceptionally well developed tasme. But
there is a grave danger that the subject will develop along the lines
of least resistance, that the stream, so far horm its source, will sepa-
rate into a multitude of insignificant branches, and that the disci-
pline will become a disorganized mass of details and complexities.
In other words, at a great distance from its empirical source, or

* after much 'abstract' inbreeding, a mathematical subject is in danger
of degcuiratiun."

In his necrology on Franz Rellich in the Mathematische Annalen
of 1957, Richard Courant affirms that if present trends continue the
real (angewandte) mathematics of the future will be created by phys-
icists and engineers and professional mathematicians will have no
contact with this development.

Tim CUtRRENT VIEw OF PROOF

The present state of mathematics as a distinct subject is indeed
anomalous. Its claim to truth has been abandoned. its efforts to
eliminate the paradoxes and establish the consistency of its reason-
ing have thus not only failed but also have even produced contro-
versy as to what correct reasoning in mathematics is and as to what
the proper foundations of mathematics are. The claim, therefore, to
impeccable reasoning must also be abandoned. In view of these un-
resolved issues what should the modus vivendi of mathematics be?
Should we conclude that mathematics as a soundly established body
of knowledge is an illusion? Should we abandon deductive proof
and resort to intuitively sound arguments, to empirical evidence,
and to inductive arguments? After all, the physical sciences use such
modes of reasoning and, even where they have used deductive mathe-
matics, they have not been concerned with the mathematicians'
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standard of rigor. This is not the advisable path. Anyone who has
some knowledge of the contributions of mathematics would not
abandon the ideals and goals of the subject. What is needed is a new
evaluation of the nature of mathematics.

First of all. deductive proof does have immense value. Beyond the
murky foundations it does permit an effective and reliable organiza-
ticn of knowledge. Moreover. proof gives us relative assurance. We
become convinced thereby that some theorem is correct if some rea-
sonably sound and intuitively more acceptable statements about
numbers or geometrical figures are correct, Proof thus establishes
more doubtful statements on the basis of les doubtful ones and re-
duces the number of statements we must accept on an intuitive or

heuristic basis. The security with which we can use the central body
of mathematics increases as we narrow the difficulties to a limited
area.

F However. we are now compelled to accept the fact that there is
no such thing as an absolute proof or a completely rigorous proof.
We know that if we question the statements we accept on an intui-
tive basis, we shall be able to prove these only if we accept others
on an intuitive basis. Nor can we probe these ultimate intuitions too
far without running into paradoxes or other unresolved difficulties,
some lying in the realm of logic itself. Sometime about 1900, the
famous French mathematician Jacques Hadamard said, "Logic sanc-
tions the conquests of the intuition." We can no longer accept this
judgment. It is more appropriate to say with Herman Weyl, "Logic
is the hygiene which the mathematician practices to keep hi% ideas
healthy and strong."

We must recognize that rigor is not an actuality but a goal, a goal
to be sought but very likely never to be attained. We should make
constant efforts to strengthen what we have without expecting ever
to perfect it. Yet the search for additional strength not only yields
utrength but also produces the very great values which mathematics
has furnished in the past. If then we reorient our attitude toward
mathematics, we shall be, I hel:,ve, more content to pursue the sub-
ject despite the fact that we have Oeen disillusioned. This view of
mathematics is epitomized in the American mathematician E. H.
Moore's statement, "Sufficient unto the day is the rigor thereof."

Ii
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III. Science and Technology in
The Emerging Nations

Asms SA.AM

RioHrr nom Th'L days of Merlin at the Court of King Arthur, the
scientist has enjoyed the dubious repute of a wizard. One o( the
most famous scientist-wizards of the Middle Ages was Michael, the
Scot who was celebrated in verse by his countryman Sir Walter Scott
in the "Lay of the Last Minstrel." A traveller to the Paynim coun.
tries of the East tells us that:

"In those far dimes it was my lot
To meet the wondrous Michael Scott;
A wizard of such dreaded fame.
That when in Salamanca's cave,
He lifted his magic wand to wave,
The bells would ring in Notre Damel"

We are also told Michael's words could cleave the Eildon hills in
three; he could bridle River Tweed with a curb of stone; at a
sign from him you could be transported from Portugal to Spain in
the space of less than a night.

We do not know if Michael the Scot did really command the
powers ascribed to him. Even if he did, he could, only have anici-
pated the men of Alamogordo and Cape Kennedy by just a few
centuries. We may, however, with reason inquire why he did ac-
quire in the Middle Ages the dread reputation that haunted his
memory.

Michael the Scot was a humble scholar. Born in 1175, he was one
of those few inquiring men who wished to pursue science with
teachers who were currently creating it. At the age of twenty-five he
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travelled to the Islamic Unive-sity of Touedo in Spain; to study he
had to learn Arabir, the then language of sciene. From loledo he
proceeded to Padua and Rome, tcaching and translating what he
had learned. His was the first translation of Aristotle's D~e Arnma
into Latin, not from the original Greek ,hi-h Michael knew not,
but from Arabic. His repute for wisdom for wizardry, was a tribute,
if you wish, to Arabic inathemamics, Arb;,c astronomy. Arabic medi-
cine of that day.

I have thus chosen to preface my account of science and technology
in the developing world today with an atcount of Michael the Scot.
TIhe history of science, like the history of all civilization, has gone
through cycles. Some seven centuries back, at least some of the
developiiig countries of today were in the forefront of sicntific
endeavour; they were the standard veat-oim, the pioneers. George Sar-
ton in his devonumental five-volume Histeary oh Spience chose to di-
vide his story of achievement in sciences into ages, each age lasting

half a century. With each half century he associated one central fig-
ure; thus 500 B.C.-450 B.C. Sarton calls the Age of Hippocrates: 450
B.C. to 400 B.C. is the Age of Plato. This is followed by the half
centuries of Aristotle, of Euclid, then of Archimedes and so on.
From 650 A.D..700 A.D. is the half century of the last Chinese scien-
tist I-ching. From 750 A.D. in an unbroken succession for 300 years,
are the Agcs of Jabir, Khwariimi, Razi, Masudi, Wafa, Biruni and
Omar Khayyam--Arabs, Turks, Afghans and Persians-men belong-
ing to the culture of Islam. Around 1100 A.D. appear the first West-
ern names, but the honors are still shared between the East and the

J West for two hundred years more. From 1350 A.D., however, science
was created only in the West. No wonder then that Michael the
Scot, in i200 A.D., had to travel to Toledo to complete his scientific
education. No wonder that this association with the infidel earned

him an excommunication. No wonder that Dante consigned him to
Hell.

I hope I shall not be accused of parochialism in reminding you
thus that in the march ot science and civilization other cultures,
other lands, have played their humble role. This central fact is im-
portant to the theme I wish to unfold; it determines a whole set of
attitudesr the whole approach of the emerging countries to anquir-
ing modern scientific and technological competence is conditioned

by it.
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Now, throughout the ages its scientific and technical knowledge
have influenced the material prosperity of a civilization. Technical
advances in agriculture, in manufacturing methods, in transport
have occurred in all human societies and these have always led to in.
creased prosperity. But it is a central fact of human history that
something unique occurred with the 18th and 19th century break-
throughs in physics and chemistry and metallurgy, something unique,
siinething matsive, something cumulative. The firm and the scien-
tific maszery of natural law acquired in the last two hundred years
gave man SO much power, and led to such a great increase in pro-
duction, that for the first time in mank's history a purposeful appli-
cation of scicntific and technological techniques can tiansform the
entire material basis of whole societie, eliminating hunger and
want, and ccaseless toil and early death for the whole human race.
Technical competence and material prosperity have become synony-
mous and it is this cardinal fact that the poorer two-thirds of hu-
imanity is beginning to realize. It is this cardinal fact that the
developing world must come to grips with today.

How did this great division of humanity-the division of the rich
and the poor, both materially and technologically-first come about?
Clearly I have no competence to speak for all developing countries;
there is one part of the world, however. I know much better than
any other-my own country, Pakistan. Instead of generalities I pro-
pose to give you a detailed picture of Pakistan's technological past.
its present and its hopes for the future. In many ways the problems
I shall deal with are typical of the rest of the developing world. In
particular I shall show you how important an impact on modc-n
Pakistan the imported technology of the 19th century had. And I
shall endeavour to show how many of its problems arise because we
did not adjust to the technology of the 20th century in time.

I shall start my story about three centuries ago. Around 1660 tvo
of the greatest monuments of modern history were erected-one in
the West and one in the East; St. Paul's Cathedral in London and
the Taj Mahal at Agra in the India of the Great Mughals. Between
them these two monuments symbolize, perhaps better than words
can describe, the comparative level of craftsmanship, the compara-
tive level of architectural technology, of affluence and sophistication
the two cultures had achieved at that epoch of history.

But at about the same time was also created, and this time only in
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the West, a third monument, a nournuent still greater in its teen-
tual import for humanity. This was Newton's I'rincipia publishe1t

in 1687. Newton's work had no counterpart in the India of the
Mughals. The impulse-springs of Islamic science had dried up ear-
lier. The Taj Mahal was about the last flowering of a tradition, a
tradition that was no longer creative, a tradition that was soon to

wither and die.
The two cultures, the two technologies, that of the East and the

West, came into sharp impact within a hundred years of the build-
ing of the Taj. In 1757. to be precise, the superior fire-power of
Clive's small arms inflicted, on the hattle grounds of Plassey, a
humiliating military defeat on the descendants of the great Mughal.
Another hundred years passed and in 1857, the last of the Mughals
had been forced to relinquish the Imperial Crown of Delhi to

Queen Victoria. With him there passed not only an empire, but
also a whole tradition in art, in technology and in learning. By 1857,
English had supplanted Persian as the language of state; the medical
canons of Aricenna had been forgotten and the traditional art of
fine mnuslin-weaving in Diacta had disappeared to give way to the
cotton prints of Lancashire.

But from the decay of the Mughal state in 1857, from the embers
as it were, there also arose the beginning of a new and modern
state-the state of Pakistan iii the northwest and east corners of the
Indian sub-continent.

West Pakistan, of which I shall principally speak today, is a state
twice as large in area and thrice as populous as California. It is a dry,
parched land, watered by the mighty Indus and its five tributaries,
the Ghelum, Chenab, Ravi, Beas and Sutlej. In 1857, when the
British came to it as conquerers, they found ribbons of cultivation
a few miles wide on either side of each of the five rivers. Between
these cultivated ribbons lay stretches of parched desert.

Not content with these ribbon-like patches of cultivation, some
far-sighted men in the Indian Civil Service harnessed the technology
of their day to create a garden out of the scrub and the desert. They
built low dams across the five rivers on foundations of gravel and
sand-structures which had rarely been attempted elsewhere and
whose essential stability remains something of a miracle to most
hydraulic engineers till this day. Behind the dams they diverted the
waters into great new canals. These ,canals have a total length of
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10,000 milcs; some of the biggest are as large as the Colorado River.
Witll the can.I system was created a fine railway0 network and per-
haps the best road system east of Suez. West Pakistan, as a conse-
quence, mulh'vlicdt in prospe,'ity. fertility and population. It was in
this sense that modern Pakistan-in company with many another ex.
colonial country-was a creation of the 19th century technology.

-:'tut even after such a heavy initial dose of technology, and again
"very typically, Pakistan failed to become a technologically advanced
country. Something went grievously wrong, for the first flush of pros-
perity lasted no more than a few decades. The country was built
upon just one resource, agriculture, and agricultural production did

not keep in step with the population increase. Even on the purely
technical side, soon after its inctption the very miracle of West Pak-
istan's canal network began slowly to stifle the fertility it was meant
to create by spreading the olight of waterlogging and salinity in
areas through which the canals passed.

The reasons for this failure of technology were rhot difficult to
find. The technology which created Pakistan did not touch us more
than skin-deep. It was a graft that never took, not something that

became an integral part of our lives, and all for one basic reason.

The only way to communicate the garnered wisdom and knowledge
of one generation of men to another is by precept and education. It
may be hard to believe, but in Pakistan no provision whatsoever was
made for scientific or technical or vocational education,

Thus, even though the entire object of bringing the canal waters
was to increase agricultural production, no one dreamed of intro-
ducing agricultural technolty in the educational system. Something
like thirty-one liberal arti colleges were built in the country. one in
every diitri•t headquarter. tu teach British hisivoy, t•he nikaphysics

of Aristotle, the laws of equity and the priuciples of jurisprudence.
but the whole of West Pakistan and the whole of East Pakistan had
to be content with just one agricultural and just one engineering
college-and this for a population then approaching fifty million. I
cannot begin to convey my own personal sense of disbelief when

some years ago I was told that in the United States every state uni-
versity grew around the nucleus of an agricultural faculty with
every other faculty added later, so contrary this was to anything I
had been used to in Pakistan.

The story repeated itself at all levels. The results could have been
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a foresM)i. The IC'eI of agriUtlturAl Drat(ti(e scunailed as static as
mider the Niuglials. lThe chtemicl uiciiv(ltution of lettihicrs3 atid porsti-
(i~dcs Ioticlhed us unot. Vic- manuftt ~( till iIg c raftoi wenlt into0 val pkter(
obilivion., Ev-en a mtcl pjlo%- had lip be imptIorted Iionan England,

Why did the British adminiaistrat ion fail to place Any emnph~uasisn
tecjtiliual edlucation, Oil mcnie anit al skill-,, on (otl;tgritnlittliial lius.
batidry? For inet hani al %kills therer is jwu liaps a simplde expilanation.
fin the econoiuc corgantaht ion of (t(-t emntle . B-i taiii wAs to lv flie
only manufacntuing unit, All its otlier pait s-like tilt AainiciiAnl
colonic,, luI Ad, V ~eria, Stidaun-%ixcr toj siiplt jy t aw mait C ial~s. Thoiis,
110111 a Britishi admiisititrmtot s pol(I~ of view thltee was ito) Ileed to
foster ruechanital or atnlaatrial skills foi these wouul ie-e lbe Cx-
ertised. Viit by tile SAnte tokens th!ililtitde I% hAutICI t sI0 11ler.

stand so fat as agrio utuhurv is ctnitSerncd: the att ittude which fox c
* ample. ýailrd to build till) a proplc agi V tuhur al adviso~ry auiil cxestn-

shin service,
Perhaps there is a simpler and more charitabkr explanation Ipoe.

sible. Tile edtnat iotal systemt of thle IIIitis-h I oidia w~a. ':bselmiallys tile
Icration of one titan. the great histori~an lA)1l NIJtaithay. WVrit ing

htis reconmmendations in 1835. he strove to give us the( best tlia! Dn-
t ain could then offer. T[his lic-t unfitunttiatcly didh nott ctuittbt cis
eascc and sa~hsiiihogy. In so far as Brirtainu's indutstiialu vevsdaaiih had
b~een brought about by gifted amnateurs, there was tin the Britain of
the 19th century no appre~ at ion of thle role of etehnical edlucal ion
in fostcritig indus~trial giowdi. *'The hrit Royal Commatitssioan oat 'Yeth-

grant in Britii ii for stienllifi( anad techntical H~u.ca ion amtounimted to
w it) nsiurr thtan ifrce th'ju-sni Jollau-s, The ttasv! pol) tea hilics did tiot
conie suit il 1 800. U nlike ('crattity, itodlet m R~ussia. ill tilu United~t

States, Britain did not build tip art industrial soaietvthougl cthe
Inedinanl of eMut ataion. WVhether or ilot Britain stahflerd a[u all ink tile
long ruvi I shall not say, but for- Pakistan, whose whole educatiottal
sysvian was patteurned on that of the British. tltis was (hisiastlotus.

11t 1".7. after ninety years of foreignt ruile, tile nation slat ted onil
* a tew phase tat life. Foa us in Pakistait site sitiuggle fair iudjnde au~ldece

has beeni fotight oilt two) frit ts, one- againist th t( lit ishs foa lihcaty
an titlth' Sea trail fOr t CLOgititjoat (if otIlU SCept Vt XiStent:Cc Onl tile
debit sidc, we started with a decsperately poi lpopmulatioti. with a
per capita inaonitc of fifteen cents a day. We started with no rnanu-
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factuting capacity or skills and we started with a primitive agricul. 4
ture, with one-fifth of our ultivated atea bedeviled by the twin
curses of salinity and wattrluaging.

On the credit side, however, we had two a.se•s. First, the revolu-
tiori of rising expectations had hit Pakistan as strongly as it hit the
rest of the underdeveloped world. Second, althr-ugh there was no
clear notior, of how to eiefti an economic transformation of society,
there was no resislat.ce to newer ideas or to a newer organitation of
life. JLikt every natinm Laan tig under icent defc.,t of arms, we
too had pased through dhe phave when everything Westetea was an
anathema, hut in 1947 this phase of our history was a long %ay
behind us.

Wec spent the first ten years of our independent existence in trying
to redress almost feverishly, and perhaps with (unmpictc diutegard of
sound economics or personal suffering of the consumer, the imbal-
ance of industrialiation. The basic consumer industries-like tex.
tiles, sugar. cement and paper msanufatture--were hastily czeatt.-d
by private enterprise. But it may perhaps be right to date thf era
of our purposeful growth from 1958, the year that President Aytsb
Khan came into lx)iwe and the State Plannoing Crmnissiooi statted
to function with the fullest vigor. About theu we began rtceiving
the maximum help from our friends and allies, not the least front
the United States, and since then we ha, i saved and invested yearly

some twenty per tent of our national income.
For the last three years the economy has grown at the rate of I

six per cent, the highest in Asia. Industrially wt have "-cachd ihe
marucrity oi being able to project a modest heavy industrial and
chemical complex based mainly on the major industrial raw ma.
terial which we po.aes in pl-nty, natural gas. A modern shipbuild-
ing yard now exists in Ka *,hi; three refineries and two steel plants
of half-million toin capacity are being erected. Since 1950, four tech-
nical universities have functioned and a number of others are pro-
jecerd. As a measure of the level of craftsmanship achieved, Pakistan
is at present the largest net external supplier of surgical instruments
to the United Kingdom. In agriculture we are on the threshold of
the chemical revolution. One of the monst imaginative of recent
scientific missions was the 1961 team of university scizntists, hydiolo-
gists, agriculturists, and engineers assembled on 'resident Kennedy'i
behest by Jerome Wiesner and led by Roger Revelle to study the
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salinity and wiatrlugging piublem in West Pakistan. W.aterloging
and salinity air as old as irrigation itself. It has also bIccia known for
hig that piloper diainmge is the only aniswer. but what nmakes ho-i.
ointal i .1ilmlage ilil~lsiblC ill the imnds plain is 1itC uniiolitunmate

cir(cunsitantc that the plain slopes no uile thanm a loot per mile.
loorizotal drainage would be prohibitive in ,ost. The Rcvclle

tean suggested vertin al drainage instead -oiiniIng at fi• ca w~lltc frome
an undergiound rcscrvoir knowni to exist by a inetwoik of drep tube.

wells, Sonc of die water would seep balk utidc'gr'"tind, leathing
away the salt ili the pirolss, Also the getlcial luwerng of tile water
table oil a;I o01t of the pliping would (tlwe wlei l•ggi:ng.

I am dwelling on tile work of this tvain in suds detail for there
is someihing iinilntait I wish to illostrrate-it il imimpa(1 , high-
caliber u ientifit tninds ovi problems relativ.ly old. Vri til al di aSiiage
had il fait bIen ttied in Pakistan for the l;tst fifteen yeais. But the
icaults were disotiraging. The great toritrilbitioni of the team was
to sitre, that the difficulty Eame fromnt using the itmethot on too small

a scjle, A single well, for example, ilas tit effiot ton thle water-level
betiiea'v w wvpel i ii talite stlloull•uliidivi a iit , s fast as it is re-
moved. TO achieve a Substantial lowering of tile watlr table one ii iust
exploit the sinIple fArt that willt ill( eaSimig Site Of a s tilate, the
area itivases timc n fApdily thanI t01e C ietllet'l -iht 51 11itCe pmi ir iplfS whikh in wartime BritAin made the Biitish detid_ ill favor of large
traniatilanitir onvoy' as Affordinig btvter protection against suloiila-
itihe' 1xiiphelal at~atks railhem thaii rmsaivoys of tinl) Sit%'. Revelic"s
calcsilat ions--using exitcisive digital all lid nelri piogralitilliig it l[ar-
yard-showed that if oine dealt with areas ito unalhlei thanl one million

acres (roughly 40 sq. miles) the l-iphllietal seepage would not Will

Agaillit the area puinimjug; one miight then hope to eliminate water-
lugging within a year or two. It as two ycals sinc Revelle's tepuit
was presented. its results liave beeis brillianily toimfili :med ini the last
year, in a rt-gi(nr west of Lahore. Ali earlier tubex-well so henie cover-
ing 60,00H acres had no zffct ttn tile watir level; a laigý-r scheimle
covering 1.2 million acres has drawin downi the water level by about
two feet-witi all inicrease of nop yield o( 5i0-75',',.

i "aid earlier I shall deal exteiisively with Pakistan adri time ilimpact
of te•hnology and sciVIiCC Oil its growlh fill two i eIstill.; liiStly be-
cause I ait personilly nior1 laimmiliar with tIle 1loblenis of illy olwn

couimtry; secoitdly because I ýhlieve the picture of Iakistan 4s typical
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of the bulk of the developing world. Pakistan presents us the picture
of an ancient civilization, not too distantly in a scientific and a
cultural lead; a proud nation humiliated into military submission
in the recent past. The defeat was followed by an introduction of
newer technological ideas and the harnessinf; of its rivers for agri-
cultural growth. The new pattern was beneficial in part, but there
was no wholeness to it; t] -re was no fosteriKg of a whole sceitific
and technological traditioi accompanying an importation of tech-
nology. No editzational system was created to carry the mastery of
newer technologies further, After the first flush of pzosperiiy, there
was .he inevitable over-population, the inevitable hu~nger and pov-
erty. Exactly the same pattern repeated itself in India, in China, in
Indonesia, in Egypt, in North Africa and elsewhere. But what of to.
day? The great colonial convulsions of the last twenty years have

freed our nations from tutelage. We can plai and execute our own
destinies purposfully, remembering the lessons of the recent past.
In varying degrees we have realized that there is only one way for-

ward; to pick up the threads of technological anti scientific revolu-
tion, to b:ing back skills and Icarning from the modern Toledocs.
U.fortunately the magnitude of the problems is so great, the scale so
vast, that along with skills we also raecd large uuantities of scarce
capital. Science arid te~hnolol-y are no magic wands; machines cost

money to makie. A Roger R-c-lle may make 'he brilliant diagnosis-
area versus perimeter for Pakistan's waterlogging problem-but the

tube-wells must bc fabricated, not j'ast of iron and brass but some-
times, ;or the very saline soils, of ccstl.i fibreglasr.

The path whi(h mo!it developing countries are taking is more or
less uniform. First and foremost i., the aco'jrifle off h2ic skdhlh for
the operati-Ja of a technological econoniy with pricrity on the ex-
ploitation of ratural resources. Thesc may be natural gas ur oil,
aluminum ores or the good agricultural varth. For the laiger coun-
tries this wav imean building of ff:rtilizer-produt ing machinery and

processing and labrication plants. ' tI ere is nothing mnore sensitively
felt in a developing country thwin thd feeling that those in a richer
region would like to sce it devote itself to primary production and
no more. I said earlier tie pattern . II over the ldevelo'ping world is
the samre. Lo substantiate this let ;,ie quote to you from the United
Nations Special Fuivl repo)rt. This fund onx-Tates with :I capital of
about half a billion dollars and is one of the brightest landmarks of

I
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international co-operation initiated by that much maligned organi-
zation. Let us follow alphabetically the requests to it of some of the
various governments:
Afghanistan: Request for Survey of Ground Water Investigation.
Argentine: Mineral Survey irn the Andes.
Bolivia: Mineral Survey of the Altiplano.
Brazil: Survey of the San Francisco River Basin and Rock-

Salt Deposits.
Burma: Survey of Lead, Zinc Mining and Smelting.

Pakistan: Engineers' Training.

Everywhere it is the same; acquiring of skills, and exploitation of
natural resources, more and more productive agrictilture.

These are the major, the urgent tasks of science and technology
today for the emerging countries. In fulfilling these we need all the
help, all the co-operation we can get.
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IV. Implications of Population
Trends for the Military

PHILIP M. HAUSER

kWORLD POPULATION GROWTH

ALTHOUGH T14E first complete census of mankind has yet to be taken,
it is possible to reconstruct, within reasonable error limits, the es-
timated population of the world from the end of the Neolithic period
(the new Stone Age) in Europe (8000-7000 B.C.). At that time, world
population is estimated at some ten million. At tile beginning of the
Christian Era the population of the world probably numbered be-
tween 200 and 300 million. At the beginning ef the Modern Era
(1650) world population reached about 500 mihlion. In 1965 world

population totaled 3.3 billion. A relatively simple analysis of these
numbers discloses that an enormous increase in the rate of world
population growth has occurred, especially during tLe past three
centuries.

It is estimated that for the some six hundred thousand years of
the Paleolithic Age (the old Stone Age) population growth perhaps
approximated 0.02 per thousand per year. D-'ring the three centuries

of the Modern Era population growh imrTeased from about three
per thousand to ten Fer thousand per year dui ing the interwar years.
The rate of world population .rowth coit-iitac to accelerate after
World War II, so that in 1965 it approximated 20 per thousand per
year. In the course of man's inhabitation of this globe, then, his rate
of population growth has increased from a rate of about two per cent

per millennium to two per cent per year, a thousandfold increase in
growth rate.

PHILIP Af. H1AU.SER, Professor and Chairman of the Department of
Sociology, The Unive'sity of Chicago. Dr. Hauser was chairman of the
technical advisory committee for the 1960 Population Census, and is a

former acting director of the Bureau uf the Census fie is currently
director of the University of Chicago's Population Research and Train.
ing Center.
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Although two per cent per year may seem like a small return on
investment to persons fortunate enough to have funds out at interest,
it turns out to be a truly astonishing rate of world population
growth. For example, to produce the present populationt of the
world, about 3 billion, one dozen persons increasing at a rate of two
per cent per year would have required only 976 years. Yet homo sa-
piens alone have been on this earth at least 25 to 30 thousand years.
Similarly the same one dozen persons reproducing at the rate of two
per cent per year since thc' beginning of the Christian Era could have
by 1965 had over 300 million descendants for each one actually pres-
cut on the face of the earth.

Further appreciation of the meaning of a two per cent rate of in-
crease per year is gained by observing the pxopulation that this
growth rate would produce in the future. It would from the present
popt, :.n of over 3 billion provide enough people, in lock step, to
reach tomn the earth to the sun in 237 years. It would give one per-
son for each square foot of land surface on the globe, including
mountains, deserts and the arctic wastes, in about six and one-half
centuries. It would generate a population which would weigh as
much as the earth itself in 1,566 )ears. 1hese periods of time may
seenm long when measured by the length of the individual life time.
But they are but small inteivals of time measured in the time per-
spective of the evolutionary developmient of man.

Projections of this type, of course, are not to be interpreted as pre-
dictions. They merely help to indicate the meaning of the present
rate of growth. They also permit another firm conclusion, namely:
that the present rate of world IMoptilation growth cannot possibly
persist for very long into the future. A, ., n,_tter of fact, in the long
run, given a finite globe and excluding the possibilities of exporting
hurnan p)opulation to outer space, any) rate of population growth

would in time saturate the globe and exhaust space itself. In the
long r1n, man will necessarily be faced withe problem of restrict-
ing his rate of increase to maintain soine balance between his num-
be;, and the finite dimensions of this planet.

It took rno, t of tie millennia of man's habitation of this planet to
produce a population as great as one billion persons simultaneously
anive. This population was not achieved until approximately 1825.
To Gprotucz a poiulation of two billion persons simultaneously alive
"required only an additional 105 years-for this number was achieved

K
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by 1950. To reach a population of 3 billion persons required only
an additional 30 years-for this was the total in 1960. Continuation
of the tread would produce a fourth billion by 1977, in only 17
years; a fifth billion by 1987, in only ten years; and a sixth billion
in 1996. in only 8 years.

Analyses of this type have led the student of population, the de.
mographer, to use emotional and unscientific language on occasion
to describe population developments. Such a phrase as "the popula-
tion explosion" is admittedly non-scientific language; but it serves to
emphasize the dramatic increase in man's rate of growth and to call
attention to its many implications.

EXPLANATION OF EXPLOSION

Why has the rate of world population growth increased so great-
9y? Although some changes in birth rates were also involved, it is

clear that the major element in the great acceleration of population
growth first evident in Europe and areas of European settlement,
was the decline in the death rate. Three factors contributed to this
decline. The first was the general increase in level of living resulting
from tcechnologicail advances and increased productivity and the
achievement of long periods of peace and tranquility by reason of
the emergence of relatively powerful and stable central government.
The second major factor accounting for the decrease in mortality
was the achievement of environmental sanitation and improved per-
sonal hygiene. During the 19th century great strides were made in
purifying food and water and improving personal cleanliness, which
contributed materially to the elimination of parasitic. infectious, and
contagious diseases. The third major factor is, of course, to be found
in the great and growing cer.tribution of mudern medicine-en-
hanced by the recent pi-,-ress in chemotherapy and the insecticides.

These developments during the Modem n Era upset the equilibrium
between the birth rate and the death rate that characterized most of
the millennia of human existence. In 18th century France, for ex-
ample, of a flusand infants born, 233 had died before they reached
age 1; 498 had died before they reached age 20; and 786 had died be-
fore they reached age 60. In contrast, in present.day France, of a
thousand infants born, only 40 had died before age 1; only 60 had
died before age 20; and only 246 had died before age 60. In 18th cen-
tury France, of the original one thousand infants only 214 sur, :ved

Im
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to age 60. In contemporary France, 751 of the original infants were

still alive at age 60. As a resutlt of su(h decrease in death rates, the
one hundred million Europeans of 1650 had three centuries later
about 940 million descendants.

Prior to World War 11, die spectaculat decrease in the death rate
of the economically advanced nations had not been shared by most
of the population of the world. Of the people of norn European stock,

only Japan had managed appreciably to increase longevity. The
two-thirds of the world's people who live in the economically under-
developed nations-Asia, Latin America, and Africa-before World
War 11 had achieved some deftease in mortality, largely through
contact with advanced nations. But most of the world's people prior

to Woild War 11 were characterized by an expectation of life at
birth no greater than that which Western Europeans experienced
during the Middle Ages.

This situation has dramatically changed since the end of World
War 11. A combination of factors including the advent of the United
Nations and the specialized agencies with programs emphasizing
economic developmnent and dissemination of chemotherapy and in-

scticides have opened up to the mass of the world's people the
achievement of 20th century death ratcs. Since the end of World
War 11, the decline in mortality among the economically under-
developed areas of the world have been more dramatic than that

which was experien(ed in the industralized areas.
Longevity is now increasing much more rapidly in the less devel-

oped areas than it did among Europeans and European stock be-
cause of the much more powerful means now available for eliminat-
ing causes of mortality. For example, the death rate of .hc AMICsu-,

population in Algeria in 1946-47 was higher than that of Sweden in
1771-80, more than a century and a half earlier. By 1955, however,
in eight years, the decrease in the death rate in Algeria was greater
than that Sweden experienced during the century from 1775 to
1875. Beteen 1940 and 1960, Mexico, Costa Rica, Venezuela, Cey-
lon, Malaya, and Singapore were among the nations which decreased
their death rates by more than 50 per cent. Ceylon's death rate was
decreased by more than 50 per cent in less than a decade.

While death rates fell sharply in the underdev.loped areas, birth
rates remained at high levels. Whereas birth rates in the economi-

cally advanced areas were mainly between 17 to 25 (per 1000 persons

m mm im m m m mm im m mm m im m mm m im m i i t I
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per ycai), those of the dtceloping regions were predominantly above
40. As a rcsult, whereas growth rates in the history of the industri.

alized nations rart!y exterded I per cent per annum without immi-
giation, annual growth rates in the developing nations arc above 2

per cent, and many are above 3 per cent, A 3 per cent per annum
growth rate doubles a population in 23 years. Since the developing
nation.% containm over two thirds of the world's population, the growth

rate of the world as a whole is accelerating despite the fertility de-

cdine which began during the J9th century in the economically ad-
vanced nations. Among the non..Western nations of appreciable size,

only in Japan has the birth rate ,.Ieclined. The developing nations in

Asia, Latin America, and Africa, with their 20th century death rates
and medieval birth rates, are nwt only perpetuating but also are
actually accler~tir.g the world population cxplosion.

WORLD PROJECTIONs 1o 2000

"I ne United Nations has issued provisional population projections
for the world and foi the developed and developing areas, to the end

of the tentury. T1hey indicate that if present trends were to cortinue,
world population would reach 7.4 billion by 2000.

"If the birth rate were to dediine, at varying rates and with differ-
ent timing, while mortality (ontilnues its decline, three additional

projections are calculated by the Unit-1 Nations and published as

"high, low, and medium variant projections." The "high" variant
gives a world population in 2000 of 6.8 billion, the "medium" vari-

ant 6.0 billion, and the "low" variant 5.3 billion. On the basis of its

analysis, the United Nations publication concludes that "it is safe to
estimate that the world's population in the year 2000 will be no

more than 6,500 and no less than 5,600 million provided unforesec-
able events having large consequences in a major lortion of the
world do not occur."

Each of the United Nations variants below the projection based

on the continuation of present trends assumes a reduction of birth
rates during the remainder of this century in present high fertility
areas. It must be enmplhasized that up to this time there is no firrm
evidence, despite specific efforts, that such reductions in the birth
rate have yet occurred among the mass illiterate and impoverished
populations of Asia, Latin Amierkia, and Afrita. In conscqunenle, the

projection based on the continuation of present trends cannot be
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dismised as outside the range of possibility. Any of the other vari-
ant projections, then, have built into them assumiiptions of fertility
decline that at the pieweut may le more at ul ately des(ribed as wish-
ful thinking than realistic. Foi puiposes of this discussion the United
Nations "high" variant projection will be employed, therefore, even
though the United Nations accepts its "miedian" variant as the most.
probable. It should be stressed, however, that the discussion which

follows and the conlusions reached wouhld not vary significantly if
the "medium" or, fur that matter any of the otlici piojections were
I used.

On the basis of the "high" projection, the population of the world
as a wholh would intrease fi'mn about three billion in i1%)i0 to 6.8
billion by the year 2000. Ilen(e, world population would more than
double during the remainder of this century. The effect of dedlining
mortality especially in the less developed aleas, may be readily seen

* by comparing anticipated growth in the second half of this century
with actual growth during the first balf. Between I0W0 and 1950.

world population inmreased by less than one billion persons. Be-
tween 1950 and 2000. the "high" projection indicates an increase of
4.3 billion persons. That is, the absolute increase in the population
of the world during the secod half of this ccitul y may be almost

four and one-third times as great as that during the first half of the
century. During the second half of this century, there could be a
greater increase in world population than was achieved in all the
millennia of human existence up to the present time.

Extension of the "high" variant projection, according to the United
Nations, produces a world population of 14 hillionn by 2050. Thus.
it is possible that. children now entering sthool will, during their
lifetimes, be living in a world with almost five times its presenz numn-
bers.

eIOJCTrIONS OF DEVELOPED AND Lrss DEVELOPED AREAS

Of special economic and political import for the remainder of this
century is the differential in the growth rate of the "dvveloped" and
the "developing" areas, respectively. The U.nJited Nations "high"
projections indi ate that the less developed areas would have an ag-
gregate population of about 5.5 billion persons by 2000, whereas the
more developed areas would total about 1.4 billion. According to
these projections, then, the less developed areas with a population
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of 2.2 billion in 1960 would increase by some 1.1 billion persons by
the end of the centujy, or by 150 pci ent. In tontrast, the more de-
veloped areas would increuse by only 523 million persons, or by
about 60 per cent. The population increase in the less developed
areas would be over 6 times as great as that in the more developed
areas. Moreover, it may be noted that the less developed areas, rc.
cording to this projecion-a quite plausible one-would increase in
the last four decades of this century by a greater number of persons
than the total present population of the globe.

It- 190, about 71 per cent of the world population lived in the
less developed areas and only 29 per cent in the more developed. By
2000. it is possible that the population in the less developed areas
would have increased to eO per cent of the world's total, and that the
population in the present more developed areas would have shrunk
to 20 per cent.

'The significance of present aaid prospective rates of population
pgwth is to Le found in their implications for levels of living and
world politics.

WOaLD Risouacrs

Let us examine first of all the often discussed relation of popula-
tion growth to resources and especially to food supply. A recent an-
alysis of the world rLsources pi.ture by Joseph L. Fisher and Neal
Potter of Resources for the Future, Inc. indirctes that there is neither
justification for the belief that the world is faced with an imminent
exhaustion of critical materials or the belief that man's ingvnuity
can resolve all the problems that may he precirin.ate, by the incrcas-
ifg pressure of population upon resources. The picture in respect
of raw materials is quite mixed. The world outlook, ard that for the
developing areas in general, is rather good in respect of energy com-
modities and, especially. with the potential of the energy of the atom.
But the prospect is less favorable for food and in the past several
years has turned dismal.

Almost a doubling of world food output is needed to supply a nu-
tritionally adequate diet to the present populations in the less
developen areas. If an adequate diet is to be achieved for a world
poptilation which will more than double by 20W.0 food liltuction
must more than quadruple by the end of the century. This would
require greater annual increases in food production than have ever
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been attained over a prolonged Ierixd of tinie. Moreover, within the
past few years, p)ojulAtion growth has a(tually outdistanted food
produ(tion in niany arCas. A s5tuily 4011eI)ICtrd by L.ester R. Brown of
tIle U.S. DcpaiatmCltt of Agrhuiiilae il I1;45, indi ates Ill-" in Asia
fo'od per person has declined by 4 per cent since Ikil, and in Latin
Anieriia by 6 per Lcnt. In Africa fxod jrImlliUEii(,, lhi thits far kept
11p) with the population iutcase but a ded cli e in lpa'I dlaita hi1t4l Il -
duction scerns imminent. The increase in food plbdAli • niW1 whith
followed World War 11, during whith food prtllihti(oi greatly die-
clined, leveled off in around 096i0, and sillce theC it has failCd to
keep rate Withi population ga owtlh. The IW,,I'Sl1 •if foodl sh11atagCs

in Asia, parts of Latin America and Africa within the next decade
or so ( atllot be eai ly dismissed.

(.a i tital pItbldemn, fate the woil during the ri.nainder of this aen-
tury, ; owcver, even if the threats of lower levels of living or mass
starvation fail to materialize. That is, even if piesett levels of living
are maintained to the end of the cenuty in the less developed areas,
the world aaay be plagued by rilses •hat will grow ever aiore acute

* and threaten world peace by re-;Nosns of continued exphisive pxpu-
lation growth, This is likely heoause (rucial problems may be prop.

/ agated by failure to achieve substantially highei levels of living con-
sonant with the new exltettations of the nilass pl4itlations %,f the
world, and the national aspirations of the nuw, emengcnt ]post-war
"nations.

1Nr.RI't." OF POPULATION AND t IIF.R l'FAUlofS

lh" role of population in deter miining the world's econolnki and
political destinies during the remtainder of this (enittiry may be
giasped by comsidering simultaneously the following nine pioposi.
lions:

I. We live in a world of "have" and "have-not" nations.
2. "The interna ijial diffrences in levels of living, hy reasmi of the

"revolution of rising ex.pectations," have bctmne "felt" differences.
3. The have-not nations are strining to sihimeo highrr living levels

and they ha e made tiis goal. apart fronm indelhwndeh(v it they
have not yet adtievcd it, their major national aspiration.

4. lhcre is an inmerse tlrinelation Iwtweet levi els od liviihg and pars-
emit or projettcd rites uf Ippulatioal go.wtl.

5. Rapid population gnwt•wll is obstrunting effoi s tit iais let'rls of
living in the developing regions of the world.
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6. Despite iiauional and intrinational efforts to raisc levels ol liv.
mig. dispaiiuies bltween hlei, and 12%.C-itut naliumns are iireasing
rather than detreasing.

7. 1he amtelcrating rate of urbaniiation its thI developing areas is
exacerbating social unrest, pulitical instahility, and threats to
world t.eace.

8. Vie hti-•lAr world political auliglnriit--he t4)ifrotiiatilon between
"Capitllist" and "Communist' naiions or the "Famt Writ'" cold
.'ar.-i. augmenting tkht teniimni arising frnim frustrations in efforts
to taile Irveli of living in thr devrloping regi-'ins.

9. The bi-pular political %imild is t-eing fiagment-d by have aind lhiwa-
not differenijation within the Ornlluntil bhlK ind the DeGaullisi
schism in the Western front. Possibhl woihl piolitiAl realignment
is ui•n•- way on a haie. have not basis raheil thin on a capitalist.
communist hasis. This would procluec a "Norlti-South" rather than
"Eila-West" timnfronlalion.

Let us procecd to an elaboration of each of these propositions and
a consideration of their interrelationships.

HAVE AND H • rF-No NNATIONS

In 1962 per capita product by continents ranged front $124 per
year in Asia and $128 per yeat its Air ica to $2,86ti lie year ini North-
ern Anicrita (Aniertia itorth of the Plio (,rande). Asia with 56 per
cent of the world's poplr ation had but 14 per tent of tlie woild's
gros national pruhct. lir (ontraast, Nor thern Anicrica toginlther with
Northern anid WVe•tern Ftuopc aiid Cernltiial Europe excluding the
Sinto so'.1t v,1111 ie~ w C5 ji t k~hain 12 per tent of thle world's popI-
trilaiona, ilhd 59 per tent of thc woriM's gro1os national piroduct,

P"- ka'iutIa Inscill ill i.tz ave\aged $189 for ithe woud ais a whole.
"Th. continential siih-icgions with pvi capita ptoclult alve lihe
world avvt,,tge. uni rneastlve of " tmer develolpdl" arcas had niti av-
erage pta capita pioituit oinf $l,5f6, lit contra-st, the conitiitcrncal a'-
gioni with Fx'r cap•ipta piotfut Ix hlow the woild average, the "ler4
de~elo.'d" area4. hiad a Ixei capit, lnodc(iit Ier y'ar tif biut $153.

Alihough qtt' ost (iu an Ni , 1w taisvit aItinthllit' l•'c ision of the' es
tiamarc4 of pta tat(Ait (Hlitu't, 1tiwtlhcS.'t it i• hmi that, by alid
lariu'. Ihuit v at'. gKc~it dlspliiai at l alm %4! thc liaatani.olls Ii 'clvs of livingl.

"Tlie Ri.i.tc.IAON PF Riwfl'; FrEl(;1At IiNS
'I hilghout hutian hiscmiv teic'ic have ber ilnlpmJitant difleieit'li

Ii
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hi levels~ of livin g but I; a ;nuuig and withl I 14;iiolis. 'I hiis fit , ho4.w-
cmi .IaN gaincd a 33(14 iiguiiilm. . ii4 iJ4tcnt titIIC4 anid pall (it tlal-ýy

Sitite (114.! ('ld of Wourld War 11. 1 lie wodIlti %a Ixuii swept by the
*revcitiit jll of risilig 4X 1 It is f) 11SC tilt Id i' i bus uIliiase o

oii Avssinat .Suc(jiNt of Satc, I I; .la 4. ivdcaad. No Iuilgcz aie
hec aft)n peopiuS oil the 1cC 4ff die earth whio a; c willinug ti, sctte

for sc ond pla~v m'aid whot ;4rc not imistin g ulmmIi iinct'p-3I4leitcc if
cl(- Ilivc [l ot a l-lautdy at iiicvcd it
Ill (o)I)'C~j(tipuI 4. di 1143(111 ( IK-1W(V-Il hiave A iid I~law.lilot nidtion5

hase in four own tiv huh icumi "fell" dilftcivi cs, a lerinti scd sonic
li 1114 ago) b) WY.II tli S. 'I1tillipso%4 Ill hiii s disitlIN.61i4 of ptpulauioti

lot ohiculis And W(Jt ]d tt'iisiotis.

EC:ONOICN t ihVlLoPIht.N I IR--tM

Th le lsavc-uot i onlils of the wo~rld are stiivitig to achieve higher
living levels- They' have HEadI v('.ollIIlli, dci(5tilwiinIt ;I 111.1jIl 3111

areas has jiiecd 14.114)11e anl initcriiatioiiai goal is sut forth ill thle

thaiteli (if tile Unieitd Nations antd as wianiilcs in th 34' 1413ignl aidi jpi4

114(13 mdI id pr ivate. It is poia~ tIj ~ t toV441FC saN ilii:1 thiic ievem-

wws ;I tiflit i;) till hksoi y to( niaau %%iii n14. ille ai~ic,4'Ijtu of hiigher'J t5% 1(1,h V4 WIs 'AS;S114 tlIialvl a1 g~il! hlnl)llg ill] of tin-iikittd.

INVIkst RH-.A I ttN li114,11% N Ptn'UT.Ai ON (,ROW li AMtI 1.39.1S OkW

f 111(34.it is a431 im-154.4'4 to)3 c111ti4)I liezsivi'i ~lctI~llt andlit1 3t(lcmd

latI of1( (4RI)puiidt 4) gloil a)15t 13(till( lui('' fit livinlg, Fol) exalJlipic(, tit

the P4 1111t13(Inlt11 stub lgitJ3Is shi( It It! 'gloIvtil laits b1)11,4 tilt, .iv'

I'51'l aem 11v3 t i"ol Idi as p)3o*jl1ted hiout I!K%2 to 26M)1, ill 7, 1)4.3 (apit

piiill Itl I V.1s below4 tlilt 14v4'ag4' A) tilc 15t)3, (4.4333 .43il-vist, ill vy

on.o dl w ob(il( .if1c liea cgiol'i 1 .54WilIdlith v P4 5 'l ta Il :444)4i: itt' aloiti

iclamtlNr bhigh imI'S 4.4t JHtj)Iliioii ill wasciM Amolllig J)1~1 1.111)111-.411

5ign ifu~l that 31.1J'3 capJit1a pliikOli.t ill thIe. j4.KI 4Jitlti lu~ ul LkiloptŽ
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is aibtmt 4 to 7) timles thiat of poor counitries in Asia, and almost twi, e
that of rhc poor countries in South and Middle America.

RPjia POUPJLATION GROWTH OsMTUCT"S ECONONtic DEVELOPMENT

Study of the relationship betweet population growth and coinipo-
sition and economic development in recent years has disclosed that
population factors operate to ob!r:ruict efforts to achieve higher levels
of living. Per capita product cannot be increased unlesi aggregate

Ir output rises more rapidly than does population. Rapid population
growth obstructs increases in per capita product in a number of
ways:

a. it ineposes requirements for Capital investment which straina the
underdeveloped economy even to maintain its current per capita
product, let alone to achieve an increase,

b. it produces or threatens to effect. population-resources ratios re-
suiting in diminishing returns;

c.it produces ar unfavorable age structure, that is, a population with
a relatively naigh proportion of dependents and a relatively low
proportion of producers which, all other things being equal, tend$
to depress F:-rjuct per capita;

d. it requires a relatively large allocAtion of limited savings to the
rearing of the young at the expense of restricting resources avail-
able for direct production investnýnt such as investment in fer-
tilizer. tractors, electric power cr i&h ustrial plant: .

C. it diminishes savings available per capita for investmnent in human
resources, that is, investment in education And training.

GAP BETWEEN4 HAVE AND) HAVE-NCr NATIONS IS INCREASING

Despite multilateral and bilateral efforts to assist the developing
Ildtions to achieve higher levels of living, such evidence as is avail-
able indicates thaL the disparities betwccn have and hay" iot na-
tions is increasing rather than decreasing. Have-not nations, Aative
to have nations, are doubly handicapped in efforts to reduce the
disparity in levels of living. First, by reason of their small produc-
tive and technological base, even relatively large pea centage rates of
growth produce rather small absolute increments in levels of living.

In contrast the increments attained by the advanced nations are rel-
atively large, even with low rates of economic growth. For example,
a ten per cent increase in product in Asia produces An absolute an-

_____________________________
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nual increment of about $12 per capita; in northcrn America a ten
per cent increase produces an increment of $278 per capita.

Second, the rapid rate of population growth in the developing
areas requires more rapid rates of economic growth than in the de-
veloped areas merely to maintain already existing levels of living.
Northern America, for example, during the remainder of this cen.
tury can maintain its present level of living by an economic growth
of 1.6 per cent per annum, Asia, in contrast, to maintain even her
present level of living must achieve an economic growth rate of 2.1
per cent per annum,

"T HE IMPACT OF URBANIZATION

The rate of world urbanization has been accelerating over the en-
tihe period that we are able to measure it with reasonahle accuracy,
that i,, since 1800. In the 19th century the major impetus to world
urbanization was given by the urbanization in Europe and North
America. During the 20th century, however, the major impetus to
world urbanization is given by rapid urbanization in the developing
regions of Asia, Latin America and Africa.

Rapid urbanization in the developing areas has a special signifi-
cance in any effort to evaluate factors associated with mounting
world tensions. For poverty and frustration concentrated in tie u'-

* ban setting h ve a potential for generating social unrest, political
instability and threats to world peace of a much greater magnitude
than poverty and frustration dispersed widely over the countryside.

BI-POL)ut POLITICAL WORLD

oZ vxujiýa V-A 11 the wuuid t."a t--cn ivmcds.-Asagly
divided into a Capitalist Bloc, a Communist Bloc, and a third neu
tral or uncommitted bloc. Interestingly enough, one-third of the
world's population is to be found in each of these blocs. Never be-
fore in the history of man have such gigantic antagonists as those
representd by the Capitalist and Communist, or "Western" and
"Eastern" blocs been manifest. They confront one another on ideo-
logical, economic, social. -olitical, and, from time to time, military
fronts. The East and WVest, respectively, have each been trying to
win the allegiance of the neutral or uncommitted blocs of nations.

This is manif-st in the prolonged struggle for the minds and allc-
gianice of the peoples of South and Southeast Asia. More recently, it
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has gvein rise to increasingly intense competition in Africa; and it
b continiues to constitute a threat to Latin America's idenifcation

with the West, especially since the advent of Castro's Cuba. Tbe
weapons employed in this confrontation are varied including propa-
ganda, etonot) ic ail. %uhiversion, and military confrontation.

The outcome of the cold war, in large measure, may depend on
the ability of the developing nations to control their rates of popu-
lation growth and, thereby, to effect higher levels of living as meas-
ured by per capita product. It is almost certain that failure to
advance their levels of living would leave the have-not nations of the
world more open to the blandishments of the Communist world.
The Communist Bloc is in the advantageous position of appealing
to anti-imperialist sentiment as it blames Western imperialism for
the present poverty of the underdeveloped nations; and of being
able thus far, more successfully to exploit the inequities and iniqui-
ties characterizing economic and social organization in many nf the
less developed nations. Moreover, the communist appeal is appar.
ently more alluring and appealing to many peoples than appeals
yet developed by the West. The communist appeal in terms of agrar-
ian reform, racial equality, and fuller stomachs seems on the whole
to be more effective than the more abstract Western appeal for free.
dom and democracy.

"To the extent, then, that population is a major factor in obstruct-
ing economic development, it is a factor which, in the contemporary
worlt7. is contributing to mounting social unrest, political instability
and th -eats to world peace which are being exacerbated by the Cold
War.

NoaTH-Sotum A:iLwmvNiT

Over recent years, a schism has become manifest both within the
East and West producing tensions within, as well as between, these
blocs. Within the East at least, the split between the USSR and
China may well have occurred not only from publicized ideological
differences, but, also, from their disparity in economic development-
from the relative "have" and "have-not" positions of the USSR and
China, respectively.

The annual per tapita product in 1962 for all the Sino-Soviet
countlies combined was $269. Within the Sino-Soviet bloc, however,
per capita product ranged from $9. in Southeast Asia to an esti-
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mated $790 in the USSR. The contries of East Asia " the Corn
munist Bloc, predominantly China, had a per capita product cati-
mated at $95 per annum. The presenlt reluctance of the USSR to

u-ie war an an instrument of policy for the expansion of world com-
munism, in contrast with the willingness of China to do so, may
we'l be attributed in some part to the "have" position which Russia
has achieved in contrast with China's relatively desperate "have-
not" situation. China with F population approximating seven hun-
dred millions and a growth rate approximating perhaps 2 per cent
per year may be growing increasingly conscious of the disparities in
the man-land ratios in China and in Russian Sibclia. In China, in-
ability to control population growth, even, though there is much evi-
dence that she is attempting such control, could well constitute a
severe threat not only to her ;,cighbors to the south, but also .o her
Communist neighbi-cs to the north.

This split within the Communist Bloc may conceivably contrib-
ute to increased tensions between the "have" and "have-not" na-
tions throughout the world. Certainly China, in attempting to form

Sher own bloc, is finding allies primarily among the poorest nations.
It is not impossible that the USSR will find she has more in com.-
mon with the "have" than with the "have-not" nations, especially
if she is successful in her efforts to advance consumption levels. This
possibility may be enhanced and accelerated by her fear of China's
acquiring atomic weapons.

Thus, ', may be that i the coming decades world tensions may
Srevolve around a "North-South" rather than "East-West" axis. The
chief threat to peace may be in the level of living disparities be-
tween have and have-not nations rather th-- in diff-',rnies between ,
"capitalist and Luommunist ideologies and systems.

Economic development has as its objective the raising of the level
of living of i people. The population of a nation, however, not only

reaps the gains of economic development through increased per cap-
ita income, but as the human resource, also plays a vital role in its
achievement. In the contemporary situation, four aspects of popula-
tion in the less developed areas are operating to retard economic
development. These are the relatively high rate of population
growth, unfavorable age structure, unbalanced population distribu-
tion, and inadequately educated and trained manpower. All of
these obstructions to economic development are amenable to control.i ' I
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Etonomiit dcvclopinult politics and progran-, must take into ac-
count the role of population fattors, in general, and specifically the
four aspects of population whici have been indicated above. To
elihmnate the adverse effects olf population fattors on cconomic de.

Lclopm•jn t it is aiitesslary to dampen rates of total population in-
crease, to effect a more favorable age structure, to achieve a more
balanced urbhan-rur.-l population distribu'iov, and to raise the qual-
ity of the population by attaining higner levels of education and
training. Each of these goals is attainable, and, significantly enough,
all may be achieved by the same means-nanuly, through a decrease
in the birth rate. In the tontemporary world situation, given the
great dhiliiies in mortality achieved and in prospect, a decrease in
the birth rate would simultaneously reduce rates ot population in-
crease, favorably alter the agv structure, help to effect better balance
between urban and rural population distribution, and permit more
adequate and effective investment in human resources.

"The two majOr world ideohoies, namely Roman Catholicism and
Socialism-Communism, which have been slow to recognie this need
and which have resisted efforts to control fertility have perceptibly

Sn'odifihed their stand within the past few years.
Although Pope Pius XII recognized the need to control popula-

tion growth in 1951, it was not until after the general effort to up-
date the Roman Catholic Church's position in the modern world by
the late Pope John XXIII and the incumbent Pope Paul VI that
recognition of the need for "responsible parenthood" seems to have
gained asc, ancy over the pro natalist elements within the Church.

The C, .,,iunist nations, on the basis of their interpretation of
Karl Marx, until relatively recently, also opposed population con-
trol. Ihe Communist world has considered birth control, or "neo-
Miltl•iq;i•nim," as an instrument by rucans of which "imperialist
capitalist powers" attempt "to subdue and exploit" the "have-not"
peoples. But Mainland China, in 1953, after her Census disclosed
there were lOG million more Chinese (583 million) than had been
previously estimated, was quick to attempt to slow down her rate of
population increase; and the Soviet Union and other Communist
nations :iave reversed the position they took at the World Popula-
tion Conference in Rome in 1954. Thc Soviet Union is no Io'ager
oppos-'d to fertility control. It, however, does believe that it will
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come about automatically as a conscquence of industrialiiation and
turanliziation and, thcref, tc. nced not 6, attively piontuted.

JMPLICAIO.NS FOPl NATIONAL DUENSE

"lhr materials lprcsentvd above incditate that explosivr r'..,pultaion
growth m1ay bw a fa t(oI in heating up the told war and it drteitnn-

ing whether peace or war will be the lot of the world during the re-
mtainder of this ve'ililuiy. But pwipulation numbels, in ily judgment,
will not lc a nmajor fatou in deternmining the outcome of a niajor

war, 'o be sure a major war can be fought only by nations of nome
appie tiable size. Apait tlom this -onsideration, however, manpower
alone will not dlctirine militaiy iu.-ililh. Otlhci inigicdieuts may
pi1(v to bx" nmiore imnportanit than toaNtio)WCl in sut(cssful defense

or ofktnse. Among the ingrcdients will be such factors as tcchnology, 4

iiscluding military technology; and population quality, that is cdu-
catiou and skill, inotntive anti mnotivalion, and national unily and -
sohidArit). It is not possible to discuss thetc factors within the scope
of this paper but they must not be ignuied in tustsidetintg [actors in
militiary power. :

In coi-clu:',rn, then, it should b-! emphasized that w•XI' popula

tion trends cInstituir a major threat to 1eare (luring the remainder

of this century. Any effort to evaluate the demands that may be
platcd on the U.S. military forces during the next few decades must,
lhertfole, take into consitderation the factois outlined above; and

they should also include analysis of domestic population trendts and -9
prospects-another subject beyond the scope of this paper. Ar
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V. Tihe Frointiers of Psychology
I•RSU R. IiI.;GARD

AN' I C0•, INt tl 15.It' work in thr spiti t of put e or bAsi tcie, seek-
mig to establish lawful iclitionships mamtong phenomena regardless
of where these findings may take us. It is not sitit fly true that the

*• basih scientist i-i disi|n.ittsled in the applflitions ol what he hnds -

out, a2dI 1 wish to digress jUst a littl o0t u1) UIIut'eiouI Ul thc IC]a-

tionship bewt-en basic and applied scienre,.
Over the past several years tht'c has beet a glowing tiy for more

investumet in liasi- research iclative to the aIooPtsul, spn(t ont tecdh

nohlogual dcvelopunents. While I am, of course, in favor of pure
sciCnc-e and basiL research, aAre has to be tWlen that this emphasis
may not be distorted in the other direction. I sometimes refer to the

* cult of ptire science, which piaces such a high value on pure sti nse
td|at file nlol emotell~(, vilo.'clit, Anld soni'tines t1isial all inlvestiga-

tioni becomes, the more it shows that thoie who support it have the
right attitude toward science. I have found this in agenties rtslpn-
sible for distributing tategoti al mone), that is, motney intended lot
a spct-ihc purpose: the more per ipheral the project to this central
intent, the more favorable its reception, because then the grantors
are showing that they are interested iii basic research. ihis may be

something of a caricature, but I believe the warning is wi th undtl-
ing. 11 we plaq.c all the prestigc on the side of basic scienve and rele-
gate dc. c , nd applied wvk to the lt,,% t!•ig-,...ivc
icx. _UriJP~Aent, wC will snake just as great mistakes as if we starve
pure science. There is a division of lalor involved, and a balanced
attitude, with mutual respect, is what wc nccd. The histuoy of sci-
ence would bear me out in this. Very often practical technology has
run ahead of pure science and contributed instruments that in turn

F.NE.ST R. 1111 CARD is Professor of P -hology at S•anford Unievr.
oily, where he has been a member al the faculty spi-re 191) Dr, jit-
iard is a pi, president of the Ametican Psychological Assodation. If#

is the author of the general text INIIOI.utio, -to Ps.uillto •i, lOu. in
its third edition, and of the research volume HvrNolic SkmIunt*.5T1 ,
He is an AFOSR grantee.
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*+ ia'lhicl(i;.Ld il~itvugli l•)diolug~lt ilet ,tt~h.giel, t(ounleing. plsyth-

th', ,py and rdiutiiuii, lwrsualivc tchniqurs of vaiiiutes kitiils. WC
shall are how "I11e; ol ItICe st11i11gst ac 11fluhnt ing (eltr"n|MrIItAty

1) |)flhgyýy, CCiiAi'"'111K tICAIC who haIt littlrr stympathy with this
"thiid lnovclnelit" group.

t PSYIIOI.OGY AS A B1ASIC %Alr.N(ut.

fIn order not to spread whea I have to say unduly thin, I propooe
to consider 1hric large topical oridnsatiotis in Isit- lsy holog,, and

to, goe limited slctisnies ofI dl rent wuok withini cacti o theim. The
fir st of thccic I shall call thaologicai pqV~eiIlogy, the .c cted genrveal
experimental psychology, ulid thr thild joual psychology.

II ~BIt}I c.IIAI P5V(.NiO~cJIA

Man is utideniabl) ;; mammal, and as sudi shaies a mammalian
anceMstry with othei subhuman sp.cies. When the psychologist lhinks

of himself as essentially a biologist, with the evolutionary theory
, trongly influential as backg'ound. his (nmpr Atie studies Of s••b
huecil anielidll gAitMd illISltS aIlC dUloe in the SIMs it of oth1r biologists

working on problems of genetics or tonparative anatomn) or embry-
ology, ex(rpt that he distinguishes his work from theirs by his pri-
niar) emphasis u1 ''-n bthavior.

"The moodern oiente of genetits is, of course, clowrly related to
evolution, in that gzrne pools and their drift determine evoludionary
dhanges, whAt is new in emphasis is that many 470e.hglCal fa1tors in-
flucnte thew shilts, and nse oni Iifthem Ian Ix" unsiderstood bLtItr
through the histwy oi behavior than through :morphology. For ex.
ample, there are sorie vAricties of moths and Kasshoppers which
have ben dlassified together morphologically, but the) arc now as-
signed to different speties because of differences in their behavior
(Mayr, 1958). In this caw behavior substitutes for morphology as a
desuiptive character.

It is posiblk to conduct selective breeding experiments solely on
the basis of behavior, and then to find out whether or nut the be-
havior is genetically controlled. For example, some fruitflies (drhus-
phila) make mole approach rcaclions to light than others. If they
are sortcd out on the basis of approa Ih ;.' d non-alproe.dh tneriencics
and mated accordingty, thcir offspt itig gradually separate into tearly

ism -
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,Atiotihri miatfci of htiitlo iji (A i p Iihofog it aaadati~idal .lc~riopb

mrill, teIIc j'ores-s of fimioad otinii 0111uiiag imulaiii It life someii of
thre orderly p.,txeses fmlindii I mibryfll_-gicjl . ijiII~Iht

cfqu~llaum of drvc1-"'"irin air simiilar it) thine of genctiti. IIn genre
tits %C1 Aik. "W'hat iwlmIAý11 itia mnlict atd and whlat it a qiuitrddt' III
dr'srlopmeirt we ask, "What behavior is to tic attir)ibuirl to imiltil

tioni ha, atetriittic of the species, and whait it the tem ult ol catly en
vi1)itoluclIltJ iiifluclesi"it

I %il it, kuIit~ r 11CHY a Ket es of C~c~prlIclratl showlitg [low careful
we have to be iii assigninlg plAmaiblr teabons for the thitags thtat oc.
cur ifl erpc. iietitI, hcwumt efile aiiersatV c£onaisols hAver Ixeen run. loin
a litilubci oif years Iwe have IwCCI I i'ii1 lilt ed that the CAII) YeArS air

v'rrv imlmt-cratlt in the hamnuanK of jwiesvAaality -1 his we (ontiliic to

belicve. But we thought it eapet ially itlnpomt tahiait (fhrear ly years
be (till of warnith front the parents, arnd free' of auxiety. I his still
seems like A guuimi idCA. Wihtat is dRlfiiCtlulg is that WC thiouight wet
had suplx~r Iing r~iderl~ii h tout the atanuAl % or d. tkin t .aruplc baby
rits that were handled antd tarmed early in life were able to face
strangeniess andl otlher diffitult situatioma is Yuh bheurr thAnl non-
hanidleal ot ateglet rd oneS. 11iiiFa t Wills ot1 n1OW (hat at )o~uug I at.
are taken out of their (ages and given electric sh~bks exvciy day, in-

stead of beintg foridiid. thry dit just As well as the haaidkd mitis when
they betotta a tall. J his Sp~tarta treatmtent is bliettf thata ueglet tang
theil. tatl Ipet fIiap this is tie lesWatt to lK leat ticd Ateotdling to Lx-
vine (1%-2) who did these studies. ''lit all respects, in fact, the manip-
ulAted infanlt cahitmit 2 II-i41- rmpid. T*c ti. ~!p'tc..7 ;-.

their eyes earlier and achieve motor ctx)rdinatiott sonr Their lk~dy
hair grow& faster, and they tend to be sigatifitantly heavier at wear.
ing. They tuantintr t4) gaitn weight mnore rapidlly than the nion stimu-
lated animals even after the course of stimulation has been com.
pletcd at three weeks of age. TIhe ruscthatriianr involved are doubtless
mriteiried with the enidu rines, whith influence responses to Atre"
slnd have to do with growtih proccsss."

On the suspiicion that thewe results might apply to marl alto, a
Harvard anthruopiologist (%Vhitinig) and a psycholoxist nsow at Stan-
ford (Landauer) felt that it would be interesting to finid out what
tough handling did to humnan infants (Landauer and Whiting, 1964).

it
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Of course, they did not set out to find human twin pairs, one mem.
Sbher of %hikh would be neg!ected and the other shocked, but they did

the best they could by going to the cross-cultural files and finding cul-
tures that were rontrastcd in the ways in which they handled infants.
They chose male children only, and defined as stressful reactions in
infancy such things as piercing arvd molding, because these are some-
what enduring and must produce some discomfort while they per-
sist. The piercings %aried somewhat from one nonliterate culture to
another, but included piercing the nose, lips, or ears to teceive an
ornament; circumciion, innoculation, scarifiration, or cauterization.
Molding included stretching the arms or legs, or shaping the head
to conform to an appearance thought desirable within that cul-
ture. On the assumption that the infant boys started out even, the
hypothesis was that if the rat studies were true the mutilated boys
should grow more rapidly and hence should be- taller at maturity.

I They found that those boys mutilated in infancy grew to be some
2.5 inches taller in manhood than those not so mutilated. Let us not
jump to conclusions that we should maul our children; apparently
in our society we already do enough of it with h.;pital births, instru-
mental deliveries, immunization by hypodermic needle, and circum-
sion; in any case our children are growing taller each generation.

GENERAL EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY

I am using this somewhat awkward designation to refer to the
kind of psychology which attempts to get at some of the more gen-
eral laws of behavior in the same sense that general physiology tries
to get at the most basic functions of the activity of cells or organ
systems. So general experimental psychology tries to get at the basis
of perception, of learning, of memt:rv, of problem solving, somewhat

,dcpcr.,nd.. of the particular cati.ear of those perceptions, memo-
ries or problems, and even somewhat independent of the particular
organism. Such a general science is likely to be a science of models,
of simulation, of hypothetical-deductive theories, although there As
a great room for differences in approach. One extreme position,

which has many adherents, gives itself the somewhat arrogant name
of "the experimental analysis of behavior." It is associated with B.
F. Skinner, a Harvard psychologist. The main point for Skinner and
his followers is that, if appropriately studied, behavior will reveal
its own lawfulness, without hypothetical models on the one hand, or
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explanations in terms of physiology on the other. Many psychologists
prefer a reductive model, in which the ultimate explanation of psy-
chological events resides in the nervous system.

The field of geneial experimental psychology is much too large to
treat as a whole, so let me plunge in at one point and talk about the
use of computers in simulating psychological events. This will illus-
trate my point that the model that is used need not be substantive
in any ordinary/ sense, for a computer, while it is composed of a lot
of hardware, is essentially some sort of logical machine, and it is the
program for the computer that is important, not how the computer
is constructed.

The L,)mputer is a scientific ally in almost all we do. We have to
distinguish, however, between its usc as simply a more efficient desk
calculator and its use for other purposes. As a calculator, the com-
putcr uses an algorithm, and by following specific instructions comes
out with the answer. An algorithm is simply a fixed procedure of the
kind we learned when we were taught long division or how to ex.
tract the square root of a number. Much more interesting are heu-
ristic computers. in which the computer simulates the human
problem-solver in trying to find a shortcut, trying to find somc' ap-
proximation to the right answer, or in other ways avoiding the te.
dium of trying everything that is possible. The heuristic process
does not guarantee the answer as the algorithmic one does, but it
saves a great deal of time when it works.

When the computer is made to simulate human thinking by build-
ing into it some of the things people are known to do, we can, in
faci, learn more about human thinking by seeing how well our
m.oudl woiks. I'lttlie are computer programs that can solve problems
picked directly from the calculus examinations at M.I.T., and can
male derivations of the kind found in Whitehead and Russell's
Principia Mathematica (1925). An extension of computer simulation
beyond solving of the logical or game type of problem has been
made to the field of personality. For example, one of my colleagues,
Dr. Kenneth M. Colby, is testing the psychoanalytic theory of dreams
by means of a computer program. This is not as bizarre as it sounds,
and the studies of various psychological problems by means of com-
puter simulation are bound to be among the exciting developments
of the next few years.

The mathematical type of model, which need not be computer-
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based has already achieved such stature that we have a multi-volumeSHandbook of Mathemalical Psychology, (Bush, Galanter & Luce,
1964) and a number of shorter texts. A forthcoming one, by Atkin-
son, Bower, and Crothers (1965) can be recommended as a usrful
;-itroduct;on.

SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY

In order to select a limited topic within this large domain, I wish
to say something about models of attitude change, for social atti-
tudes and their modifications have long been part of social psychol.
ogy and are likely to remain so. Attitudes are closely related to our
choice of friends, to our political actions and to other interpersonal
problems. A useful review of ,veral models of attitude change has
been given by Brown (1962). He points out that through these mod.
els some of the facts of social psychology have fallen into compelling
patterns that justify their status as basic science. The theories which
he considers are all varieties of imbalance theory, which states, in
essence, that as human beings we abhor incongruities, dissonances,
and imbalances, and make any number of maneuvers in order to re-
store balance or unity. Hence attitudes change when by changing
them balance can be restored. The general idea behind such a the-
ory, as behind most good psychological theory, has a great deal of
justification in common experience; what makes the theory scien-
tific is its precision, so that a choice can be made between equally
plausible alternatives.

Pressures to change attitudes can be provided in various ways, by
arguments, by incentives, and so on. I wish to discuss one experi.
ment in which hypnosis was umed (Rosenberg, 1960). The attitudes
of subjects toward several controversial topics were first determined,
Ciach as labor's right to strike, more conciliatory attitudes of the
).S. toward the U.S.S.R., and comprehensive Federail medical insur-

ance. Then efforts were made to change cognitive attitudes through
a change in affect, half to become more favorable than they began,
half to become more negative to the proposition involved within
each issue. The change was attempted under hypnosis for half the
subjects, in :he waking condition for the other half. The results
were strikingly in favor of modification under the hypnotic condi-
tion. In a later experiment (in this case the issue was the foreign aid
program of the United States) the changed attitude peisted over
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a week through posthypnotic suggestion, with amnesia for the fact
that the change had been made withirn hypnosis. The change not
only endured for this time, but thowd some persistance for at least
10 days after removal of the amnesin. Th :se persistent changes were
apparently due to a kind of "self-convincing" that went on in argu-
ing for the new attitude while under the influence of the posthyp-
notic suggestion. We see here an experiment concerned with atti-
tude-change as a basic-science problem, but obviously there are
practical suggestions that emerge, even perhaps a bit frightening.

I hope that I have thus far given some of the flavor of psychology
as a biological sc.ience, as a somewhat independent science building
its own models, making use of mathematics and computer simula-
tion, and as a social science, dealing with problems of human atti-
tudes and interactions.

PSYCHOLOGY AS AN APPLIED SCIENCE

To turn now to psychology as a technology, as something useful,
I shall use as my samples personality tests, programed learning, psy-
chotherapy, and persuasive techniques.

PEASONALITY TzSTs

Questions have been raised about the ethics of testing (e.g., Grass,
1962), usually implying that the tests are inefficient as well as im-
moral; they might be thought of as more immoral if they were more V
efficient, for then the test-score label might be attached to an in-
dividual as firmly as his finger-prints and raise the same problems of
preserv~ing his right to privacy.

In some resnects the most intere.ting problems lie in the field of
personality measurement. We know that more men lose their jobs
because of poor human relations than because of lack of skill, so
that personality appraisal is, in fact, very important for job place-
ment. A personality test differs from an intelligence test in two im-
portant respects:

1. First, it is designed to test one's characteristic mode of respond-
ing, not necessarily what one does when on good behavior. Intelli-
gence tests, on the other hand, seek to know the best one can do
when he is paying attention and trying hard. Thus a person may
know that it is wise to be courteous to people and to show respect
to superiors, but this does not mean that this will be his character-
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istic behavior. On a personality test a person may be asked: "Do you
sometimes feel just miserable?" To answer this question he has to
decide whether or not this is characteristic of him and not answer
on the basis of one experience in which he felt miserable when he

nearly drowned:, '- child.
2. Second, thei re no objective standards by which to judge the

goodness or badness of any single answer. On an intelligence test a

good answer always corresponds with truth and fact, and the main

problem of the test constructor is to order the questions for diffi-

culty. Then a bright persons answers more questions cu-ectly than

a dull one. But with personality it is not so simple. "Do you blush

easily?' "'Do you get angry at people who disagree with you?" Ques-

tions of this sort, which may in fact distinguish one group of people

from another, do not have the direct validation that intellectual
items do. Depending on degree, some blushing may be attractive,

and some anger may be a fitting protest. Too much blushing may be
embarrassing, and too much anger may make one ineffective. It is

only that the problem of the test constructor is a difficult one.
For these two reasons, then, personality tests have not had the

smooth sailing of intelligence tests. Because of the uncertainty with

reaspect to when to reply to questions worded as "often," or "some-
times," considerable recent discussion has centered upon stylistic as-

pects of response to personality inventories. That is, the answers may
reflect not so much the actual content of the questions as the ways

in which they are asked. The two dimensions that emerge most fre-

quently are social desirability and acquiescence (Holtzman, 1965).

Social desirability refers to the tendency to answer the question in
the way that is recognized as socially desirable or healthy. Thus a

subject usually knows it would be socially undesirable to feel nause.

ated or to be unable to sleep at night or to walk across the street to

avoid meeting somebody. Hence he has strong leanings in the direc.

tion of giving the conforming reoponse, unless he is indeed sick

enough to be asking for help. One reason these tests work to some

extent in a clinical population is that these help-seeking people do

indeed reveal themselves on the test. In addition to the tendency to

social conformity is a tendency to say "yes" more readily than to say
"no." This is called an acquiescence tendency; suggestible people

are likely to be yea-sayers or yes-men, and thus to cor rupt their

scores.
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Various difficulties with personality tests have led to the notion
tha perhaps a simple adding-up of responses, a nmethod that worked
for intelligence, will not work for Personality tests. We have shown
in our own research on hynosis, for example, that there are alterna.
tive paths into hypnosis, and a number of moderate scores on the
several paths are not the equal, for purposes of predicting hypnotiz-
ability, of a high score on a single relevant one (Ililgard, 1965).

PROGILAMED INSThUCTION

Although the educational psychology of learning lagged some-
what in the last decades, this situation has been corrected in part by
the development of teaching machines and programed instruction.
Between 1954, when B. F. Skinner first announced programed learn-
ing. and 1958 some 25 research reports appeared; between the years
1960 and 1964. the trickle of reports became a small flood, with
some 165 research reports aplwaiaing (Sthratnii, 1964). This has co,:-
tinued, and programed learning in its various forms is now Cie
basis for a large industry as well as for a large research enterprise.

Without going into technical details, programed learning has
some of the folluwing advantages that appeal to investigatrs inter-
ested in the psychology of learning:

I. It recognizes individuI' diflerences by beginning where the
learner is, and permitting him to niovc at his own ratc.

2. It requires the learner to be active.
3. It provides immediate feedhaiik in the form of An-cwh!cdg.• of

results, thus favoring learning the right thing and avoiding the re-
tention of errors.

4. It emphasizes the organized nature of knowledge because it re-
quires continuity between the easier (earlic., concepts and the harder
(later) ones.

5. It provides spaced review in order to guarantee retention of
what has been learned.

6. It reduces anxiety and frustration, because the learner can al-
ways be successful at some level, and he knows that lie is learning.

These plausible advantages favor the general strategy of pro-
gramed learning, but they do not dictate the details, and research is
needed to determine what features make for the most effective pio-
grams. The initial advantage that was thought to rest in the ma-
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chine because of its precise timing of teedback turned out not to be
supported by experimental data, the programed book doing a: well
as the machine in tryout. Many other research problems have been
faced, such as size of step. form of reply, and so on, with a good deal
of useful information accumulating.

Rather than go further into all of this, we may well ask: "What
of the future? Where is this taking us?"

The hupe that simple programs would produce dramatic changes
in the efficiency of teaching is hardly borne out, so that the program

Sis little likely to supplant the teacher. Instead the program is likely
to take its place alongside other educational aids that have appeared
from time to time: blackboards, notebooks, laboratories, libraries,
textbooks, field-trips, discussion groups, and audiovisual aids of

S I other kinds.
The one area where a revolutiun may indeed occur, and program-

ing is involved in this, is computer-based instruction. A number of
significant experiments are now going on or getting under way in
which a whole classroom is tied to a single computer, but each pupil
works at his own speed, gets the information that he needs, knows
when he is right and when he is wrong, and is helped to review as
necessary, all through the flexibility of the computer. At the same
time a complete record of his responses, right and wrong, is stored in
the •omputer, which concurrently may be accumulating statistics on
the whole clasm so that at any time a "readout" will tell the super-
vising instructor exactly what progress is being made and which stu-
dents are in trouble. Not even a gioup of individual tutors could
give such close supervision to the learning process. While the costs
at present are quite high. this is due chiefly to the developmental
cm5 i~n. getting the prograna sogrther and the machxincry in opera-
tion; even at the present cost of computers, once every'hing is run-
ning, the cost per pupil hour is not much different from present in-
structional costs.

PSYCHOTHERAPY

As everybody knows, the great name in this area has been that of
Sigmund Freud, the founder of psychoanalysis, a man of undoubted
genius and one of the great names of the last 100 years, to be
thought of in the company of Darwin, Einstein, and Pavlov. We are
witneuing in the 1960's a curious fading of Freud's reputation. a re-
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pudiation of his theories, and attacks Upon~ the psychotherapeutic
methods that he proposed. The spirit of the time,. the Zeifgeiu, ha
for some reason become less favorable to his views. This is scarcely
a matter of evidence one way or the other, for the saume kind of evi-
de•,• has been lying around all along. with the samne division of
opinion over it. We are perhaps too clos to what is happening to
feel very secure in interpreting it, but I shall do the best I can. It
will be recalled that Freud's theory is euendially a psychogenic the-
ory of neurosis, that is, a theory that neurosis has psychological
causes through conflicts generated in the lifetime of the individual.
The cure is also psychological, by way of free associations and the

interpretations provided by the psychoanalyst. The psychogenic kind
of interpretation meets opposition at this time front the aldvance in
biochemistry and genetics. The tranquilizers ie-med (at least for a

time) more potent than counseling as a way to help the troubled, a!-
though we now know that the placebo-effect had a r-,od deal to d&
with it, so we cannot escape some psychological aspects of therapy.

The advances of genetics and the concept of molecular disease now
offer many possibilities for the organic basis for illness. Once this

enthusiasm rises, all psychogenic theories become suspect, and the
Freudian theory suffers along with others. This, then. is one root
for the decline of Freud's prestige.

Another root of the attack upon Freud, quite different from this,

is the rise of alternative psyclrtherapies. T hesw do not question the
psychogenesis of conflict, anxiety, and other symptoms of neurosis.
Most commonly they attribute the symptoms to learning and cure
them through learning. These behavior therapies, as they are called,
have many varietlies, but the two that at present are most in vogue -

4iC a dhckxiitiraaion theory called by its originator psychotherapy by

reciprocal inhibition (Wolpe, 1958). and a verbal conditioning ther-
apy. in which through the reinforcement c( some kirds of state-
ments by the subject and extinction of others his attitudes toward

himself and the world become changed and he functions more ade-
quately (Krasner, 1965). According to London (1964) the contrast is
between insight therapy of the Freudian variety and action therapy

of the newer types. His own preference is for an integration of what

has been learned from both.
This head-on conflict between the biochemical ane the psycho.

genic theories of the origin of problens, and of the chemical vs. in-

-.-
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sight vs. acion treatment of the problems themselves is likely to stir

up cncrgctiL new efforts to arrive at a conse-,aus that can dictate ap-

propriate pia( tice.
'],here are Miany justifications for an c(lectic position, dcsl)itc the

confihlrcne of some who hold dogmatically to one or another ex-
tremle view, assembling data to show that they are reasonable men.
As one illustration, consider the postpartune psych(sis which unfor.
tunately is tot too un onninun aniong young mothers. There are
such pronounced hormnuiial changes assomiated with pregnancy and
childbirth that it is nut surprising to find the system put under
strain, aid this makes plausible a biochemin l or hoinional theory
of thi- lJ)stpartinm reastion ill susMe)tible wonien. Y't careful studies
show similar reactions when a new babq' comes into the home on the
pait of two kinds of people to whum the hormone theory does nut
apply: to the father, who may protc-tt himself sometwhat from his
symptoms by running away fuoin home when the child is born or by
taking to alhohol, and by the mother who has i similar psyahotic re-
action when she finds herself confronted with a new baby that she
has adopted. Who is to say what is hchmical and what is psydao.
genit?

SPASOrASIVt 'ECHHNIQUI F

My final spe(iunici of applied psychology comes fioni the fields of
motivation and social psychology. I speak of the psychology of per-
suasion. There are many ways in which we attempt to manipulate
other people, in jwrstwdimig them to vote for our candidatcs, or for
a bond issue for the schools, in wI'suadimig htiln to buy (,iUl Pro-
du ts, In psythological warfare we may wish to persuade theimi to
acts of sabotage against their own people, to )hf,-ft rrom the rank-,
to weaken the wilt to fight. Obviously we are in an important area
of| )olicd social psychology. As an illustration I wish to citc a fairly
benign use of persuasion, that appears to hav.e turned out success
fully.

In our nmodern world, a high degree of industrialitation appears
imperative to .uppom t a high stand..-d of living, and such industri-
alization apipars to dcl.wnd upon arousing in jt'iple what has been
called the uiced ioS achicvemtint, a motibe very imlM)rtant in any
society based upon enteiprisc. (areltil analysis by MehClland has
shown the rclationship bctw(en this motive and the rise of capital-
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isin in Eurcipfan countries (McClelland, 1%1). As we iiuw bec(omc
inltereslted in helintg developing fimtl~iu (to indust; ialifo, we neecd to

* do 11101'e tihall to sclkd iiloIWV And ICC liif i~ ill 1 Ott ~ild (6J11I1 antd to
* proi-ide mia hintiey. We hase alsku to dcvlo 1' utot liko ci Api-Opjrriatc to

* this kind of society.
Mct lelland, 11Illpjtiig the p~osit ion) th~it I li~t. ind~it aued. Wofl

derc-! if lie eould help peuple ill India ito hul, l~i chcmsrcls bv en.
couragting the devv'lopment of a Ueerd luir' ad~t.ies.cinlC'i oil the paut
of sinall busim.imcnirn in that (ouLifIv. lie ha~s i tencltly icxreporte thc
tesults of his cOiEms. (Mt(:cll~allt, I %M). What Md le.llauud did WAS
to hyjlhcoitsuw that 1146I- n'(:Coul (OIIJ dwhiigcd inl adul t l ife, and then
he took pr inciples front a ninmal IvArning, hiptran learning, himmuil
ps hot'hnet *'. And stmtlicsii of 1t titildc 1ialigte 14) dlt~igil Ohot I (,om%.e
rs (lastuing V.1~ wvk s) to 1w gkci it)t gi titips of I Iin~cssincil, (Icsgignd
to iricrori,. their acliirvementi motivcus. .1 lies hiave fow Iwcii gimil
for se'veri- yarm it) minttagcri (t teat hers of ma~nagen~eit- ill the
United States, Mecxico, and Indlia. Ini India, for extamiple, of 82 buii-

lis tJl ulo s'ere Si d ird, somec 20) had delcimimannI tclr hig'. 31 hiti C

niemlit jljimioni~ut b) isauh'ihAl (.1tlejpleatieiit mii m4 li5ity du]ing the two
yrau s prior to the Jhim t oursC. W~itlhin the tWI ycati alter thle course,
howesci , 51 of tht- 12 engaged mi sit( I att ivity. it signiuit m51 int I' CAs.

'I hleSe irt IaFJ l'ii lts1%ttt ate of d ic kmid Ouat sjii tiis U~~tiit

al oulses Imisec tlAitlied ill the p~ast. 'Ihe thilfrettcle is thut ill Mc-
Cclellaid 's work the biypot)hucs& ate c. 4.rtfu Ily qs1 ullcd (tilt Mlld (a*t eflli
aipfalS-isl fllCisurts aIC uised(, Theileort, h)is 140k t111t co~ll libtitl (0t
basi( j))t holotg'ý it) IiII Way it) whi Iit I the p)'ieviou milt 111it-iittc wolk

Cannot, valuable As *")lie of it may hiave lu'vi ill itscll.

SUMMARY AND P'ERSiPECTIVE

I hope tOat I muay have sunecded in giving Smile sam ettjk of jisy.
tCholijists at worik uti the sjti ait of bth~l basi( and applied so itnire, in-
dicatixig the vitality of the field and its moicut bicadth, At the saimeo
(time I have tried to show thait there really is imt so) scry intith differ-
enice betweenl basic Amnd ap~plied research whcti butit ale go-ml st ucuice,

and thiat, in fact, they imutually interact. Without bAsi' research, thr
applications would ufteti be bumbling amal uitiltitaal. without dite

tocchinoltsgita] tryouts t11)j)4)1tant At eds of inlvestigaltionl uitight have
their basic problemas overlooked, atnd ts neat itlmowiicss pcusist
where a somewhat les neat breadth is morer appropriate to the pi-ob.
lems to be solved.
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a world in which there are values, utilities, purposes and proposi-
tioni. Organisms are composed of organs as machines are made of

components. These parts must serve the whole, each in its own way.
This is their function. This is like the members of a city. The ship-
wrights must build the boats for the fishermen, and the fishermen
must catch fish or the city starves. This leads to the next great law,

, called the equality of unequals. Since each is necessary to the state,
they must be equal under the law; and this notion of a law-that
there are to be no exceptions-is the origin of the notion of a law in
physics as well as in every science.

If every citizen did exact!y the same thing, the city would perish.
This specialization of function is most obvious in matters of sex, for
if we were all male or all female, we would beget no children.

"The Greeks supposed that the man injected the woman with a
mateiial that informed her with what she was ro grow. They called
it a perfect mixture, and thought of it mnuch as an engineer thinks
of a correct program. I( is the natural cause of the computation.
But the program, being on a physical tape that may be accidentally
wrongly punched or torn, may produce a wrong answer, or, in gen-
eration, a misshapen offspring.

* Empedocles says the world is created by love and strife. Love
* brings together the unlike, male and female, shipwright and fisher-

man, whereas, when the carpenters line up on one side and the
fishermen on the other, there is faction in the state-internal war.

The Greeks thought of knowledge as a coming together of the
knower and the unlike known as, in the biblical sense, a man is said
to know a woman. The fulls of the one fill the e, ipties of the other,
as when a hand grasps an object; hence ouw woid to apprehend or
comprehend, or the simple English, I grasp your meaning. And the
Grceks bclieved that in the act oUt g3J•sFIg sumuc 0i the atorms of

the known, its earth, air, fire and water in their proper proportions,
passed to the knower, where they entered his blood, becoming
mixed in veins and finally in his heart. I have had maiiy patients

who believed they thought with their blood, but I believe the last
time I heard a physician think that way was some 40 years ago, when
the neurosurgeon, Dandy, said he knew to his cost that consciousness
was in the left anterior cerebral artery. The net of our veins re
sembles the mouth of the Danube, where many streams come to-

~~1
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gether in a flood plane and mix their waters in many intersecting
channels, so that water in any one mouth has water from every
river. The Greek for this is "anastomosis." Except for hormones and
antibodies, we have transferred our theories of knowing from blood
to brain, where we have the proper anastomotic net. It is neither a
series nor a parallel circuit-no more so than a Wheatstone Bridge
that cannot be so analyzed.

It was Alcmaeon of Croton who seems to have been the first to
attribute perception to the brain; that was about 450 B.C. Based on
his surgical experience, he thought the eyes made the opposites.
light-dark, etc., and shipped them to the brain, where they mixed
harmoniously to produce knowledge in the healthy man. Hundreds
of years later, in Alexandria, ,he anatomists made a clear picture
of the brairn and nerves, but that information was lost until the
Renaissance in Italy. Only in the last 75 years have we come to
realize that a brain is not a mass of jelly in which fibers precipi-
tated, but is actually a host of separate cells, whose thin processes
are the fibers. This, is the neuronal hypothesis of Ramon y Cajal,
who divides the cells of the brain into the information handling
neurons that stain with silver, and the supporting cells, or glea,
which are the wet nurses of the neurons and do not stain with silver.

A human brain weighs about three pounds and has a blood flow
of about a quart per minute-that's about one-seventh of your circu-
lation. It heats that quart of blood about one degree Fahrenheit,
that is, about 25 watts, and this is the same, waking or sleeping. Only
in epileptic fits does it use much more energy. The brain floats in
cerebro-spinal fluid, which has the same density. Its pH is about
7.2, which is very stable except in fits.

The brain gets its energy from burning sugar, glucose to be exact,
and neurons die in about three minutes if their oxygen supply is cut
off. It ferments the sugar to p',ruvic aciJ, but cannot live unless this
is burnt to CO 2 and H.O. This burning is coupled with the build-
ing up of adenocine triphosphate, which is the source of its energy,
just as it is in muscle. It stores this energy in phospho-creatine, and
the score is constant except in convulsions, when it is greatly de-
pleted. Nearly a hundred diseases of the nervous system have been
traced to definite metabolic disorders. But we may all forget all of

Sth;t, and consider the brain in good working order and with a con-
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stant supply of energy, for we ate only concerned with how it han-
dles information-for that is its function.

Let me get one inore thing out of the way. If the Greek city-state
was to survive, it had to have one more law-"General because first"
or "General becausc best." If the state is to survive, the best man has
to lead and the best decision has to be made. Then all have to agree.
This is a precursor of the Darwinian notion of the survival of the
fittest deteamining evolution, and it is crucial in decision-making
and in learning, as opposed to mere memorizing or conditioning.
Neither for decisions nor for learning have we anything approaching
a decent neurological theory, and I shall later describe this problem.

At least three things are called memory. One is persistent activity
in the nervous system. This lasts like sea-legs or diztiness after spin-
ning. In old age, it may be all we have when we can no longer make
new traces. Bilateral lesions of a part of the old cortex, called the
hypocampus, produce this difficulty, leaving us clear memories of
"earlier days.

If we are to make new traces, there must be some change in struc-
ture. This takes time, before which there must be some persistent
activity of some sort-probably electrical and lasting probably min-

utes, some think for half an hour. The structural change must be
such as to affect the transmission of signals. Presumably this means
that a structural material like protein must be made, and this re-
quires an increase of a template for making it-called ribose nucleic
acid. This is known to occur. Some think that the information is due
to the structure of the protein produced, as it is in the development
of antibodies. Others think it may be just more piutein to be shipped
to some specific part of the neuron. No one yet knows. Growth with
use and atrophy with udkaca:c ,,t Luaa..azuhk pitiperties o4) many tis-
sues. We woL.d expect them in the learning of skilled acts in brain
as in brawn.

The third thing called memory seems to consist of successive snap-
shots, at about 10 per second, that we can review in the original
sequence, not in reverse. These we use in reconstructing a crime or
accident, I have no idea how it works. It has been best studied in
the memorizing of nonsense syllables, and the mean half-life of such
stuff is about half a day. The half-life makes it possible to guess at
the energy barrier that must be jumped, and from this conic various
estimations of the amount stored. Heinz von Foerster has proved it
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is energetically no great matter, a fraction of what the btain uses.
The estimates are some 1012 to 106 bits, large for even a large com-
puter store. So much for niemoryl We think |hath of it is stored in
man, places. probably chiefly in the forebrain. Simple lo~aton is
certainly wrong. It's not like a random access to something like a
magnetized core. It may weli be distributed as in a hologram. We
don't yet know how or where.

Before we come to the detail of the component neurons, their con-
nection and interactions, let me describe grossly the whole central
nervous system. It consists of a brain and spinal cord. The biggest
bulge is at the front end of the forebrain, consisting of a bark or
cortex, whose business is to take those habits that give us percep-
tions, ideas, conceptions, etc. Deep to the cortex is the antiroom or
thalamus, where signals coming from elsewhere than the cortex are
gated and relayed to the cortex. And then deeper sits the upper por-
tion of the :o-called basal ganglia, whose business is to program our
actions as in walking, eating, dancing and swimming. Behind the
forebrain is the midbrain, which handles more automatic movement
and receives and prepror esses informn'ti•,n froin i cteptors for acceler-
ation and audition, taste and touch. In lower forms, it handles every-
thing except smell, but in us it has lost its visual function proper,
though it still has an input from the eyes and directs our gaze.
Finally, we come to the hindbrain, which has a huge bulge on its
back called the cerebellum, which has an interval clock used in mak-

ing precise our ballistic acts by stopping at the right place whatever
is put in motion. Since it's tapped everywhere, it can be used for
autocorrelating signals up out of noise, and it is used exaggeratedly
by the weak electric fish, who can detect a one-millimeter glass rod
at . •itan__c o' our met'r in brackish watcr.

Throughout its length, the nervous system can be divided into a
sensory plate on the back, a motor plate on the front, and a reticu-
lum, or net of neurons, between them. All the specialized computers
of the brain, cerebral cortex, thalamus, basal ganglia, cerebellum,
etc., have evolved out of the reticulum. If every input had been con-
nected to every reticular cell and every reticular cell to every motor
neuron, as well as every reticular cell to every reticular cell, then
the specialiied computers could be made by omitting some connec-
tions. Actually the connections were never that rich. The core of the
reticulum has not evolved. Its business is to make those decisions

SI
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that commit the whole organism to one of some 20 of those act& with
short English names-eat, sleep, fight, flight, etc. In segmented an-
imals, including us, it is clearly an iterated net. The theory of such
nets is such that it can be shown, and has been by Hennie and Kil-
mer, that every question we would like to ask concerning iu activity
is recursively insoluble. Kilmer and I are still after it. It is the com-
rmand and control Pystem that has anti still does enable us to sur-
vive. It enjoys a redundancy of potential command in which infor-
mation constitutes authority. It is a population of a few million cells

* so related that whatever cluster of neurons knows what has to be
done can sweep the rest into harmonious activity.

So much for the grand scheme. Now for the details beginning with
r ne components, the neurons. Each is a living creature having a body,
branches and a tal. root, called an axon. Normally the branches
and body receive signals and the axon passes them to other neu-
rons or, if motor neurons, to muscles and glands. The membrane

* surrounding the cell and axon has a capacity ranging from I pF at
least to about 40 uF at most. It is composed of a double layer of
phospholipids made into a sort of insoluble soap by calcium sitting
at the junction of the layers. Metabolism maintains a voltage through
this membrane, about 1/10 volt positive outside. So long as the volt-
age remains, the resistance is high; but when it is forced down by
about 1/3 of its resting value, the calcium ion gets out of the way
and sodium rushes in; then potassium leaks out and the voltage over-
shoots to negative outside. Then the sodium is pumped out and the
potassium leaks back. The equations for this were worked out by
Hodgkin and Huxley a decade ago. By nuclear magnetic resonance,
it is easy to show that the bulk of water in whole brain is bound in
a ,omewhat icy state. The &odium ion will not fit in such a latiuk and
must be extruded as it is from frozen seawater; hence the sodium
pump. Potassium fits and can diffuse either way under the force of
the electrical field; hence the potassium leaks. Lettvin and his co-
workers have shown that the crucial actions on nerve membrane of
all ions whose shell of water is known are determined by that shell.
Calcium4 * is replaced by lanthanum+++, whose water shell is like it
but whose valence is 3 instead of 2. It prevents the nervous impulse
from occurring and, being radio-opaque, has given us a new stain
for ulhra-miscroscopy, which shows its location in the membrane.
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The properties of the hydrated potassium ion as to size, mobility,
etc., resemble those of cesium, which has nt water shell. Nei ve mem-
brane pays no attention to cesium. For thcse and several other rea-

sons, one -ar be sure that the nerve irnpulw is not to be explained
simply by solution chemistry.

%Vhen a cell body becomes sufficiently depolarized, the near part
of its axon suddenly depolarizes. This trips the next portion and it,
in turn forces the next. This is the propagated all-or-none ncrvwus
imputlse whose velocity of tra||smission depends upon t(ie distributed
resistance, distributed capacitance and distributed battery, as you
would expect in a distributed rc'peater. Sccn from the surrounding
medium, it is a traveling sink of current preceded by a source
whither it is going and followed by a source whence it came. Even
at a small lateral distance in the surrounding conduttors, its effect
is vastly attenuated, thus reducing cross-talk. Excitation of a cell
is produced only by an inwardly directed current (Na'). Inhibition
can be produced either by hypcrpolarizing the axonal end, in which
cas- it is subtractive, or by a shunt (K+), in which case it is di.
visive. Both we know to occur. It was the latter that Lettvin used
to explain his algorism, relating the form to the function of nICu-
tons. What led hini to it was that he was able to identify the func-
tion coxmputed by each of 4 varieties oi ganglion cells of the frog's eye
froni a careful anatomical study of the connectivity and dimensions
of the bipolar and ganglion cells. So we can guess function from
form and check it rapidly, because the test is usually appropriate.
Finally, note that a neuron is not a simple threshold device, like a
flip-flop. It sends trains of impulses whose figure in time carries the
message-sonietinies the mere number, sometimes the repetition rate,
perhaps in some places the pulse intervals themselves. From a logical
point ot view it can compute at least every boolean function. With
only a threshold device with just two inputs, the function of "if and
only if" and "the one or else the other" cannot be constructed. Yet
we have in the brain stem a r'-lection of cells embodying the latter.
They respond to signals from either ear but not from both. A beep
in one ea, 10 db below noise in that ear alone becomes audible with
the same noise in both, and disappears whoni the beep is in both.
It is these cells, working on phase differences, which enable us to
tell its direction in the horizontal plane. This is best done with
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a click and, in the caw of Prof. Van der PoI, he was gNMKI to one
n II rIsConld, whereaý no neuron is good to ± 30 microseconds,
either in sending or in detecting coincidence. This must have rested
ulp)n a votl ol similar ncuions that vnjoyed the requisite variety. Ihc
anastonhotic nature of nerve nets, the variation in the functions they

compute, and escape from the confines of the strictly threshold com.
ponent are all essential in the reliable computation in the presenceof noise, as shown by Winograd and Cowan. Vea veen has been mcas-

uring the noise in axons. It rises as it should with decrease of the
"diameter. For 6i microns, it is about a percent, and for the finest
it exceeds a third of the threshold stimulus and henace must often
fire them. For low frequencies, it is as you right expect, I/F, and
for higher, white noise.

We grow no new neurons. They die in large numbers every hour,

and the circuits must be designed so that losses of largc numbeis,
either scattered or bunched, do not destroy our ability to perceive,
think and act, The latter requires reduplicatiun of receptors and
effectors, as well as of nervous structures.

Finally, we can only survive by keeping many variables within
limits. This we do by closed loops of negative feedback. These
circuits exist within the central nervous system, through it and the
effector.receptor circuits, and ihrough us and the world about us.
The last mediate our appetites. So purpose as well as knowledge is
the proper business of the brain. For the survival of our kind, we
must communicate at least with others o, our kind-hence our so-
cieties and our languages. We are beginning to know what parts of
the cortex are especially requisite for them, how they mature, and
what happens when they are severally destroyed, but not yet how
they work. The pathological linguistic feedback in human commu-
nities produce the great disorders of societies, states and nations:
schisms, factions, wars. Their normal behavior has given us logic,
mathematics and science, and this is my next concern,

We come now to lively imitation of these living things, the be-
ginning of communication engineering. The history of computers,
digital ones, goes back to keeping tally by throwing calculi (pebbles)
into pots and to the abacus. The history of logical machines began
about 1200 with Lullian wheels. The greatest of the Lullians was
Leibnitz, with his Universal Characteristic. He rightly says if you
look inside a thinking, perceiving and caring machine, you will find

It
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only forms in motion, for his was mechanical. let mc skip the rest

and comn to Turing, who pioved that a machine with a finite hum-nt

ber of states, working on anr infinite tape, able to scan one square,
move one square, and make or erase a mark, could colmute any
number that a man could compute. What distinguishes his lively
computer from all its predecessors is not merely that it is an auto-
maton, but that it can make its next operation depend in part on
the value of the operand. 'This, he saw, entailed th-'i, given that
therc was any other source of niarkF aipcaring on the woiking tape,
it had the possibility of induction as well as of the ded(ution inher-
ent in arithmetic calculation. Inasmuch as (iklcl had atithnmctized
logic, the calculation of all calculable numix f; was equivalent to de-
dueing every conscquencc of a finite set of postulates. In 1943, when

Pitts and I proved that a proper set of neurons, stupid thicshold
nt urons, could complute a host of numbers, making use of reverberat-
ing circuits for -many of them, and given ieceptors and etlectors with
an infinite tape, cuuld compute all inumbers that a Turing nmachitne

could compute, thiý. became equivalent to saying it could perceive
any figures in its input. By 1947, we had a general theory of recog-
nition of uniVcIsals, such as a cord regardless of key, or a slhalw I'-

gardless of size.
This is particularly important today. William of Ocean. who

would never allow unnecessary entities to be postulaied. ins:Sted
that man thought in two kinds of terms -one. natural terms enjoyed
by other animals; the other, conventional terms, enjoyed by man
alone. These are linguistic, logical terms, of which the greatest is
number. Novw the natural language of th,' computing mmlahillmes is
the conventional terms of man-notably numbers. It was for this
that Turing had designed them. They think in number faster and
more surely than we do. ihis is easily extended to logic and formal
languages. What we had proved was that their use could be ex-

* tended to perception of universals. They were not built for the task,
and using them so takes a deal of programming. This paved the way
for many an attempt at machine recognition of obiects, tunes,
"ham"-sent Morse code, sloppy handwritten letters, amd machine
evolving and machine learning.

Julian Bigelow realited that all a machine had to havt was in.
formation of the outcome of previous acts in order to steet properly,
even at a moving target. He, Wiener with his mathematics, and
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Roseanbluth with his biohlgy, in 1943 ;iute the first article on
teleology and mechanism, thus initiating what Wiener christened
Cybcrne'44 in his famous book in which fie properly included the
complute, whether in rnan or madhine, for the appropriate handling
ol information. Thus these lively machines incorporate purposes as

well as thinking and perceiving. We don't indulge in suicidal yen.
turcs lightly, and there is many a one-way trip on which we would
be happier to send a machine than a man. There are environments
so hostile and constraints of time, space and power, where a small
digital computer, working in the nanosecond range instead of the
millisecond range, weighing less, traveling faster and controlling
more power than 1/10 horse, beau us with our 1/10-second brain
and our 100-pound carcass. "Man is a dial twister and a tube
snatcher-we must replace him." S said an admiral. Having spent
years of lunches with Louis Sutro and coming to the conclusion that

dhe hardware was yet to seek. a couple of years ago we said, "rhe
time has come." We began working on artificial frogs' eyes because
there we had best knowledge of a hug catcher and because, whý'e
the eye is more complicated, the brain is mudc simlpklz, Louis twgan

i4 the attempt for the Air Force and we are continuing it for NASA.
1. as a biologist, want it to look down a microscope for crawling
or swimming things on Mars: but it would be equally useful to spot
sandstorms or moving monsters. Suppose the eye is built, and the
simple computer behind it, called the "superior colliculus," with 4
maps in register, each of an appropriate function such as an advanc-
ing convex leading edge, air edge coming or going, etc.; the next
problem is to build for it a reticular core to decide whether to
transmit that picture, or store it, or discard it; to coordinate its
movements, to adjust its scope or switch hfont micro- to telescope and
look about, etc. We k,tow nature does it, and therefore Ihat we can.
The great open problems are as follows. Today we swap space for
time and use serial computers. Nature has beaten us at miniturizing
-packing 1010 components in a single head so it can work "in paral-
lel" and, having rral neurons, not our poor threshold devices, in
truly anastomotic nets combatting noise.

Theoretically we have the following troubles. We lack a theory
for iterated decisional nets like the relicular core, and our mathe-
matical symbolus for closed loop is as opaque as Roman numerals in

- - ~ . -a - -- .- ~ .. <4.~~--
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long diviiion. one operates on his substriaps instead of on his
Orgu m e ils.

W~rc lack prOpeI- &rtifiCial neCUrOns (Aj .AhIC 01 (ill1j1ltt aug ally
bqo)IeJI fuau lion and &o of bciaig able to tomimme~ Inopl* ly anastu-
motic nects to compute correctly ini the pre~cncc of almost emey kind
of nok'. Both Crane and Stewaa t arc' after this JJiQIJciet aikid holw-
fully one will sucrcd or thry will get otheis so imiieested that $0lIIc-
one will invent thcm--muall, cheap, anid growable ini (ouplex nets
from simpkr prescrniptionl.

Perhaps somec theorist among you might liclip us on the former
problem, and tertaiinly the latte is iII your field.



VII. Theories of Memory
JUI.tIAN If. BlultKow

IN MHIS PIt.M.SNI'A-ION, the aim is to clisatiis the organitational as.
Juti of nirlinoty, rather than the detaile~d Ynictl.iniisits uof clemnctary
Stotage i.lls. As a releremc fianitwork, elOctrutcchihoh•ogical memory
alppa, a Itt de•igned for 'eketrOnii (,omult, IS will Iw (ited and de.
sc-ribcll, b•1•Au• these (tui sci-ve to iilsw .i tc ii•Na of the problems

that are involved in the analysis ol biulogital iiiemories. They call
especially reveal important differe|cs that apiwar to distinguish the
otganitatiuni of manl-lade iItl my systr'is fromt those grnerated in
nautttc.

Mfodern electronic taltulatitg |tadiuines use memories that are
constrtuted so as to provide large numbcrs of elementary cdelh, each

Sll being an element capable of being selectively forted to assume
one of two (or more) distinguishable stmtei. I he rapidity with whith
thr individual cell can be fotc-d to assume a eksiied state is (alled

the "flip" time, and has heen shortened from about I01 sectonds re.
quited for a very fast clet sornc:hani(al devhte (of ith era 19.W-
1.440) ito 10 1 setonds for standard electron tube devices (of the era
1940-1950) and still further to about 10-1 seconds for solid slate ele-
mnnts of the era 19501960. In the detade 1960-1970 solid state thin-
film tcdiniques have lowered this time laps" to the range of 10
sc• nds, and it is pouible that 10-10 may be feasible in the 1965-1975
era. However, w'ith regrd to flip-time it is clear that the rate of
_peccd-ui is now lagging the glain factor of onc.thousand.fold p tet n
years characteristic of the earlier progress. The reason for this is

quite clearly the intervention of factors other than the solid state
physics :f Cle Ilulenory (ell itseIf, and that these other complicating

JL'I.JA' II., lI(..tI O)I ii a pelvman.oml membrv o0 the Initituir for
Advanced Sudy in Princeton. New Jersey, haicng been awpoinlrd in
iq 1. lie iii he former ho,,d of the Fleetonir ('oynpulfr De•jin Ctroup
ot PrinCeton unde. Dr. John V'on Neum.,nn. 1,r. Rigelow coliaborated
vith Dr. Norberi Ititnrr in Iludirs of prediction theory for wie in
,',rapnj fire ronloWl that become lhe foundtation of the feld of
cybesuclii.
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(At lul are dhirctily ididtut it) dirlays Iin th wig iig kind sw itching
Illeaili by whuidl alli ughiv idugA tell i~Itl UIurdt fill At en.

Gat'aiiwtl ti lto thi~iwcilbicd butiu iriiof whting ulcIjys mid mcacins
of ~a trm Imi Imxtam 14) muke iottlividuIAliclll MH '~ Y stol4 if 11s smtaller
a f 11(1a I IVa I. WhIir A Cal ~It i 1I4I)f,11.11 .ait~ A I I CIiy 1 4 ifi ui'uiiaI Id II h-Wic od
nl)p. and( VI('I' 141ol ItlwlK of ailuati s*tn flip were t apimbl of ol('i
ing trim nit'to irfl t1o lfatre i qtof ailfog igltt jolt ("bits") pcl oi

(CtIlIItt1mlv of volumir, IIIu~ticil solgid statr devi(C3 call Atint Ibc-ir

thaii 100, ;&fil shif fiintt devitzcs bufer te (ii blIOIN aits pr ui1hir
Cmittimutitt.' I fiwc'~vi, i.s thr simw of theic tnin y ((IIfAts Iiwi uIxto '

sin~litlIl iandt 11Iv pM king 14-1 timEi Noltmitc Itt y 11111th1 x1c41cl, Illc
dilhstulics of micuiaug ihriui by wiiv% arid sckct-ivC %wat~haiig b''c
remnia id aIt laititiiag fiat iu inl slic mid silcd, muli duspite Kic.)till-

ti ve.ly.

It thrig-carc remamis ii uc that lir tle~ign of an dec 11010 .it tanuht-
ing truchaine. Iuiig front the mosut III)-tt)-tl.1lt flhilliiatrilivi llcn*

p~onelis, us' ng the inica soIplitisitictt soid 14)11( Iii t h'lilt 1' j m,i Mvjt c
to 1i)tIMt, f41ill tuhitl14 IK' he 1 11 Mti1-tlotg 'AA(ttilolg gIII t with411

prhcim nst (if ilIi ,11cIihl ~Antd jitotimliqi in thrcc clillivil~iols
of spiace an onei ch fi'tliemigsi ofI 41 1 1iC. ()Itmnijl euu hours mu i ipeit o n
this% IIIii till lile' 141111i) logil~4i thi c4Agiiaig oif lIhcl.tc tVfelld otil l 11iC

34 h ieVIcincIt (if lIIIV vxt njtoitligiiy iIIIIJIMIi 11 1 .tJ 1(M1 dii, q uit Iills of1

s~ til chitaige ill [Ile 1111111 idtil rIVIImII-s ailolvc~l
OneC WAY1) Of1giillilig illSigltill ii) file' rcAM)ll (IhA' IJIidVi itlet CIlr0lti

cotg1.1jlett crit.gi-ic fuiid flivili:;ev'. i(hi~% t~l of A logi.jaulis ib)
obse~ira ltI mo(konan irsoit Atwlli ifmm 13
call b exprimc d y og; Aitim fit ig''r stIlilys~A i .

fore, ill Ulf(( 1, oill "i' (ithing is g I oiilj oil ill it ojlle plt'i a( a Iilitlte.

catidi %tell bciriig ((c Al IttltAst siibjcct to, being) t-ontiit iunj Ily d(wi it-
dem on those litttttlill it, soI ii tha (sseiall slteps moaINt i 4 t be1)1ft

twijIled 4)111 independt-ritllIly oi- t')I(itiritillly. Flom1 nul). jbt)iillf o!

view, there apik-ar to be ivasoos to believe that (lisi suriallye) tjen.
dent prl~wilty oif 1114idtrl comput)i cr ta ltiltliiions tallo 11 m il iely be
dl iang d bl~ctly 1411 toifirevabit mcul~ls 1)11, (,if (ie thutlc haniiai 11)

offers be greatly rcdru ed by irctcomidci iig tilt( NtateIII(Al of the putoi-
vllend ~uc I lic ( atallghirt of ; 1goll IthtIt Uit e (ol~q I~ly miitAIult for its So-

lotii'ni. Anothcr 4.4) 4)f skeith itg tIllt si~enit tifitu lit) andl av. itliiit
lactmc is to poiont out that clcmroiincounitvlltl1is follow inslrtictions
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very rapidly, so that they "eat up" instructions very rapidly, and
therefore some way must be found of forming batches of instructions
very efficiently, and of "tagging" them efficiently, so that the com-
puter is kept effectively busier than the programmer. This may seem
like a highly whimsical way of characterizing a logically deep qites-
tion of how to express computations to machines. However, it is be.
lieved to be not far from an important central truth, that highly
recursive, conditional and repetitive routines are used because they
are notationally efficient (but not necessarily unique) as descriptions
of underlying processes.

In any event, serial order along the time axis is the customary
method of carrying out computations today, although it is by no
means clear that this choice of a preferred coordinate in represetuta-
tional procedures is either advantageous or necessary.0 One result of
this choice is a highly specialiied functional separation of the logically
distinct components of the computing apparatus, namely memory
here control there, operation (arithmetic) unit there (etc.) with many
resulting nuisance problems of effecting a flow of the calculational
process through the bottlenecks of the apparatus. In consequence, it
can be said that the modern high speed computer, impressive as its
performance is from the point of view of absolute accomplishment,
is from the point of view of getting the available logical equipment
adequately engaged in the computation, very inefficient indeed.
Tnus thousands of very refined logical elements are built, each cap-
able of making a "flip" to store or divulge a bit of information (or
equivalently to make a logical gating decision) at a very fast rate for
which great premium is paid, and then they arc interconnected in
such a way that on the average almost all of them are waiting for
one (or a very few of their number) to act. Expressed differertly, the
average duty cycl_ of each cell is icandalously low, often being in

Of courne, certain, physical phtnomena--notably those described by thermo-
dynamic relatioiis--involve descriptions giving preferred treatment to events
ordered in tim,!. But in forming any model oa real world procetses for study in a
compuctr, thet seems no reason why this most be initiated by pairing computer.
time-sequences with physical time parametev of the real-world model. In general.
it should also be pomible to tratc hackwaid or forward from results to causes
through any path-representation of the process. It would seem that the time-
into.time convention ordinario used is due to the fact that humans interpreting
the results of a computation and matching these with observations on physical
phenomena are accustomed to working in coordinates that are, to to speak. "ego-
centric."
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the range of one act in ten thousand to a million possible action-
occasions.

A second result of the habitual serial-timC sequence mode and of
the large number of candidate cells waiting to participate in the
computation at the next opportunity, if it becomes their turn, is the
emergence of a particularly difficult identification problem. Thus
the requirement of an efficient tagging scheme for accessing the cells
contributing to a calculation looms large because of the need to ad-
dress an arbitrary next candidate, and to know where it is in ma-
chine-space. Of course, it can be said that to the extent that the next
candidate participating in the calculation is unpredictable, explicit
addressing of that cell is an irremovable requirement of the system
design. But it is also true that these parameters descriptive of a given
computational process on a given system of apparatus tend t-day to
be more nearly the result of chance circumstance rather than of de.
sign. In short, for man-made electronic computers, a prartice adopt-
ed, whereby events arc represented with serial dependence in time,
has resulted in computing apparatus that must be built of elements
that are, to a large extent, strictly independent across space-dimen-
sions. "[his has led to the choice of a preferred mode of bringing
into play these computing elements by means of expJicit systems of
tags characterizing the basically irrelevant geometric properties of
the apparatus, known as 'addresses." Then accomplishment of the
desired time-sequential process on a given computing apparatus
turns out to be largely a matter of specifying sequences of addresses
of items which are to interact.0

Within the community of specialists in the design of modern high
speed electronic calculating machines, and of experts in preparing
and formulating calcu!ation-.l problcms to be cxcrclied On such ma-
chines, there recently has been general recognitiot) of the impedi-
ment raised by this time-serial limitation on computation. Also rec-
ognized has been the burden of explicit addressing as sole means
for introducing connectivities between computational elements, such
as those stored an the "memory" cells of the machine, and the com-
putationally active ass- nblies of the equipment (arithmetic units,
etc.). It has been reali, -d that other methods and techniques may
conceivably be workable, even for some classes of conventional prob-

0 In a raore abstract form, the problem outlined here is related to certain aspecis
of the modern theories of automata, of switching and of sequential machines.
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leni formulation and program representation. In an effort to avoid
the "strictly serial" computational blockade in the physical hardware
of the actual machine, various attempts at introducing logical par-
allelism in the design of arithmetic units anti other major units have
been explored. The ideas of Holiand.- Slorrick et al" and of Aoki
and Estrin' represent significant approaches to better dis.,tbution of
the logical calculating load represented by different complex prob-
lems over the calculating capabilities of the processor configuration.
Methods of representing calculations with reference to their separa-
bility into independent and sequentially dependent parts by means
of topological tools have be,:- explored by Karp and Mil!er.5 An-
ticipatory control systems designed to "look-ahead" of ti,, present
stage of a calculating process so as to bring together the probably-
needed future constituents, and in some cases to partially precalcu-
late it, have also been studied, and in some cases reduced to more
or less effective practice. Computation by successive partially-com-
plete stages has also been studied. Unfortunately, all these schemes '-
lead to inconclusive estimates of effectiveness because of lack of any
general penetration of the underlying logical problems of represent-
ing the basic processes; clearly this leads into very deep water.

With regard to the explicit address nuisance, studies have been
made of the possibility of causing various elementary pieces of infor-
mation situated in the cells of a large array (say, of memory) to en-
ter into a computational process without explicitly generating a
coordinate address in "machine-space" for selecting them out of the
array and thereafter introducing thcm into the active phases of tile
computation. Usually these schemes are called "content addressable
memories" or "associative memories" or the like. They have been
proposed and studied by Slade,10 Petersen et al,1' Fuller- and many
others. In general, tde results have been to indicate feasibility, but
that the additional circuit logic necessary to be associated with each
cell of memory tends to be prohibitively large. As a result what
would be accomplished amounts to distribution of large amounts of
arithmetic logic throughout the whole, or some appreciable part, of
the memory system. If not used in a very efficient fashion, such
schemes tend to end up by increasing (de overall amount of logical
equipment resting in an idle state rather than reducing it, although
clearly the system can handle certain types of search operation at
very high rate. It would seem that two distinct types of advance are
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needed to make thib scheme more effective: first, a better characteri-
zation of the circumstances under which it is to be used, along with
efficient representation of this in terms of the massive logical opera-
tions provided, and second, a better understanding of ways to com-
bine storage and interpretive logic more efficiently.

Summarizing to this point, the problems of achieving suitable
memory capabilities in high speed, man-made computing machines
have been sketchily reviewed to provide a set of background ideas.
concepts and terminology suitable for discussing other more general
types of meniory organization problems, namely those of biological
systems and particularly of man. It should be emphasized that the
criteria of efficiency to be applied to memory organizations are not
the same, for nature is able to "grow" vast parallel systems, con-
currently, by just providing the right conditions and milieu. De-
fective natural components drop out of the system automatically by
chancing to be incapable of surviving in competition with effective
components, whereas in man.made machines every elementary com-
ponent must be individually formed, selected, tested, and assembled
into the system, modein film-chip manufacturing techniques not
withstanding. Again, there is no evidence that man-made elements
wear out through use, and can be expected tW last just about as long,
on the average, if operated so as to change state ten million times
per second as when they sit s .4Ically in one state or the2 other. De-
spite these differences between the elements that are man made and
the elementary cells (to the extent that they are known) that nature
uses in constructing memories, it seems a very gre4,, if not impos-
sible, jump to try and go from an understanding of the elementary
cell to the strict deduction of memory organization logically implied
by the cell unit. No atte-ipt will be made here to do this.

However, it is of interest to reflect that certain characteristics of
computer memory organization that might be taken for granted as
essential to any memory, appear not to be typical of biological mem-
ory systems. For example, the prevalence of explicit addressing
systems within computer organizations ne:essitates expressing all
problems to the machine in terms of locations within the machine,
and this corresponds to an "empty cell" state diagram of the ma.
chine. Also it provides, as a byproduct, the ability to command the
machine to empty itself and restore itself to some initial state, re-
gardless of what conputation is in it at the time. Thus the machine
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is reversible with respect to any "en route" calculating state or, as
algebraists might express it, every elementary calculating state of the
machine has a unique inverse operation, by means uf which it can
be put back into the zero (cleared) state. For a general purpose com.
puter to be used over and over again, this is necessary. Without it
certain calculations, once started, might not effectively be reversible
by manipulating the input terminals, even if their entire genesis
were known.

On the other hand, in biological memory systems, there seems
good evidence that no explicit independent addressing system is pres-
ent. Although the evidence is, in the last resort, introspective and
indirect concerning biological systems, it seems strongly to indicate
that there exists no operation corresponding to "go to memory ad-
dress XYZ and clear it to 7ero (empty) state." In fact, once a human
has received a piece of information and stored it "sccurely"' in
memory, the evidence seems to point clearly to the conclusion that
whatever it is that gets stored cannot be erased deliberately by the
subject or by any other person who may be attempting to construct
an inverse operation applicable to the normal input channels of the
human "calculating" system. Thus memory of a regretted act lingers
on forever and can be denied or reinterpreted in some other (per-
haps more acceptable) framework but cannot be expunged from the
record.

The irreversible or unerasable property of human memory sys-
tems, for which there is considerable evidence derived from hyp
nosis, use of drugs (etc.) has been offered as the key argument that
human memory systems do not use explicit independent addressing.
This leads to another poStulate about how items are accessed in
human memories, and this is by sending a replica (in the same rep-
resentation code as originally used) again into the memory via the
normal input channels. If this is indeed a correct description of the
sole method of recalling anything whatever from human memory.
then this postulate is sufficient to explain the absence nf an erasure
capability, for no input statement to the system ,,ould be possible
concerning any item, without explicitly including that item in the
message, and therefore the re-input of the item redeposits it in mem-
ory storage.

* This term will be explicated below.
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It is clear that, however it is organized, the human memory must
be a very complex system, having many stages of process depth be-
twecn which there must exist monitoring and "filtering" discrimi-
nators, which act so as to interpret and re-code whatevei is on their
input and to selectively pass on these interpretations to deeper stages
of the storage system. Since interpretation and recoding operations
can be visualized as projections of the new input messages against a
framework of past accepted interpretations, it is clear that each new
input set can be encoded so as to be adjoined to that which has been
coded and stored in the past and that the coding can thereby be
made efficient and compact.* Clearly the outer layer stages of this
successive encoding can be accomplished primarily with "tcmporary"
memory facilities and a modest number of decoding criteria serving
to eliminate most of the input messages as "not significant." For ex-
ample, in proceeding down a gravel walk with eyes downcast, it can
easily be shown that a few miles of complete visual detail might
saturate any conceivable human memory capacity, so that it is clear
that the only message passing beyond the early discriminator stages
is simply "gravel walk" suitably encoded. Prevalent theories of hu-
man memory include the postulate that selection of pathways
through the multi-layercd discriminatoi system is accomplished by
a routing method describable as "wearing down pathways" by re-
petitive use. Whether this postulate is consistent with what is known
about human memory behavior is open to question but it is cer-
tainly suggestive and convenient. The only point essential to the
prcwtnt discussion is the postulate that the human memory system
does have successive stages of interpretation, and that only the inner
stages represent permanently irreversible memory storage functions.,
Thus the outer stages caan be compared in function to computer

scratch pad memories, with much deliberate rejection of detailed
data (like computational round-off) before it ever gets stored, and
which are provided with small numbers of discriminatory criteria
or "sorting constants" fed forward from the inner stages and updated
Periodically.

It may be of interest to make a brief excursion into some of the
knowledge-and belief-that is available to characterize some as-
pects of the human memory system. Some twenty years ago, estimates

In esence, each new item can be expresned as some set of old items plus a
few new descriptois, so that the "words" of the sored memages grow.
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of the number of netye cells present in the human cortex made by
cytologists ranged between I1' and 1010, with the number of synap-
ses (critical connections) being in the range of a few to a few dozen.
,Today estimates of the number of cells tend to be 1010 or more and,
what is more important, the number of synapses is estimated by elec-
tron microscopy to be often in the range of 10' or more. These num-
bers are so enormous that they are almost of no use in guessirg at
how the memory of the brain can be organized; they are great
enough to provide for almost any imaginable scheme. With regard
to reliability of functions of the organ, it has often been questioned
how sudh an enormous number of elements can avoid making errors
quite frequently. Of course, one answer is that the in-out data rate
of the system is rather low so that individual errors in the stored
population would be a long time between disclosures. Also, that be-
cause the in-out data rate is low, much "checking" of each mesage
by the monitoring discriminators or filters can be accomplished with
respect to "criteria of reasonableness" before disclosure. But an even
more conclusive answer has often been pointed out, namely that, by
storing multiple copies of each item, the chances of failure can be
reduced to insignificant levels. This has been most clearly indicated
by Minsky' who takes the example of each message being stored
in n places at random, in which case, removal of one-half the brain
would remove one-quarter of the records if n = 2, one-eighth of the
records if n = 3, and 1/2% of the records for any n. If the duplica-
tion number n were tenfold, damage to the brain, sufficiently mod-
crate to allow the subject to survive, would probably not be dis-
cernible by any externally applicable test. In addition, there is some
reason to believe that the apparrm. permanent dithculties in rccall
after damage, surgery, etc. are probably due to interference with the
recall pathways rather than simply to the loss of stored data.

A great mass of interesting (though highly subjective) data exists
with regard to memory disabilities of various sorts, including cortical
tissue damage and removal by accident, surgery and disease. Clearly
there are many types of difficulties involved in the interpretations of
any such data, but the problem of what kinds of side effec, are
likely to be associated with such damage are such as to dis,.ourage
treating the reports as suitable for any scientific purpose beyond
scientific curiosity and speculation. For example, to turn Minsky's
argument around and use it another way, if the cortical memory

I I I I I II I I I I I I I I-
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system were so organized that each item were stored in ten places,
but the access pathways to and from each of ten arbitrary sub-ec-
tions of the brain were guaranteed to pass through several other
such sub-sections, then the probability of interfering with almost
everything stored in memory by removing any slice could be made
arbitrarily high. It can be said simply that we do not kiiow enough
facts at present to permit secure interpretations.

However, there is one type of information regarding walfuno-
tion of the human memory system that seems just a little tit les
dubious than data involving removal of cortical tissue, and these
are data supplied by Russell* on recovery of memory after concus-
lions. He reports that, characteristically, memory recovery begins
with clear recall for early events, and only gradually advances in
time toward events just prior to the accident. As memory recovers,
essentially everything up to a given time is very clear to the subject,
and with each time advance the memory recovery for that period is
almost immediately substantially as complete as ever. uccasionally,
memory recovery is in time intervals, with complete amnesia outside
the limits of the interval and complete recall within.

This type of observation concerning the gross behavior of the hu-
man memory system is so explicit and intriguing that the temptation
to erect a card house of speculative ideas upon it is irresistible. Con.
sider a memory system without explicit addressing features, operat-
ing in a mode where each item of data (input experience) would
constitute its own description, and would proceed, so to speak, as
far into the system as required to find a place to be stored. It could
be forwarded in parallel along many candidate pathways, passing
d.*.iminatoiy a•*iiorus at which it would be required to-undergo a
test iit4h as it penetrated inward to central areas. At each bound-
ary of a test-layer it would try for a match in each pathway, and if
the match were perfect at any pathway, the result would be to "add
one in some way" to a counter residing there, and the message ter-
minated in all pathways at that layer. If the match were incomplete,
a different tally count would be added at the site of the matching
part, and the difference forwarded. Eventually the difference would
either be eliminated by match-subtraction and then all forwarding
would cease, or some part of the advancing item would emerge into
new territory and be stored.

The overall behavior of such a storage organization would be that
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the acccs3 pathways of the memory system would be built up scquen-
tially, nut with regard to absolute time but as an hibtoric sequence
peculiar to the individual who experienced that particular sequence
of events. Two people would access their memories by different path-
way systems depending on their individual experiences, and in dif.
ferent order of comparison with regard to any new "test input." All
persons would recall by sending test-messiges down sequential path-
ways of which the early events would be those of the subject's early
personal experience. In all cases early experience would be rein.

forced continually. For every "match," signals are sent to the "deci-
sion" areas of the logical system, so that reinforcing due to recycling
(etc.) could be provided. Of course, the standard difficulty with such
models is their problem of getting started or choosing initial condi-
tions under which the resulting process would prove neither too

restrictive nor too ramified.
The foregoing discussion ha% been concerned with theories of mem-

ory. It has not emphasized either the experimental techniques or
mathematical techniques necessary to lay a foundation for research
in this area, nor to gauge confidence in the prospects for successful

effort along these lines. An appreciation of the importance of such
technical tools is absolutely vital if these interesting ideas are to ad.
vance beyond the point of curiosity; one must be prepared to calcu-
late and estimate simple examples in order to gauge complex situa-
tions. These serve the same purpose as simple examples of 2 X 2 or

3 X 3 matrices having integer elements serve in the study of abstract
group theory; they illustrate the process and connect the theory with
something more down-to-earth.

It is hoped that the discussion has provoked interest in the many
problems related to theories of memo.,

-i
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VIII. Biological Clocks'
The Functions, Ancient and Modern,

of Circadian Oscillations

COLAN S. PIrTrIE UGH

DI MArRAN's PHYNOMzNON

ERWIN B01NNING has drawn attention to a remarkable, brief note by
the French geologist, De Mairan, written in 1729. De Mairan was
eviidently intrigued by the daily movements, up and down, of the
leaves of certain plants. Hloping to elucidate the nature of their en.

svironmcntal causes he took one of thewe plants, Mimosa, into a cave
where it was free of any daily cycle of light or temperature. To his
surprise De Mairan found the daily periodicity of movement per-
sisted in this essentially aperiodic environment. Recogitiiang the im-
portance of his discovery De Mairan commended the problem to his
botanical colleagues. In his closing comments he anticipated slow
progress in the matter-nut, to be sure, bX'auSC he held a low opin.
ion of botanists but, he says, because progres in science is wholly
dependent on exp, im.cit and he presumably foresaw no obvious
experimental attack on his surprising discovery.

De Mairan's phenomenon attracted a long and distinguished line

I. This paper is necesarily a brief cundensatio0 of the material covered in
nearly four hours of lecture and disussion. The condensation has no( treated all
sections of the oral presentation equally; the nichanimni of entralinmnit of tir-
cadlian rhythms by light and the bearing of that mechanism on the problem of
photoper-Wdic timermeasuremeint was dlscuseed at lenth. It is omitted here. In
atteml•ilntig to give a short written paper some focts I hlave elecied to develop
some speculation• that were raised only in discussion during the Ctoudcrolt
Seminar.

COLIN S. PITTiENDRIGIl is Profeuor of Zoolop ao Princeton Uni-
tersity and, in July 149, was named Dean Of the Princ1ton Graduate
School. He i. on AFOSR gate.e and d mvimber of the Scfinuic Ad.
v" Group for the Ofice of Aeromoce Remorih. He is on the Space
Sicics Board of the National Academy of Scirdce and of the Dio-
lIgica Scir•cE, C~ommitte of the National Aeromautiks ansd Spe.
Adminisdralion.
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of botanists in the 191h (Uentry including De Candolle, l1olineister,
Sachs, I)arwih and, ripccially, Wilhehni I'fclfC. Pfcflcl is, o)1 (0oute,

far bcttrrt known for his disc-vciV of •miiosis anid niany other (oil-
Uibutions to plant physiology than he is for two books, one in
1875 and the other in 1915, on the persistent daily rh)thuiK ity of
leaf movements.

T"o Saths in the late 1800's it was already clear that the light
cycle of the environment was not forcing any pcrioditity on the
plant. it was only scrving to control the timing of a pwriodicity
arising intteliaJy fromn other autics. All of the I<tlanistb at ht. C.lid
of die 19th Centuy were concerned to sonic extent with what adap-
tive functions these oscillations scived. it was not obviois that any
tuseftul put jxiw was involved at all, Darwin, not sultrjniiiigly, was
nevcvithelcss tonfidtint that some lij).roC had to exist, the itritlica-

tion being, of touisc, that to evolve as a rcsult of natural selection
some adaptive advantage is ncceuary.

Trs- IENtKJ"Nt.tlS (VS. EXo44FNoI'%) OKuIIN OF1 TIIF (WII I AriO)NS

A major thenic running through the literature at the turn of the
century-and continuing up to ) 110-s as the jM)ssibility that the
rhytlin it)' per1siSling in ottstant dai knuss and onstant vniml'r a-
ture anosc Iront forc's external to the plant; that somne uniklnown
Factot-X. an unidcntified icrioditily in the physical environment,
was forcing the rhytinmitity. Even today d'r(. is still, in fat(, ,ne
|ab•)rat,)ry that rciains tolvinisei of the mealiqy of Factor-X. Pio-
fesor Fuank A. IBown, It. of Northwcsttvin University has pub-
lished a long Aeries of studies in which hie clains to detect precise
14lm-our periodicitrcs In various org1-0 C activities (reslpiration, move-
nnelts, tC.i) that ivmain jphasc-fixcd to lotal time. Thcs ix miocrities
(whose reality has been questioned on statisti al grounds) he attrib
utes to control by Fat'tor-X. His position has, however, met with
considerable criticisnk in the field, The great majority of wurkers
has long since concluded that De Mairans' phenomenon arises front

wholly endogenous, not exogenous, causes.
The evidence for this view derives front various kinds of observa-

tion, The principal ones are as follows: Tlhe pciodicity persisting
in constant dark and constant temewrature call be stopped by
anoxia or low temperature and resumes when oxygen is returned
to the system or the temperature is raised again to a level at which
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metabolism can proceed. The energy on which the oscillation de-
pends is of metabolic origin. When it resumes, after anoxia or low
temperature treatment, it does so at essentially the point where it
stopped. Implicit in this statement is the important fact, demon.
strable with many other techniques, that the phase of the rhythm
in constant darkness is wholly independent of local time-that isW
of the phase oi the earth's rotwtion and hence of all factors (includ-
ing the unknown Factor-X) dependent on the earth's rotation.

The most impressive fact in this context is that in organisms in
which it can be measured precisely, the period of the rhythm per.
sisting in darkness is not precisely that of the earth's rotation (Fig-
ure 1). Proponents of the endogenous nature of these rhythms
(including the writer) argue that only by adducing the most cum-
bersome and unlikely additional assumptions can one explain the
origin of, say, a 23 hour and 15 minute period as the product of an
(unknown) driving cycle with a period of precisely 24 hours. Franz
Halberg has introduced the term ciicadian (L. circa, dies) for De
Mairan's oscillations. This term emphasizes the theoretically im-
portant discrepancy between their period and that of the earth's
rotation. It also obviates the conflict of meanings inherent in diurnal
(vs. nocturnal) whidi has often been used. The phrase "daily
rhythms" lacks the precision and implication of Halberg's "circadian
rhythm"

Individuals within a species differ, genetically, in their free-
running periods-that is, in the period they manifest when uncon-
trolled by an environmental light cycle. And their periods are also
open to some experimental manipulation principally as a result of
prior light treatments.

As a matter of fact, it is now unfair to associate Professor Brown
with earlier students of Factor.X; he no longer rcgards Factor-X as
the total elAatiation of De Mairan's phenomenon. He recognizes
that the data demand the existence of a periodicity of endogenous
origin; his interest in Factor-X focuses on its potential role ms a
kind of pace-maker that confers precision and temperature com-
pensation on the eudogerm-us oscillation.

THE UnIQu! rY AND PEIVASIVENESS OF CIRCADIAN OSCILLATnONS

De Mairan's phenomenon has been, by now, obscrved in a remark-
ably broad array of organisms: unicellulars, green plants, and ani-
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mals kt all levels of complexity including man himself. It is a gen-
eral feature of the physiological organization of living things Gn this
planet. This ubiquity is matched by the diversity of functions within

the individual organism that manifest the oscillation. In the unicel-

0OURS 24 24
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FIGURL 1. The circadian oscillation of loromotry activity in Peromyscus
maniculaius, freerunning and entrained. A 1:23 light-dark cycle is imposedfrom ,Jay 0 to day 59. The oscillation is captured into entrainment by day

6. From day 60 to day 92 the rhythm again Ireeruns in constant darkness.
An 18:6 light-dark cycle is imposed from day 93 to d&iy 132 when the rhythm

* is again allowed to free run. Note the remarkable precision of the period of
the freerunning oscillation.
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lular G;onyaulax, Hastings and Sweeney have found circadian oscil-
lations in two distinct aspects of its luminescent system, in photo.
synthesis and in cell division; in mice or rats virtually every
parameter studied is involved-blood chemistry, liver chemistry,
cell divisions, body temperature, surceptibility to X-rays and drugs.
and so on. The practical importance of these more recent discov.
eries in mammals is obvious and immense. A given dcee of E. Coli
endotoxin will kill 85% of mice treated at one point in their
circadian cycle but only 5% at another (Halberg). Similarly extreme
effects have been reported, again by Halberg, for the draik U,.A-4ii,.
Gertrude Smin to the contrary notwithstanding, a rose is not neces-
sarily and unqualifiedly a rose; that is to say, it is a very different
biochemicr.l system at noon and at midnight. The phasc of the
organism's circadian cycle of change is a parameter of major im-
portance the physiologist cannot ignore. Nor can the pharmacologistl

We have found, paralleling Halberg's observations, that the be-
havior to a fixed stimulus and the temperature tolerance of Droso- J
phila, is markedly different at different circadian phases. And along
with many other laboratories we have found significant differences
in the specific activity of a given enzyme system assayed in vitro
after extraction in the middle of the subjective day and the middle
of the subjective night. In our (Uwo, Nakajima, Townsend and
Pittendrigh, in press) case we found differences in the Michaelis
Constant for the system, day and night.

THE PNI ',SION, INNATENESS AND TEMPERATURt COMPENSATION OF

CIRCADIAN OsciULATIONS

For ease of assay circadian rhythmicity is most conveniently
studied by recording some behavioral feature of the whole organism.
In mammals, for instance (Figure I), locomotion lends itself to a
very useful assay. Rodents have a curious predilection for exercise on
running wheels. The time at which they begin and continue this
activity is easily recorded by coupling the running whee! via a
microswitch to an operations recorder. Every time the wheel is
rotated a pen mark is made on the horizontal lines (24 hour length)
in e.g. Figure 1. The onset of their activity in 24 hour cycles of light
and dark is precise; in nocturnal species it begins at or near "sunset."
When the organism is put into De Mairan's conditions of constant
darkness and temperature, the periodicity persists with remarkably
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clear definition and persists indefinitely. The period of the rhythm,
as measured by the intervals between activity onsets, is circadian.

"The precision and indefinite persistence of the rhythmicity are
among its most striking features. The standard error of the period
in some of these free-running rodents may be no more than about
a minute. In other words the "error" is of the order I in 1000.

The rhythmicity is, moreover, innate to the organism; it is not
learned by prior experience (in the individual) of a daily periodicity
in the environment. Rigorous demonstrations of innateness have
been made in unicellulars, insects and vertebrates.

Perhaps the most surprising property of circadian oscillations is
the fact that their period changes only very slightly with consider-
able changes in temperature. This temperature-compensation of the
oscillation is a large topic in its own right. It has played a major role
in F. A. Brown's thinking. The difficulty of giving a simple physio-
logical explanation for it led him, in part, to his renewed concern
with the possible existence and function of an external physical
pacemaker (Factor-X). On the other hand, it was a property this
writer inferred should be general if circadian oscillations were ful-
filling a general clock-function-a topic to which I shall return
shortly.

THE CELLULAR BASIS OF CIRCADIAN OSCILLATIONS

A significant result in the last ten years has been the demonstra-
tion that De Mairan's rhythms do not depend on the greater com.
plexity of multicellular organization. Single cells manifest the
rhythm-in, for example, Euglena, Gonyaulax, Parameiuum and the
alga Acetabularia. SonnehMrn and Barnett have studied i remark-
able case in Paramecium multimic'onucleatum. "Animals" of this
species oscillate from one mating type to another in the course of
a single day. From what is known of the genetics of mating type in
other species this result is suggestive that a single gene may be un-
dergoing a daily cycle of induction and repression.

Several workers have made attempts-mostly abortivc-to strive for
further delimitation of the level of organization necessary to sustain
a circadian oscillation. In particular the question of whether or not
the nucleus or cytoplasm is the site of the driving oscillation has
been raised.

Sweeney and Haxo (1961) and Richter (1963) have made some
I

I
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remarkable obseivations on the famous unicellular alga Acetabularia
which lends itself readily to such tasks. The localization of the nu-
cleus in one part of a single cell that withstands surgical treatment
permits one to ask whether or not the cnuclcated cytoplasm can
sustain a circadian oscillation--in this case, of photosynthetic activ-
ity. It can, even for as many as 50 cycles. The ease with which sub-
cellular grafting can be achieved in this alga permitted Schweiger.
et at (1964) to show, however, that in a "synthetic" cell consisting
of nucleus and cytoplasm placed 1800 out of phase, the resultant
steady state rhythm of the cell is that dictated by the nucleus. In
any case the large amounts of DNA in the extranuclear organiza-
tion of Acetabularia render the capacity of its "cytoplasm" to sustain
an oscillation of doubtful general significance.

Many attempts have been made to manipulate circadian rhyth-
micity chemically; and for the most part these attempts have been
singularly unsuccessful. In the absence of !abeling the negative
results are not too significant; there is no assurance the agents ap-
plied entered the cells in significant amounts. But at least some of
those who have attempted the work are impressed with its apparent
insusceptibility to chemical control. There are, to be sure, some
reports of positive effects but they are not all fully convincing.
Hastings appears to have affected phase shifts in Gonyaulax with
cyanide arscnitc and p-chloromercuribenioate. Bunning has reported
data on the effects of colchicine, urethane and alcohol on period
length. And Bruce and Pittendrigh found effects of D30 on both
the ,)hase and period of the Euglena system. It any case none of
these results has proved fruitful of suggestions as to the chemical
basis (if any) of the oscillation.

One of the best known studies along these lines is that of Kara-
kashian and Hastings. Using the unicellular (dinoflagellate) Gony-
aulax they measured the effects of several antimetabolites ktown to
affect various steps in the protein synthetic mechanism. The action
of actinomycin.D is known to affect the production of messenger
RNA-the primary step in the transcription of the inherited mes-
sage of the cell's DNA. They found, following actinomycin treat-
ment, that the rhythms of luminescense and photosynthesis decayed.
This result, surely o! considerable interest, is however somewhat
equivocal as to meaning. The loss of rhythmicity, as such, by no
means demonstrates that the agent responsible has affected the cell's
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clock; its target could as well be the coupling of the clock (or driving
oscillation) to the physiological system assayed.

Thr only unequivocal demonstratio:ms of manipulation of the
clock concern either the period of th, phase or a steady-state rhythm.

Strumwasser has very recently given evidence on the action of
actinomycin that piimises to fulfill these requirements. In a bril-
liamt study of circadian rhythmicity in a single ganglion cell from
the mollusk Aplysia, he has succeeded in making intracellular injec-
tions of various agents. The results so far published show a clear
phase-ahift of the oscillation following injection of actinomycin. At
present tedinical limitations preclude nic.asurement of the rhythm
for much more than a single cycle after treatment. We cannt, there-
fore, be s%,re that the phase-shift seen in that cycle would persist
in the steady-state and thus demonstrate fully that the driving oscil-

* lation has been affected and not (again) some coupling mechanism
betweer' the driver and the assayed rhythm.

Other siggestions that the nucleic acid systems in the cell are
intimately involved in circadian rhythmicity arise from observations
by Ehret and, independently, by Sweeney that ultraviolet at 254 mp
can effect steady state phase-shifts. There are pecularities in both

.hret's (Paramecium) and Sweeney's (Gonyaulax) results that indi-
cate the UV is achieving its effects by a quite distinct route from
that of visible radiation.

THE CELl, AND ORGANISM AS AN OSCILLATOR ENTRAINABLE IRV

LIGHT CYCLES

In 1957 Bruce and I pointed out that, formally, circadian rhythms
are self-sustaining ,'wilhatins, and puiited a general comparison
between the organism-environment relation and that of two oscil-
lations, one entraining the other. In historical perspective, it is clear
that circadian oscillations in the cell and organism are an evolved
match to the striking uscillations of the physical environment. Me-
tabolism has evolved an oscillatory time course, and in nature that
oscillation in metabolism and behavior assumes a definite phase-
relation to the external cycle of physical change. Attainment of that
"proper' phase relation is effected-at least principally-by the light
cycle. The cellular oscillation couples to the light cycle and is en.
trained or driven by it. The light cycle, as Sachs long ago recognized,
is not imposing the rhythm. Its action is strictly comparable, mathe-
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maricafly, to the action of one oscillation entraining another, fully-
autonomous, self-sustaining oscillator.

Entrainment implies control in two re pccts. The entrained oscil-
lation assumes the period (or frequency) of the entraining cycle;
when. as in the biological case. the entraining cycle is error-free, the
error inherent in the entrained oscillation's imperfections are re-
movet. Second, the entrained oscillation assumes a determinate
phawc-relation to the entraining cycle. The net biological result is
rloar temtporal control; specific events in the circadian cycle occur
at particular times in the environmental cycle.

It is, for the must part, an act of biological faith when we go
further and say that the end result is execution tif given functions
at the "right time of day." This is to follow Darwin in his confidence
that some adaptive function does. ultimate!y, attach to such a
remarkable pietce of organization. "To suppose otherwise is, im-
plicitly, to appeal to something other than natural selection as the
historical agent of the system.

I will not, in this written version of my contrib.'tion, pursue what
is now known of the mechanism of entrainment by light. Suffice it
to note a few points of general interest. First, light cycles arc uni-
versally effective in entraining circadian oscillations. In poik;lc-
thermous ("cold-blooded") organisms temperature cycles can also
entrain but they are probably always itss powerful agents, and re-
cent work by Mr. Zimmerman in our laboratory shows this is cer-
tainly the case in Drosophila. Second, observations by Halberg,
Richter and my laboratory have shown that in mammals the light.
in its entraining function, is transduced by the eye; blinded mice,
rats and hamsters fail to entrain to light cycles. It is, however, likely
that this route is historically secondary. If, a! is surely true, the
hypothalamus acts as dIriving center in the system of circadian oscil-
lations within a vertebrate, its coupling to the environmental light
cycle will almost necessarily demand an inte -mediate coupling to a
superficial photoreceptor. (It is noted, however, that Ganong's re-
markable demonstration of the penetration of the visible into the
vertebrate brain stem takes s!me force from this argument). How.
cver, it is equally clear, as experimental fact, that the Drosophila
circadian system can be entrained without any organized photore.
ceptor in the larval stage. And several workers (including Lees and
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Williams) have demonstrated thit photoperiolic induction (which,
I shall argue later, is a function of the circadian oscillation) can be
effected by the action of light absorbed directly by central n-rvout
tissue. In Paramecium, other uniccllulars, and in green plants, the
question of an organized "eye" does not arise. They, too, are en-
trainable by light. The general conclusion is that some molecule in
the cell, not specifically devoted to photoreception in the usual
visual sense, absorbs the entraining light and is intimately connected
with the driving mechanism of the circadian oscillation.

Fhe third point I wish to emphasize about light cycles as entrain-
ing igents foi circadian oscillations is the general result that the
photoperiod in each cycle-the fraction of the period occupied by

t_ light--has a major effect on the phase and the waveform (insofar as
one can measure or infer this) of the entrained rhythm.

CHROMOMETItY UV CIRCADIAN OSCILLATIONS: CEL[ESTIAL

ORIENTATION AND PHOTOPEIUODISM

Biuce and I have suggested that the resurge of interest in circa-
dian rhythms since 1950 largely derives from the remarkable studies
by Gustav Kramer and Karl von Frisch which showed that birds

and bees, respectively, can maintain a given direction througheut

the day using the sun as compass. They compensate for the move.
ment of their celestial direction-giver with the aid of an internal
24 hour clock. The experiments supporting these remarkable con-
clusions arc classics of experimental zoology. Hoffman and others
have shown that the animals' clock is phased to local time by virtue
of being coupled to the environmental light cycle. In starlings Hoff-
niaim lkas shown further that the clock will continue to operate in
continuous dint light and proves to be-in these freerunning con-
ditions-a circadian oscillation. Its freerunning period is about 23½
hours.

Kramer's initial demonstration prompted my own reinvestigation
of the temperature-relations of the circadian system in Drosophila.
On the hypothesis-then-that circadian oscillations were the evolu-
tionary foundation of Kramer's clock, it seemed to me that to be
useful in this respect they should be temperature compensated; and
they p~roved to be so. Since then (1954) temperature comixnsation
has been shown to be a universal feature of circadian oscillations
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even in single cells (Bruce and Pittendrigh, 1956). And since 1950
time-compensated sun-orientation has been dik-overed in a remark
ably diverse irray of metazfa.

It is clear, however, that this spectacular clock function is secent
in the history of life; it has exploited already existing circadian
oillations; it does not account for their initial evolution,

Nearly 15 years before the work of Kramer and von Frisch. Erwin
Bihnning had relateu circadian rhythms to a quite distinct set of
phenomena-those of photoperiodism. Garner and Allard showed, in
1920. that the switch from vegetative to floral growth in some plants
was controlled by the number of hours of daylight-the photoperiox
-in each daily cycle. Biinnii.g's suggestion in 1936 was that the
endogenous "daily" rhythmicity of plants was causally related to this[ control. tic envisaged w'hat we now call the plant's circadian rhythm

as consisting of two half.cycles-one photophilic and the other scoto-
philic. The latter, in its usual phase relation to the environmental
day, lies in the nightly dark period. He suggested that as the length
of day changed the early scotophil would be illuminated or not,
according to season. When illuminated in long day plants the switch
to floral initiation was closed; in short day plants illumination of
the early scotophil kept the switch open. His hypothesis, translated
into the current jargon, was, in fact, that the circadian oscillation
of the plant was serving as the clock that effects the time-measure-
ment implicit in photoperiodism; it was the clvk measuring the
duration of the daily photoperiod.

That hypothesis was a brilliant stroke in its day. It anticipated the
current emphasis on the time-measurement as such as thr knottiest
problem in photoperiodism, and it anticipated the current treat-
.vent of circadian oscillations as biological clocks in general. Y-.

the hypothesis has met i-ith stubborn opposition by students of
both plant and animal photoperiodism. That opposition is now
weakening and the evidence today leaves essentially no doubt that
Btinning's basic proposition is fundamentally correct (cf, e.g. Pit-
tendrigh and Minis, 1964 and Pittendrigh, 19%5).

ON THE ANCIENT, OR PaIMAtY, FUNCTION OF CIRCADIAN OSCILLATIONS

Time compensated sun orientation is surely a recent development
in the history of organisms. And it seems likely that classical photo-
periodism is of moie recent origin than circadian oscillations in
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general. Bnanning (1957) has, to be sure, suggested that thrir role in
photoperiodism is their primitive function--the source o4 the orig-
inal selection pressures that generated them. That sceems, however.
vcr y unlikely to this writer. Circadian oscillations ar, widespicad in
unitellulars foi ihiitantc, in whic-h with one recent exception (Steele,
1965) there ik no evidence of seasonal control by photopetiod.
Banning's attempt to find functional significance for them in photo-
periodism re-crnphaviyes a point already noted. Since DarwiM's day
botanists have been hard-pressed to find adaptive rieaning for the
partikular m,mniiestation of circadian rhythmi(ity they most often
encounter and study, viz: the 'sleep" movements of leaves. I ac-
knowledged earlier in this paVC. that the proposition of a "right-
time of day" for a given mctaboli, function is in large part an act
of faith. I'he fact is that, for tiamm of the tircadian rhythms se-
lected as obvious and easily assmy'd, there is no vecy well defined
adaptive function. Remmc-t (1962) has justifiably questioned-as at
least not proven-the adaptive utility I suggested some years ago
(1954, 1958) for the Drousaphila eclosion rhythm. Indeed, Remmert
is perplexed about the adaptive function of the huge number of
other inwct "S&hluprythaucn."

T"'he slcer diversity of activities in organisms that manifest circa-
dian rhythms raises a clear question. Are they of ind•'pendent evo-
lutiomary otigin or have a coininon historical origa,? O1 tours.
there is no doubt that many of the details of diverse circadian sys-
tems are of independent origin, and that some tA their formal
properties owe their similarity io convergence. It ts difficult, how-
ever, to accept a convergence front inr.ejwndent origin, a,, the ýx-
planation of all the similarities they show, especially those most"*in srahihl'" ..... ........... p featu--re : (I) k I, .e

compensation. They are all similar, too, in their entrainability by
light. It is dilficult, in short, vot to retain as a working position the
view that there is common core to the structure of circadian oscil-
lations that is ancient; that they evolved in service of a function not
yet ,xplicitly recognized; and the few clearly defined functions they
serve today are secondary exploitations of an organization that
arose to meet other immediate problems.

If such an ancient, primary function indeed exists, it is certainly
not known and the discussion could well rest there. I believe, how-
ever, that recognition of the issue is itself important. Functional
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analysis and explanation is not the oniy nor even the rmain task
of the biologist; but e.ven when he is primarily concerned, as I am,
with physiological explanation, he cannot afford to neglect funo.
tional issurs as touchstones to progrecs. Living organization is the
prudu~t of an historical development molded by natural selection
whose only concern is in fact functional. It is then pousiblc that by
recognizing the pouibility of a primary furection, so far not recog.
rnired, we may be led to useful new avcnues of question and casual
analysis.

THE LIGKT CvcL.E AS Tt~lt PRIMARY AGrNwr 7 QrLrE(C-ION

The relation of the light cycle to circadian rhythiniity is today
"recognized only as that of its entraining agent, but it is a reasonable

* speculation that the daily alternation of light and darkness was the
hiitorical tausc (selective agent) ot circadian oscillations in the
first place.

This line of thought derives from recalling the prerequisites for
organization in a chemical system, The piincigial of thew is that the
constituent reactions cannot pi •-tt slontatteously at the pr)vail-
ing levels of free energy. l'hrznimhemi(aily this uieans, of counrse,
that the reactions the cell employs involvt energy barriers unsur.
mountable at prevailing temperatures; they proceed only on com-
mand which rests with enzymes and ultimately with the nuclear
store ol information. Little attentioi scems to have been given-in
this general context- o the problem of visible radiation as an
energy source that thicatens organiiation.

Of course, the fiat is that the uusjotity of the cell's constituents
are colorless; and uncuntrolled atcivation by the visible is thus
excluded. It may well he That. in !he hi:touy of th- .it iherr la"

been selection for colorles molecules, but if that is true (and it
seems likely) it is a fa , hat for some functions colorless molecular
devices have not beeti found. 'rhe Havins and cyt-tohromes are
examples of ubiquitous fundamentally important molecules that
are colored-and where color has no detected function.

No attention scnis to have been given to the consequences of
illuminating those molecules whose color is without obvious func-
tion. At any late it is strely reasonable to consider, at least, the
likelihood that sonme subroutincs in the cells oveiall tasks arc ini-
paired by the activation of molecular pie e-parts in the flood of
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visible radiation to which it is subjected each day. To that extent
the routine delegation of some chemical activity to the recurrent
(dalknrAu of each night would bc all obvious escape fromdicthe photo-

* chemical threat to organization.

A miscellany of otherwise disconnected facts has auggested to me
that. we should not ignore this line qf thought and fuithrt that the
ad1vit ie involved may concern the cell's vcentral tontioh-those of
protein sydilltesis and specification. I noted earter that there is sug-

gestive hut not yet compelling evidence from actinoinycin and UV
tre.tnitits that the ttnlueit acids arc intimately involved iii the cell's
driving oscillatiun, Thei e is, too, the long knowii (A th(at an cniymne
system involvcd in repairing UV damage to the genetic material ab-
sorbs in the visible; this is the phncomenon of photoreattivation.
"The einiyme concerned is incidentally evidently involved in the
niechaiiis. of genetic rrconbination-at least in bacteria, And the
miscellany is tumplctd by the observation of Sulkowski. S.onimski
and colleaguce that gene induction (in yeast) can be inhtuecd, at
least for some hours, by visible radiation during the traniiition from
anaerobic to acrobit tmetabolismn, It is teitaiun, at least, that part,
and pcrhaps an important pait, of the central control mechanism
absorbs the visible and is functionally signih(antly affected by the
rcultig activation, |hre lwsuibhilty arinws that onc way tf topilng
with this aii.vation is to rcthiut the stepn concerned-peihaps gene
intduction it If-.to the daily lailk pCli,.d.

CJIRtCADIAN OSCILI.ATICANS AS SYNCIRONIZING (.GAM IN TH1F OIMFNG O1

IhVFLOPMYNI'AL S".rs

I noted some years ago (1954) that the circadian rhythm in D)ve,
phidr; p7seudoobscura was funtioning as a synchronizing gate for the
att of edlosion. In s)itC of ilarkers' (1965) rc'ctmm distussions, this re.
mains clearly true. But recent work by Skopik and intm at Pminceton
demonstrates that the synchronization mnaniiest at eclosion must oc-
cur much earlier in pupal dcvclopmett. Harkers' data, which she
interprets radically diferently, show, in our view, the sanie result.
When a ,.irtadiati oscillation is initiated in D)ho..phida at any stage
in its devclopment, the remaainduc of dcvcllopn•ent takes a time to
completion that is stt it ly ro'dui o the pcriod Of the os, illatioti.

We are cularvelt)y toth -rned with the iniplihationt that the initia-
tions of new subroutinics in development are gated by the circadian
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oscillation in the system in a mannier broadly compar-able to that of
a masier clock in a synchronous computer. In such computers the iti.
puts kiecessary from a disersity of subroutine--sorrie slow, some fast
-are guaranteed to be available by postponirg the initiation of the
next round until a gate is opened. and that gAte, timed by a mastex
clock, occurs with a freqti-rncy adjusted to tire slowest subroutines.
Synchronous conputers aicý, thus, slower dian the more elaboratc
asychronous de:',ices that can be built, but they are cheaper. All
real computers involve a mix of asynchronous and synchronous fea-
tures. -knd it is obvious that the organized reading and execution of
the cell's DNA is not always regulated by synchronxous gates-and
certainly not by gates recurring with a period as long as 24 hours.
But it is by no means excluded that selection has seized the oppor-
tunitv tf circadian oscillations, especially if they involve a reading
of the inm~age, -.a buy a degree of organii.1tion miore cheaply than is
otherwise possible. There is an obvious appeal in the idea of z temn-
perature-compensated oscillation functioning as a synchronous gat-

* ing device in .1 system whose piece-parts are conspicuously tempera-
ture dependent. A Drosophila egg raised at 10' or 280C. yields a fly
that i~i essridally the same; morphogenesis and differentiation are
temperature compensated; the readling of the message is temperature
compensated.

It is clear that it', in eukaryotic forms, the cell has restricted some
light-sensitive step in message reading to the daily dark period, it
has also, ipso facto, instituted a tea-zpcraturc-compcrnsated synchro-
nizing gate. What we are now pursuing in Iiwsuphila is Precisely
this idea. The working position is that cclojion is only a special case
of .. general gating. by -he.?c...dinn oscil.atio.n. of a.' " g..ne. in-
ductions; indurer may have been available earlier but induction
aw~its a oiwce daily scan of the message, [his view is encouraged
for ý.is by H-arker's facts which sht interprets in a fundamentally dif-
ferent way. Shte appearE almost to ucny the existence of osillationt
in individual flies and regards the tiime of eclosion as determined by
summing the intervals between earlier dlevelopmental steps. It is, of
course, trivially true that slich summation occurs; eclosion is the end

of develhipryi-nt. What shc ignores is the fact that dIevelopment times
are always n timies the period of circadian oscillation and further
that he~r own data indicate that each new step, like the appearance

I
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of eye or wing color. tends to be phase-fixed to the light cycle-and
hence to the circadian oscillation.

This frankly speculative excursion into the history and primary
furnctional significance of circadian rhythmicity would be unjustified
wc.e it not suggestive of new experimental work. Fortunately, it is.
We are, in fact, greatly encouraged in testing the proposition that
the timing of new morphogenctic events in mid-development is as
manipulable by the phase of circadian oscillation (itself manipu-
lable by bricf light flashes) as the terminal event of eclosion itself.

It is not difficult to relate this line of thought to the involvement
of circadian rhythms in photoperiodic induction. The change in day
length that occurs with season effects a switch in metabolic program
-as from vegetative to floral growth. That change demands evoca-
tion of a part of the nuclear message otherwise ignored or suppressed.
In short, photoperiodic induction must, in last analysis, involve in-
duction of specific genes. The prospect that induction is restricted
to a daily 4can of the message in each dark period is clearly Loompati-
ble with the further idea that induction of a given gene lying to-
wards the end of the scanning sequence is as photosensitive as the
inductions Sulkowski t at have observed in yeast cells. There is, of
course, evidence now from bacterial studies that any scan of the
message-for replication or reading-will begin at a fixed point and
pi-oceed linearly down the fixed species specific rodon sequence. The
meager facts available indicate a scanning time for replication in
eukaryotic cells of 6 or 8 hours; i, . --asonable to anticipate that a
reading scan will tako essentialF, ..e same time-which is in tht.
right range for measurement ofn ight length.

""-he scopc of the speculation I have ventured here guarantees that
much of it will be wrong. Its justification is in part its testability, as
I noted. But it is also justified if, in isolating and emphasizing the
question of a primary unidentified function for circadian oscilla-
tions, the speculation prompts new questions and experiments.

- t
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IX. Combustion Instability
FRANK T. MCCLUIE

THE ToPic that I have chosen for today is both complex and rather
specialized, yet in a sense these very features make it appropriate
for this seminar. Much science in the sixties is characterized by at-
tacks on complex problems. This comes about for two reasons. First,

' because of the development of modern instrumentation in the ex-
perimental field and computing machines in the theoretical field, it
becomes possible to attack probiems of greater complexity. Second,
because science and technology have become such a major factor in
our society ic is necessary to attack complex problems if they are
important to technological advance, Those af us who are in the

*. sciences close to the applied areas mus,, in fact, choose our prob-
lems because of their importance rather than for their simplicity.
Our approach, therefore, is guided by the need for a solution and
limited by our abilities and by the techniques and equipment avail-
able t - us. Nevertheless, the classical approach is absolutely vital to
the handling of complex problems. The steps are. as they have al-
ways been, analysis and synthesis--or if you like, resynthesis. By this
I mean that the problem must be broken down into its simplest
components, and each of those components studied until it is thor-
oughly understood. The idea is to define -impler, but pertinent,
problcm.s within the grasp of one's understanding. Haiig mastered
the details of these simpler problems, one then attempts a synthesis
--or resynthesis-to see whether the knowledge of the simpler prob-
lems provides an adequate understanding of the whole phenomenon.
If it does, then we have success. If it doesn't, then we obviously have

FRANK T. McCLURE iv chairman of the Research Center of the Ap-
plied Physics Laboratory of the Johns Hopkins University, and a con-
tributor to a variety of fields from the biophysics of the brain to rocket
science. In 1961, he won the first P.-tional Aeronautic., and Space, Ad-
ministration Contributions Auward for his conception of a system of
navigating ships at sea by the doppler signals from an earth satellite.
This led to the Transit and the presently operational Navy Naigation
Satellite Systems.
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left out some important feature in our analysis, and we must go back
to see what it was.

Another feature of science in the sixties is the stress on teamwork.
This is also not new, for throughout the history of science workers
have built on the efforts of predecessors or contemporaries. Today,
however, at the pace at which we demand solution of problems,
rapid exchange of informat;on becomes even more essential. Again
I think the subject that I will discuss today illustrates this very
clearly. The work that I will describe comes from a number of in-
vestigators, among whom I should specifirally mention Angelus at
the Allegany Ballistics Laboratory, Wood at Rohm & Haas, Price
and Horton at the Naval Ordnance Test Station, Swithenbank and
So - at Sheffield University, Levine at Rockctdyne and Ryan at
the ,Jniversity of Utah, along with my colleagues Hart, Bird, Can-
trell and Foner at The Applied Physics Laboratory. My remarks
will depend heavily on the work done by these men within the past
five or six years.

AcousTic: INSTABI.ITY

There are several kinds of combustion instability. I will limit this
lecture to one kind alone, namely, high frequency instability-or as
I prefer to call it, acoustic instability. This kind of instability occurs
in both liquid and solid rockets. I will devote my detailed discus-
sion to the phenomenon in solid rockets. Many of the things that I
say are equally applicable .o the problem in liquid rockets. I shall
mention a few of the features of liquid rockets at the end.

First. let me re rind you of the nature of a molid rocket. it nor-
mally appears as a hollow cylinder, the interior walls of which are
covered by solid propellant. This solid propellant has a so-called
linear burning rate, namely, the rate at which the surface regresses
normai to itself as the propellant is consumed. The linear burning
rzte is dependent upon the pressure in the chamber and upon the
gas velocity sweeping across the surface, or, if you like, tangential to
the surface. This latter phenomeno., namely the dependence upon
the gar velocity across the surface, is called the "erosive" component

1' a[ L'trning. The velocity distribution within the rocket motor is
dependent upon its geometry, and since the burning away of the
solid makes the geometry itself dependent upon the time, the burn.
ing rate of the propellant is dependent upon the tinie. The mass
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rate of production of gas will depend upon the product of the burn-
ing rate and the surface area of the propellant exposed to the gases.
To a good appioximation, the mass rate of discharge of gas from the
rocket through the nozzle is proportional to the presure within the
rocket. A constant pressure within the rocket can then be obtained
by tailoring the geometry of the propellant charge so that the varia-
tion of surface area exposed to the hot gases will keep the product

of the surface area and the burning rate constant at a constant pres
sure. Since, in general, the erosion will decrease as time goes on be-

. cause the channels will open as the propellant burns away, this
means that the surface must be arranged to be slightly progressive,
that is, the surface area increases somewhat with time. For the pur.
pose of this lecture, it suffices to say that there are a number of ways
of designing the geometry of propellant charge so that these char-
acteristics can be met. Then one would expect a steady constant

* pressure as the rocket burns. These rather general considerations
fall into the field of steady state interior ballistics. The principles
are quite well understood in a semi-empirical sense, and one r-n go

* about the design of a rocket on the basis of these principles with
some degree of assurance, providing a steady state really exists.

But does the steady state exist? One of the frustrating experiences
for the rocket designer comes atbout because of the failure of this cri-
terion to be met. Having designed a rocket according to the well
known principles of steady state interim ballistics, the designer is of-
ten horrified to see that his device performs beautifully for a portion
of its burning time and then, for some strange reason, blows up. If he
then constructs the same rocket motor in a case of thick walled steel
-a .o-,a2led "battleship" case he finds that for somc time the prie-
sure approximates -ery closely that which he predicted, then sud.
denly jumps to a new level considerably higher than the steady state
level. Of course, in a light-weight case, the rocket would rupture
when tbi, pressure jump occurs.

If he now places within the rocket gauges that respond to very
high frequency, he finds that there are oscillations in pressure at say
1000 cycles per second, or 10,000, or perhaps 20,000. Analysis of these

frequencies indicates that the natural acoustic modes of the cylinder
of gas are excited to very high levels. These acoustic modes of the
cylindrical gas column within the rocket may be described as axial or
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transverse-depending upon the motion of the gas. If the gas motion
is back and forth along the axis of the cylinder, then one is dealing
with ant axial mode. On the other hand, if the gas motion is pre-
dominantly in a plane perpendicular to the axis of the cylinder, the
mode is transverse. Among the transverse modes are the radials and
the tatigentials. In the radial modes, the motion of the gas is back
and foith along the radii of the cylinder. In the tangentials the mo-
tion is predominantly around the circumftrence of the cylinder. In
the first tangential, for example, the gas more or less sloshes back
and forth from one side of the cylinder to the other. In the second
tangential, the gas sloshes back and forth in pie shaped sectors, with
four such sectors to the cross section of the cylinder. In the third
tangential, there would be six such pie shaped sectors. The most
general mode of the oscillation of the gas in the cylinder is a combi-
nation of axial, radial and tangential motions. One or another of
these modes or perhaps several at one time may be excited. To make
the problem more complicated, it should b" remembered that the
geometry is changing with time, because the piopellant is burning
away. Thus the frequency of tLe modes is chnging with time.
Therefore, the "music" played by this rocket crn be quite complex.
The intensity of the "sound" waves observed is quite striking. Their
amplitudes can reach several hundred psi in a rocket whose steady
state pressure might be 500 psi. These are sound waves outside the
normal realn of experience.

To make things more complicated, the solid propellant itself is
also an elastic medium. Thus the annular column of solid propel-
*gatIdli i ][ support stress waves. This becomes important when
a natural mode of the propellant corresponds in frequency to a nat.
ural mode of the gas. At that point, the solid goes into violent oscil-
lation with considerable loss of energy through visco-elastic forces,
and as a result the oscillation is damped.

If we now focus our attention upon the transverse waves, we will
note that for a given mode the frequency in the gas phase will tall
with time because the diameter of the cylindrical gas coluni is in- i
creasing. On the other hand, the corresponding mode in the solid

will rise in frequency with time because the thickness of the solid
annulus is decreasing. From time to time a mode excited in the gas
will be damped by oscillation in the solid. The system may be stable i

U
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for awhile and then excited in some other mode or perhaps again
in the same mode. The time course of the phenomenon can thus be
cquite complicated.

TaH CAUSS OF Excmssvr •w j1ssustz

Acoustic modes of the sy.item may be excited to high amplitude.
Bu! why does the average pressure of the system change so drasti-
cally? Either the propellant must havc burned more rapidly than
expected or the discharge of tras through the noyzle must have oc- 'S
curred less rapidly.

One method of examining (H'is problem is to perform a "partial

burning." In this technique a heavy walled motor is caused to rup-
ture at, say. its hevd end by means of explosive bolts or similar de-
vices, at a predetermined time after the initiation of burning. The
consequent sudden drop of pressure extinguishes the burning of the
pr pellant. The remaining propellant may then be examined to sue
whether excessive burning has occurred. Such experiments indeed

show that there has been excessiive burning at various places on the
propellant surface. These regions of excessive burning are distribu-
t•d in a complicated way. One source of this excessive burning is
called "acoustic erosion." Consider a transverse mode, say the first
tangential. The motion of the gas is back and forth across the sur-
face. Now, erosive burning consists of the increase in burning rate
due to the flow of gas across a surface. It will not normally be de-
pendent upon the direction of flow az-ross the surface. In our tan-
gential mode, for one half cycle the gas will flow in one direction
across the surface and in the second half cycle the flow will be in the
other direction. The erosive irsponse, however, will be an increase
in burning rate in both halt cycles. The increase in burning rate due
to erosion in the first half cycle will be added to, rather than corn-
pensated for, .)y the increase in burning rate in the second hnlf cy-
cle. The net result, therefore, is an increase in burning rate at tuwe
areas where the velocity maxima in the acoustic wave pattern occur,
with little or no compensation elsewhere.

"This ohenomenon of acoustic erosion suffices in many cases to ex-
plain the increase in pressure when the acoustic wave is excited.
There are, however, cases in which the total rise in pressure is too
high to be explained even qualitativeiy by acoustic erosion. The ex-
planation is given by another phenomenon characteristic of very
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high amplitude sound waves. High amplitude sound waves transport
fluid. This transport of fluid is called "acoustic streaming." Acoustic
streamiig in conjunction with the general flow pattern within the
rocket motor generates vortices. This was predicted about ten years
years ago by Mn.,ien and Moore and observed recently experiment-

ally by Swithenbank and Sotter at the University of Sheffield, Eng-
land. These vortices cause high surface velocities across the propel-
lant in localized regions. By erosive burning the propellant is scoured
out in thc-e areas. This additional erosive burning adds to the ex-
cessive burning of the propellant.

In one clam of modes still another factor must be considered. In
the previous discussiun, v.'e implicitly referred to the so)-called stand-
ing tangentials. Another common and very important mode is the
traveling tangential. In this mode, the sound wave runs around and
around the cylinder in one direction. The first traveling tangential
generates, by acoustic streaming, a central vortex of considerable
strength. We not only get excessive erosion due to this vortex but
the gas is rotating rapidly and by centrifugal action is thrown to the
wall of the nozzle. The effective throat area of the nozzle is thus
decreased so that the discharge rate is decreased. Now we have not
only an increased burning iate but also a lower discharge rate, and
the two combined give a very great increase in operating pressure.
As a point which will be discussed later, it should also be mentioned
that this traveling tangential wave can be induced by introducing a
tangential flow of gas by a jet at the periphery of the motor.

THE Sotncazs oF Acousitc ENERGY

We have now discussed how high amplitude sound waves can
bring about elevtted pressures and destruction of tie rocket motor.
We have not, howtver, explained how ihe high amplitude sound
waves come about themselves. To understand this, we must go back
to the question of the combustion of the solid propellant. In a very
thin layer, generally under 100 microns thick, the chemical energy
of the propellant is released as thermal energy contained in the hot
product gases. Within this thin region, the solid propellant is heated
to a point at which it evolves partially r'acted gases. orom its surface.
These gases arc warmed to higher temperatures where they finally
react to form the very hot product gases. The thickness of this whole
zone and the consequent ratt of reaction are dependent upon pres-

• ---i-----. --i. ~
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sure. The question then arises as to how this zone responds to an
oscillating pressure. If the zone puffs out new gas in phase with the
pressure, then mcchanical work will be delivered into the cylinder
of gas. The result is that this interaction with the burning propel-
lant will tend to amplify the sound wave. If this amplification tend-
ency of the burning surface overcomes the losses elsewhere in the
system, the acoustic wa%,c will, in fact, grow in amplitude, and may
reach very high amplitudes befoxc second order effects limit further
growth. The appropriate characteristic of the burning surface de-
scribing this property is the so called "response function." This is
the in-phase component of the fractional mass burning rate per unitarea divided by the fractionwl pressure oscillation. No complete

theory of the response function of a burning propellant exists. This
is not too surprising because no complete theory of the simpler prob-lem of the steady state burning of solid propellants exists. However,

a theory of the response function for an oversimplified model of the
hurning of a solid propellant has been worked out and it shows that
one should expect amplification of sound waves over a very broad
frequency band extending from several hundred cycles per second to
two or three tens of thousands of cycles per second. Thus, providing
the acoustic losses in the system are nor too great, one may expect
the building up of acoustic modes over this very wide frcttuency
band, and this, indeed is the experience.

In recent years, experimental measurements of response functions
have become possible using a technique called the T-burner. In this
device, which may be described as a pipe closed at both ends with
an opening in the middle to exhaust gases, propellant may be burned
at one or both ends in the form of A flat aab covering the end of
the pipe. Measurement of the logarithmic growth and decay of oscil.
lations in such a system can lead, with sonic approximations, to
values of the response function of the propellant used. This tech-
nique has been highly developed by P; ice and Horton at the Naval
Ordnance Test Station, by Ryan and Coates at the University of
Utah and by Watermeier and Strittmater at the Ballistic Research
Laboratories at Aberdeen. A somewhat moie versatile extension of
the technique has been developed by Floner at the Applied Physics
Laboratory. In a general sense, the measurements tend to verify the
simple theory. The results show the broad banded nature of the
frequency response. The scaling of frequency vs. burning rate is sim-

• • I I I II
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ilar to that predicted by the oversimplified theory. At low preuures
wheit the burning rate is low, or with propellants with burning rate
suppressants to slow the burning, the response function,, while of
the right order of magnitude, tend to be larger than one would ex-
pect from the simple theory, by perhaps a factor of two. Inclusion
of radiation effects-that is the heating of the propellant surfa(e by
means of black body radiation transmitted from the hot gases-in
the simple theory raises the predicted values for slow burning pro-
pellants. This offers a possible explanation for the quantitative dis-
crepancy. It may also be possible that 'Lm gas phase chemical
reactions may be incomplete under these tirtunistances, and some
energy may be coupled from that source into the acoustic field. How.
ewvr, it must be said that while the simple theory of the response
function for a burning propellant gives a generally correct qualita-
tive description of the situation, the question of a complete quanti-
tative description is open. Ther are also several qualitative phe-
nomena which are not prope'rly explained at this time. Foner, for
example, has observed a risc and fall in the amplitude of oscillations
in the T'-burner, with the perioxilciLy of about one setOnd, for which
no satisfactory explanation has been offered.

Before leaving the subject of response function and T-burners,
it is important to remark that this technique has given evidence as
to the mechanism by which the magic elixir of solid propellants,
aluminum, performs its stabilizing role. One of the explan'tions of
the effectivcness of aluminum in preventing acoustic instabN'ity was
that it produced finely divided alim.inu'm oxide a a -- nokc i. "he
gas cavity. Very fine smoke particles provide efficient damping of
high frequency acoustic waves. In the T-burner it has been ob.
served that the presence of aluminum, at least in some particular
propellants, increases the damping in the gas phase while leaving
the response function of the burning surface unchanged. This then
lends direct support to the particle damping theory.

In discussing the response function, we have been stressing the
interaction between the oscillating premsmu and the burning rate of
the propellant as a usurce of amplification of the sound wave. The
question naturally arises as to whether the acoustic erosion due to
the gas velocity associated with the sound wave iaight not also con- s
tribute. Earlier, in discussing a standing tan'ential wave, we pointed
out that the erosive response will be independent of the direction of
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the gas velocity across the surfa, 1T hus, thike eTrosivC resp)onse will
he poisitive in LIxtli half cycls. Illt prcssure-vohlntinIe work in one

hall tyt h will 1w iinspc,,sated by a negative pressure-volurne work
in the next half cycle. As a result there will he no contribution from
this cisive reslouse to the fundamental frequency of the ostillation.

'Wc should obse ve a iliange in mean burnaing rate and the genera-

tion of harnionics but no anmplification. However, suppose there is

mean flow in the direction of the os(illation, as would be true for an

axial miode. The superp•osition of the aoustic velhwity upon the

neanI flow will result in a fluctuation of the vclo(ity atross the sur-

face from low to high values, rather than a back and forth flow. In

this evelnt it would sce(aio pssible that the erosion could contribute
a burning resli)nsr in phase with pressurc and thus add to the am-

* plificatiom of the sound wavy. Ho ever, if one looks at a typical case,
for exanmple, the first ixial of a cylinder, one finds that the pressure

oscillation at thet head end is 180' out of phase with the pressure
osuillation at the tail end. No corresponding phasv shilt exists for

the vchmety tonilioncrit (if the standing wave, Thus, if the erosive

resixtse in the head end is of an amplifying nature, the erosive

tespInse ini the tail end is of an equal dainping nature. ()n the

grouimids of Sv'ilinL'tl y, Ilimeleoit, the cifct t tantels (Jut. Of cousc', the
systcin is not exactly sylnictrical and this cancellation is not exact,
but in the mnain, for low alikplituts, the nIet result is small,.

"lThee art" two intcesting tases, howtever, where this symmetry ar-
glulmiit dhx riot holdl. I hc hlist tase again has to dio with axial

miost~.l 11w stmady state flo)w ve.loit/ in a rTocket inlCeases aspproxi-.. ....... • ai~ o.. l I 'i i Il lll

n atu'..v i,ip,, ' of : t'ft- ...... l . -, -.. .td, Clo' ... mIm"
and more gas is addcd to the stream.i Now, if wt, have ait axial rucode

uf high 'l iimogh m•mplitude, tht, velocity assotiated with the acoustic
Wa'c 111t textc,,d thu. flow velocity in uslagi'nitde in the firont end of

the (avitq, liitt nojt exceed it in the rear, Then flow reversible will

occuw in thc lh:aid end but not at the tail end, The sytlinietry we

hltvV diws~owd will 1hlis .I. desti'o•cd and an elosivc contribiution
to t1e anilliflmýttio, toi the sounill field may b1 pissaiblek. Ow can

Wuik ,tit a timple thiorny lor this phelnltmik iaon arld show that it (ain

lead to, situations ,slwivc save hU-low a u iti al aimplitude will be

daiuuped,i s ias wa vcs ai)se this ,mt iti ai amplitude will grow until
they rea h another and lighcr critihal amplitude. lhis itsprt.ents

a t.Aibvti itmple lvo in of tionlinear itnstabilit); that is, the sytitem will
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be stable to smrall llerturbatitins bli if give,) a high, eloirogif rigger.
ing i mpumlse, will develop A wavC uthat grow% to Ii igh 31rplituldC. Studi
phenomena are indeed observed experimentally. partic ularly inl rotck.
etq % hieli are long compaicd iv theirt diarimutr and it is highly likcly
that ilhis featute of nonlinear crosiori plays a sigitifican piti I il such
Cases.

The actcrid examnple take~s is batk to thc cast- of ex~titig a ti avd.
Ing taiigential nmode by a peripheral gas jet. licme we aic providinig
a Steady 5tate flow ar ourid thie tylirider So thlat agaill we have a millea

flow iln the dircot iots of the aroustic OscilLattIion whit h we saw above
wAs a it-quirvorncn for 0tloupi rg by' rMrarIS of atoii. 0151It. t 01 vt. III
this case (lie' sy mikilra pa oblerin tolts hot tl tr, for In (Ile f ave I ng
wave the vlOiK iev is always it% phisc with the piit~uie anid thus there
is no timwd~atiorr. A plausible cxplanAtion thus is givens for the cx-
citation of a traveling tangentiall by a peripheral gas jet. It should
be nioted that dctheitascling wAt. vthr lr miltrru tcs its ovi %,)iicx flow,
so that thie tonutiburtion of asutut:.ti crosi viy t1 (lt' iriStabilit) y Ar
Lie maintrained,

Ti tt 7,..rAN~t OFs 4'AIN.S ANt) IAIoS*

The qIuestionl of acoustic stability iln a troket nuo(tot Is a (Iltititioli
of thre balaint c (f at tJil~it Kai i s arnd losscs. At tilist lttsws may occ ur
by tirairsillissuor of Souririt th rouigh O ierozzle or ilir tgh flit:Ib wall, or
by Iom.~ of heata to cxpiosudtlilvwn hill LAtir '., oi ki a bso p1 tflil of sounrd
inl tile gas phrase, or by aboli541 lon of sound by tire( Viitoolistic ilia
titir J4 tIfi So~d pný;pc!..in liwiii. Thie ateoublic gail . i15nlAY alis

thiough [tic intelat litol (iftilt, plessni e or vdtkitr torlipoaJ ite of tile
sounld tirctl w ith the bW iling stir atc, the uxta at lion af energRy fromh
unliumcnd gas lit i the amber, or t lii igh Oitreuriansrnrssilor of 3ound

* from tie outside, Ilitog tiil ( t am., itro flth, rnobo. *lhe tillecr Appears
to csplaiir Somse ilisiances inl %*hit i nirt1tors Sra We inl gi )tnrrrd test inrg
scevil Io go iritt) irrurabe bui rung siit 4 r- taiiii leti~ AN 1111rir reganr ics of

flight. 1 Is suiggest.tcd that the J AIN odira Ili it .stitet I (of (it(- irissile as
it Ilie-, through the( air- t1ri1N at it 1(.41 11 milrus, orllt atle ill fnrt11urrty

Will) a ttrrttLlIrire1ial nrtOLdt ol thw inter ata of 111C rIotor . Whlile tile
Syst5emi wokihld or diiuari bi. heStablit rrf ilia) e~ a Nuci hiighr Q, tira
is, all ;Ability 10 %jolt' a large a Iliotirit Of atousdt CrIerg). Ill thiS case
(It.- at nuisriizssron of s ibrarioni INt floluhilthe NAl~s ofi thle rritoi it) tilte
antca rot it the approp; kate lucqueait y would drive tle systemr inside
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to very high amplitude, and the consequences would be indistirn
guishahle from ordinary instability.

Our ability to predict the various gains and losses with high pre-
cision is limited and thus while a qualitative understanding of the
phenomenon exists there does not exist quantitative knowledge suf-
ficient to provide the engineer with detailed design criteria. It should
also be noted that each of the gains and losses tends to scale withdimensions in its own way. Thus the criterion for stability has no
simple scaling and the stability of a scale model in no way guaran-

tees the stability of the full size system. This is the reason why in-
stability in rocket motors has been such an expensive development
problem. Since insufficient work has been done to provide the scaling
factors for each of the components of the system, instability has had
to be faced on full scale and cured by semi-empirical means at that
scale. This is true in both solid and liquid systems.

LIQUID FUE AD MoToRs

While I have chosen in these lectures to go into considerable de-
tail with respect to acoustic instability in solid rocket motors, for
completeness I shall close with a few remarks about the situation in
liquid motors. A great deal of work has been done in this area.
Among the many working in this field, particular mention should
be made of Crocco and his colleagues at Princeton, who have pio-
neered for many years in this work, and Levine at Rocketdyne who
has doke much wak on practical injection systems.

Much of tie general discussion given above on acoustic instability
in solid rocket motors is directly applicable to the phenomenon in
liquid motors. The same types of acoustic modes occur and with
comparable amplitudes. Both systems show excessive vibration when
high amplitude waves are present. In the liquid case, however, the
excessive operating pressures normally do not occur because the fuel
flow is controlled by the injection system, so that a change in a mean
fuel rate as observed in the solid case does not occur. For liquid
motors, the most disastrous effect is the excessive heat transfer in
the presence of the acoustic field and its associated flows. This brings
about destruction ,,f the motor by burning through the metal.

Over the years practical experience has led designers to empirical
bases for designing motors that are generally stable in the linear
domain, that is, small disturbances are damped out. The common
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instabilities now encountered are nonlinear, that is, sufficiently large
perturbations lead to giawth of high amplitude waves.

The sensitive region in the liquid fue' motor is the injection zone.
Here we have streams of oxidizer and fuel which have not yet been
mixed. They thus represent a supply of chemical energy to be tapped
by the acoustic field. Motion of the gas across the face of the injector
plate, if suffici.ntly violent, can cause increased atomization of the
fuel and oxidizer in this region and thereby promote extra release
of elnergy. At least part of this selease of energy may be so phased as
to drive the wave. The injector zone regiun is thus peculiarly sensi.
tive to the velocities associated with transverse waves. Motion pic-
tures taken by Levine at Rocketdyne in transparent walled niotois
clearly show the dramatic effects of transverse waves on the injection
zone. Baffles to protect the injection zone from acoustic fields of this
kind are one of the common devices used to correct instability in
liquid fuel motors. Changes in the pattern of injection also often re.
lieves the difficulties. The approach is at best semi-empirical and
almost always time consuming and expensive.

As with the solid tuel, it might be reasonable to hope that injec-
tors coula be described in terms of their response to pressure and
velocity oscillations in an analytical way. Research along these lines
moves very slowly but provides the only reasonable hope for soundly
based design principles.
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X. The Stability of Nonlinear
Dynamical Systems

JOSEPH P. LA SALLE

HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION

THE FIRST mathematical analysis of tlhe design of feedback control
systems is of rather recent origin and dates back to the middle of the
nineteenth century. It was Maxwell' (for a reprint of this paper
see 2) and independently the Russian engineer, Vishnegradskiig who
first realized and demonstrated that the design of feedback control
mechanisms could be subjected to mathematical analysis. Maxwell
entitled his paper "On Governors". whereas the Russian gave his
paper the imposing title "On the General Theory of Regulators".

The system to be regulated and the feedback control were both
assumed to be linear. Their criterion for satisfactory operation and
for selecting the control parameters was to require that the control
error approach zero with increasing time (asymptotic stability). This
linear analysis for design is then relatively simple. The problem is
an algebraic one. The requirement for asymptotic stability is that

the roots of a certain polynomial, called the "*_harzcteristic polyno-
mial", all have negative real parts. Maxwell was able to give neces-
uary and sufficient conditions that the roots of a polynomial of degree
5 have negative real parts and was also able to give necessary condi.
tions for ,p!.olynoials of udcgice 5.

Maxwell zhen posed in 1868 the problem of finding necessary and
sufficient conditions for polynomials of arbitrary degree that their
roots have negative real parts. Computable necessary and sufficient

JOSEPH P. LA SAI.LE is Professor of Applied Mathematics at Brown
University, and Director of the Center for Dynamical Systems. Dr. La
Salle is an AFOSR grantee and a former president of the Society for In-
dwitrial and Applied Mathematics. He was one of the pioneers of the
mathematical theory of optimal conlroi. His continuing interests have
ben on the theory of diflerential equations and she mathematical theory
of control and stability,
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conditions were given by Routh in 1877 and by Hurwitz in 1895. In
1911 Bompiani showed the equivalence of thie conditions by Routh F
and by Hurwitz and they arc today referred to as the Routh.Hurwitz

conditions, Within the l•st few yeats it has also been shown that
these conditions can be derived using Liapunov's Second Method.

Through World War lI the matheinatival analysis and the design
of feedback control systems was still carried out by an examination
of the stability of the linear ipproximation plus linear feedback.
This was, for example, the way in which Minorsky designed an auto-
matic steering device for the battleship New Mexico in the carly
1920's. Motc wophilti,;ued analytic: 1'3 cbraic and geometric tools be-
came available and some consideration was given to performance cri-
teria, bu. otherwise the analysis was essentially the same as that of
Maxwell and Vishnegradskii. This is not to say that successful con-
trol devices were not designed by this lint Jr analysis; they certain!v
were and still are being so designed today. An excellent account of
linear stability analysis can be found in Bellman. 4

Progress in the design of more sophisticated devices depends upon
going beyond this linear theory. One method for doing this is to
take into account the nonlinearities of the system; that is, to drop the
assumption that the control error is small, allow nonlinear feedback
and then to cariy out a niuislinear analysis of stability. The only
general method that we have for doing this was developed by the
Russian mathematician Liapunov around 1890.5 For an elementary
account of Liapunov's theory see La Salle and Lefschetz.e Starting
arvun"d 1945 extensive use was made in the Soviet Union of Liapu-
nov's method to investigate the stability of nonlinear systems and for
over a decade the Soviet Union enjoyed a virtual monoply in exploit-
ing and developing _iapunov's theory. In 1944 the Soviet engineers,
A. I. Lurie and V. N. Posnokoff, formulated the problem of absolute
stability of a certain class of nonlinear control systems and Lurie gave
a partial solution to this problem. The nonlinear feedback is not
specified but belongs to a wide class of functions. The designer has at
his disposal the choice of certain feedback parameters and the prob-
lem is to find sufficient conditions on these parameters in order that
the error, no matter how large it be, tend to zero with time for any
arbitrary nonlinear characteristic in the admissible ,lass. A complete
account of thi., called absolute stability, can be found in the mono-
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graph bj' Leshtl. 7 This has bcern oie of diten m• su•cssfil ippli-
catiulns of Liaputov's theory.

A letter written by Prof. A. ,citov of the Soviet Institute for
Autojisation and Remote (Control in Moscow and published in Rege-
lungstechnik, 12(1964) had this to say:

"The year 1445 stands out quite sharply as a turning point in the de-
lvcoupnent of cotntrol theory. The control problem suddenly became the

object of study by nnathematicians, As a basis of their -unsiderations of
this problem they selected the coruepts of disturbed and undisturbed
motions of Liapunov along with the stronger concept of the stability
of motion, the quality of the transient behavior, the (ontept of opta-

! trial control, CtL. -his aro5c horn a need to have an unlimited region
of controllability. l.iaptinov's ctncept had for more than 50 years found
no application in -ontrol (e(hnology. But now it is characteiistit of
the present state of control theory that all of its problems-stability,
quality of transient behavior, optimization, programmed control-art
being considered on the basis of these concepts. '1 hewe control prob-
lems are considered not only for small errors in control but also for
finite and often even for arbitrary errors in control. Their solutions
draw more and more upon the powerful mathematical methods of
linear algebra, the theory of differential equations and topology."

A second and more recent development has been the founding of
a mathematical theory of optimal control. There is a system to be
controlled and its mathematical model is a system of differential
equations. Feedback control introduccs into this systemn of differen-
tial equations a function, the control law, which with some limita-
dons, such as limited power, the designer can select. There is also
given so, criterion of performance. The problem is then to deter-
mine w: .s control law gives in terms of the Criteri-on the best per-
formance. The modern development of this theory began with a
Princeton Ph.D. dissertation in 1952 by Donald Bushaw.e He took
a simple problem, solved it, and this began a modern theory of op-
timal processe. The system to be controlled was linear with one
degree of freedom. The control force which could be applied to the
system was assumed to operate from a limited source of power, and
it was also assumed that the best control would at all times use all
the power available ("bang-bang" control) and the criterion for per-
formance was to reduce the control error to zero in the shortest
possible time. Bushaw's solution of this restricted problem could not

0
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be generalized, but it was his woik that biought the problem to the
-ttention of mathematicians, both in the united StatCl a2%d the So-
viet Union. Fol ex-implc, in the Soviet Union tht -..oik --f Ponltry-
again and his colleagues at the Steklov Mathcmatks Institute in
Moscow won for thenm in 1962 (he Lenin Prize for Sdence and
Technology.

Shortly after the importance of Liapunov's theory of stability and
the theory of optimal control were recognizcd the two began to coa.
leste. Fur example, in 19601 Kalman and Bertram' pointed out that.
for a linear problenm of optimal (onJtol, if the )ci formanle ttitci A

are properly selected, optimal control will imply asymptotic stability,
an(l asymptotic stability is certainly a necessary requiremnent for the
satisfactory perfoinlanue of a control system, (oaCvetsely, it can also
be shown that if a feedback control can be designed using Liapunov's
method, then, depending upon the Liapunov function used, a cer-
tain performance criterion has been optimized. An account of this
which contains numerous references can be found in Geiss.10

The question is now, whetc do we stand today? Where do we go
f-oni here? It is ccitainly truc i.at thci. ,Avu 1ieti &uitesfua appli-
cations of the theory and it may perhaps be trac that the extent of
the applications is much greater tlhat- we think. In this country there

T is security and also the proprietary rights uf industry. The situation
with regard to open publication is undoubtedly more restricted in
the Soviet Union than here and the time delay between the appli-
cation of theory in the Soviet Union and our awareness of it is any-
where from fivc to ten years.

But even thoumgh there have been some successes we are still highly
restricted in applying this theory by our inability to develop compu-
tational procedures which enable us to utilize the capabilities of
present-day computers in designing control systems. The Liapunov
method is the only general method available to us today for analyz-
ing stability and taking into account the nonlinearities of the system,
yet the best we have been able to do is to solve a fairly large number
of specialized problems. This has been done without the aid of com-
puters. These can be catalogued and they are useful, but it is like
having a table of integrals and not being able to compute numeri-
cally any given intcgral, Despite Soviet claims to the contrary, we do
not yet know how to use computers to aid us in applying Liapunov's
method. There are a number of reasons why it is difficult to do so.

1!
4
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The simplest stability problem is that of determining whether or not
a ccitAln rjuilibrium state is stable or unstable. When everything
about the system is known a tomputrr could be used to compute so-
lutions but if the dimension of the system is greater than two or if
the system is time-varying, it would be almost impossible to decide
stability by computing solutions over a finite interval of time. An.
other way of saying this is that the significam stability problems re-
quire methods that are nonnumerical and the nonnumerical use of
computers is not yet highly developed. However, if one thinks about
th;s more realistically, one soon realizes that mathematical asynip-
totic stability is somewhat different from what the engineer actually
wants. Consider for example a control proces that acts over only a
finite length of time. Mathematicil asymptotic stability might sufice
to assure satisfactory performance but it is asking far too much.
What one needs is not necessarily an infinite time stability but rather

stability over a finite interval of time in the presence of perturba-
tions and with a control error that does not become too large. A
theory of f nite time stability which is q,,iie %imilar to Liapsinov's
theory is now in the ptocem of heinr developed. There are many
reasons for believing F•iat the computational difficulties of using com.

puters tm carry ,Mii this type of stability -inalysis can be overcome
Also when we spokt. about the relation between 1-apunov'*

method and optimal control we had in mind control processes acting
over an infinite interval of time. Of course, all controls act only a
finite time, and there are problems in which it is not even useful
conceptionally to consider that the system acts over an infinite length
of time. One may. for example, wish to move the system fr(An one
state to another in a hnite length of time and upon reaching the de-
aired state the control ptucess comes to an end. There is in this re-
gard an interesting unsolved theoretical problem which does have
practical consequences. Some finite time optimal control problems
can be solved or, whether they be optimal or not, one can produce
feedback control laws which will move the systear from one state to
another in finite time. If the control is to be satisfactory it must poC-
sews some stability under perturbations and this is what we expect
intuitively of feedback control As yet there are nt, general results
which state when such finite control implies finite time stability,

which in turn assures stability under perturbations. Simple exampies
and experience show that many types of finite time control do poo-
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w-s a ve-y strong stability under priturbaiti,,ns but as yet there is no
gra'teral theory.

In applying optimual .onitol th-ory a msajor problem hcer is also
using .omputers to determine optimal control hi'a'. There are dii-
culties. but at the same time it is a n1,,risriUAl problem and a major
nrtid is to dt',elop thritay to the point at which conlpritalion be-
comres practical. [here art a riumbe• (A types of optimal control
problems where theory has provided sufficient 3tructural information
about optimal tonlrol that it has lccii possible to devise numerical
nicth(ds flir (toml)uiting optimal turitol laws. In omae instarv-, this
is being done by making the computer an integial part of the con-
trol mechanism,

As a mathematician, I am not at tually in a position either tc- judge
or piredict how successful prcsent the•ry has been or will be it1 its

application to the design of control sysstesn. There is, huwever, one
thing that is quite evident today. The theory that I have spokcri of
so far is widely knowtn to engineri's thioughotit the world and if the
tieoxy fails in its applacAtion, it will not hretx aus" it has not b<en
tried. It has had some sui(ess. It has certainly stimulatcd engilielrs
and undoubtdly it will be useful in the futuir. But its use-lhdess ii
li.i.:4td aud let tus ser now wh) this is so, alnd what apJpri at the
moment to be some of the interesting theoretical areas of ,'search

where progress will have pracitial ef•fftb,
'Ihe major sukhSeSC of the Liapunov mcthod have been in stody-

ing the stability of autonomous sysctinu, that s,, sistrins whose differ-
ential equations do not daiangt with time. In many problems in the
stlbility of motion the dilferential qt_,atuo;: = nonazou.m-.taioaA

(time.varying). Within the last decade Liapunov's clahical theory
has been extended for autonomous systems and frum this we have
new methods which are easier to apply and which give more infor.
mation than classical methods, This is not true for nonautonomo|s
system.. It is fairly clear intuitively why the study of s esenms which
change with time are more difficult to study. Let me try to e,-,plain
briefly why this is so mathematically. Bounded solutions of differen-
tial equations approach, as time lpoes to infinity, a set called its
"linit" set. It is this limit set that tells how the s)&tem bchaves ulti-

matcly. For autonomous systemrs this limit set has tlit important
ptnperty that it is mnde up completely of solutions. It is the exploits-
tion of this fNot that has made is possible to unify and extend LiU-
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punov's theory, Fw~ siUnAutonontous1 systems (he limit set doem not,
it) generial, have this ptoper ity arid for S)AIC1ms whith Ricu time VaI)R an
th. U11 secme~nslusi of ILiajluro,6 s heos y is nut jx)aiblir, 1 his is an
Importantt area for further iesciash arid some reient developmenis
in the solutiout ef ionic p ititular jeroblcins inditate that skamr pa og
retsis ivitainly possibler ini the dirriitiani :1 dceveoping both new

'Icdis4 ussion so5fr0 a been limited tosystems whoise mte
rnatu-al mod~el in a system of ordinary tlifferreniil equations. This
mecans that tfie state (or phase) spate is a hnite dimensional Vu.
clide-an spate. If one knows at a givcn time the values of the state
variables, which aire finite in number, then the future behaviot of
the systern is usrrijletely dircrirasinric. TJhis it *s a.sic 4imi( meIhawa41-
ics. If all the forces At~ing are known, the sisurtion of a body is comn-
pletely deter isuined by its initiial position alld initial vehNKity. It has
also beets auumrid so [ar iii %jeaking of controlling or stiahaliting a
system. dthat is it possible at each instant of time to measure pre-
cisely Ali of the state variables. 'I his is not always possible. In sormw
cases it may be possible to measure only some function of the state
variables arid an important ckia of problems are fheir which take
this fact ilitti ac 44)it. Oilt maiy wish, let- examtple, it) generate A
control low to stabilize a systemn which is originally unstable, where
the control law will depend upoin the information available at cat h
tim~e ionce ininp the state of the systen and this infurMn.AtiOn rnIAý
not be tomplete. This Is a general area about which there is not
too much theorv. It call, however, be shown by simple examples that
there are c ases where it is not possible to st~bilIie the SYStemi by A
control law which, at each instant, depends ujion the available mecas

urrinwnit -f th- of.e. va'-i-ht-. mdc i, Lir instant and in or'Ier to
stabilize the system one rmust make use of a portion of the tast his.
tory of thew rwmasuierwretis over some interval of time, Now the
mathemataical model is not lonager a system of ordinary differential
equations but is a systemn of what is called "funictional differential
equAtions". TIhis i s an extcrnsion of and includes the chasical differ-
ence-differential equations (differential equations with delayed argu-
ments). The importance of the effects of delays in ainalyzinag dynarna-
cal systenrs was pointed out quite clearly by Minorsky.11 These equa-
timis2 have also been called "hereditary" differential equations. The
state of such systems is now no lunr~r a point in a finite dimrensional
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to be true that there are stochastic analogs to almost all of the deter-

rminis'ic applications of Liapunov theory to the design of con tol sys-
tems. Independently, this has also been discovezcd in the Soviet
Union. The whole area of stochastic control is one which until quite
recently has been neglected in :his country. Future progress here will
depend not only upon attempts to apply what is already known but,
more importantly for the moment, upon the development of a more
complete mathematical theory of stochastic processes.

With regard to the theory of stability and optimal control its
status appcirs in summary to. be this. During the 1950's there was
a rapid development of a theory of optimal control, Liapunov's

theory was rediscovered and extended and the importance of carry-
ing out nonlinear analyses of stability was widely recognized. During
the last 5-8 years there have been few, if any, startling new ideas.
Engineers today (and this was not true 10 years ago) have a general
awareness of the theory that exists and its possible applications, and
from the point of view of applications the biggest hurdle here is
learning how to use computers to Apply th: theory. The Liapunov
theory of stability for autonomous systems has been un-fied and ex-
tended and would appear to be fairly complete. Further develop-
ments of theory for nonautonomous systems seem possible. For the
study of the stability of nonautonomous linear systems new methods
have been found but there are no new ideas in sight other than

those generated by Liapiriov's method for carrying out nonlinear
stability analyses. Of much greater promise is the study of more".1practical" types of stability and here the use of computers should

be much jess difficult. Iwo relatively new and promising areas of
mathematical research in whirc, some progress has already been
made are the theory of functionai differential equations and the
theory of stochastic differential equations. Developments here could
have a profound effect on the theory of control systems and the the-
ory of systems in general. From the point of view of the mathetna.
tician, the problem of adaptation and learning has not yet been
satisfactorily formulated and what one should do here is, like Bu-
shaw, to state the simplest problem precisely and attempt to solve it

This is not and was not intended to be an all-inclusive list of
areas of research which may prove to be important in the design of
control systems and is primarily restricted to the role of stability
theory in the theory of control. Important areas about which I have
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said nothing are system identification, dynamic programming, the-
ory of information, nonlinear filtering, statistical decision theory,
etc., all of which are areas which have, and probably will continue
to have, an important role in the theory of control. No one can pre-
dict with aliy accuracy where the next breakthrough will come.
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XI. Tides of The Planet Earth
WALTER H. MUNK

H-sroRic# L INThOIUCniON

QuITi GOOD predictions of ocean tides were made a century ago by
tte nonharmonic method initiated by Lubbock. This uses multiple
regressions, such as

height of high water - mean height above datu:m
+ correction for age of Moon + correction for declination (1)
+ correction for parallax + diurnal inequality +

The method is based on the high correlation between pertinent tidal
and lunar parameters, a correlation that was known and used long

* before the time of Newton.
The next development was the harmonic method by Kelvin and

George Darwin. Tides are predicted for any given port as a sum of
sinusoids:

C(t) = Ck cos(2w fl, t + Ok). (2)

The frequencies fk are derived from artroncenic observations and are
essentially sums and differences of the six basic frequencies in the
motions of Earth, Moon, and Sun: -he day, month, year, 8.9 years
(lunar perigee), 18.6 years !lunar nodes), and 21,000 years (solar
perigee). The harmonic method has two shortcomings: it does not
allow for the "noisy" variations in sea level associated with atmos-
pheric pressure and winds, and it does not allow for the diatortion
of the tides as they move into shallow water. The latter feature can,
to some extent, be taken into account by introducing additional
sums and differences of the six basic frequencies, but there was a
practical limit to the number of terms in Eq. (2), usually betwoen
30 and 60.

WALTER H. MUNK, Professor of Geophysics at the Univirsity of Cii.
ifornia, San Diego, and director of the La Jolla Laboratories of the In.
stilute of Geophysics and Planetary Physics; serving on a President's
Science Advisory Committee panel on earthquake prediction; AFOSR
granter, originator of the Mohole Project.
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SpEcTmoscoP¥ OF TIDES

The complexity cf the harmonic method is in a sense an artifice
arising from our insistencc to expand the tide-producing potential
as a strictly harmonic series. With modern computing machines it
is much easier to generate the tLde-pioducing potential hour-by-
hour directly from the known positions of Earth, Moon, and Sun,
and pay no attention to the fact that the resulting time series ap-
pears to have a complicated spectral structire. Call this artificial
times series x(t), and the observed series y(t). The spectra of x(t)
shows a cluster of spectral lines centered at 0, 1, 2 cycles per ,

within each cluster there is first-order splitting by I cycle per month,
and each of t.Iace lines is further split by 1 cycle per year, etc. For
the moment, the interesting thing is that between these measured
clusters the energy density is very low, down by a million or more
from the peak of the cluster. The spectrum of the observed series
y(t) looks very similar except that now the region between clusters
is filed by a fairly uniform continuum. This continuum represents
the irregular oscillation in sea level arising from non-astromocic
sources.

PREDICTION BY THE RESPONSE METHOD

The most elementary way in describing the response of a physical
system is to plot output energy divided by input energy as a func-
tion of frequency. We do this by substracting the noise contribu-
tion from the observed spectral lines (thus being left with "coher.
ent" energy), comparing this to the appropriate input energy. The

* response funictions w"(f) we obtain in this manner are reasonably
smooth functions of frequcncy, with no sharp resonances apparent.

This suggests a different method of prediction than the classical
harmonic method. We use past port observations to obtain the re-
sponse curves w(f) of a port, and then obtain future predictions by
playing the theoretical tide input x(t) through the appropriate
response filter (this is done numerically, using computers):

y(t) X (t x( - ',,) g (T,,) (3)

with g(r) the Fourier transform of w(f).

There is some additional complication arising from the fact that
there is a multiplicity of input functions xj(t), each corresponding to
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a spherical-harmonic of the tide potential, and we require separate
response filters w1(f) for each of these time-dependent harmonics;
but this does not cause any real difficulty. The spherical-harmonic
expansion converges rapidly, and just a few terms will do. The im.
portant thing is that there is no time-harmonic expansion, as the
complexityo' 'he tide-potential is already built into the input func-
tions x,(t). 1 advantage of the response method over the har-
monic method is that it takes full account of Newton-Kepler me.
chanics, while the harmonic method uses astronomy only to identify
the frequencies fl. There are additional advantages insofar as the
response method can be systematically generalized to include the
non-linear shallow water effects. It may even be ponsible, to include
the response to storms.

Nrw DUVKLOPMENTS

The spectroscopy and prediction just described has been made
possible by the development of modem computers, In this way
hourly times series extending over 50 years and comprising some
500,000 observations can be readily and adequately analyzed. Com-
puters have also opened the possibility for solving the "theoretical
tide problem": to compute the deep sea tides, given the configura-

tion of the ocean basins and the positions of Moon and Sun. This is
obviously a very cumbersome boundary value problem. The first at-
tempt was made by Pekeris a few years ago. Definitive results are not
yet available but will be before the decade is up.

Another new development is the instrumentation for measuring
tides in the deep sea, now being carried out in France and at La
Jolla. All we do now is to measure tides at given ports. This is
where one needs the observation for predictions at this port, but it
is the worst place for the theoretical tide problem. Here one would
like to cover the oceans with some observational grid, 1,000 km X
1,000 km X one month, say, and thus determine the "cotidal" lines.
A comparsion with the theoretical deep sea tides will be most il-
luminating.

The average tidal bulge must lag somewhat behind the theoretical
bulge as the result of dissipative processes, mostly in marginal seas.
One can then compute thc decelerating torque affecting the spin of

Sthe Earth, and the accelerating torque on the Moon's orbital me-
Stion. C-mparison with astronomic observations will show whether

AI
I!i
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the ocean tides are responsible for die measured changes in the
Moon's angular velocity, or whether the bodily tides of the Earth
play an important additional role. In the former case one cannot
extrapolate the present rate over more than a million years because
of the effect of changing sea level, In the latter case one can extrapo-
late much further. Studies by Wells of Devonian coral indicate that
the present rate can be extrapolated 400 million years, and this is
surprising in view of the fact that we believe most of the tidal dis-
sipation takes place in the shallow oceans.

TiHE CHANGING FACE OF THE EAxTH's SUFPACE

If we could view the surface of the Earth through time-lapsed
photographs at intervals of one century, we would be impressed with
the variability of surface features. Mountains rise, valleys broaden,
and perhaps continents shift apart, with typical velocities of 1 cM/
year. Modem gravimeters and associated instrumentation which
were developed to measure the tides of the solid Earth will soon be
good enough to record changes even slower than those of the tides.
It is here where ultra-low-frequency seismology turns into ultra-
high-frequency geology. This fascinating subject is just now beinig
made accessible. Studying dynamic geology by the present indirect
methods is like studying ocean currents without current meters and
the atmosphere without anemometers. Even with current meters and
anemometers available, we haven't done too well in describing and
understanding the moving oceans and atmosphere; without such in-
strumentation we would have done very poorly indeed, and this is
precisely where geology now finds itself in its attempt to describe
and explain the changing Earth irom indirec' evidence only.

CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY

The developments of new technologies and i:astrumentations have
given us new opportunities to study the tidal distortion of the plan-
et Earth, and this promises to bring back to life a subject which has
been dormant for half a century. It appears as if the instrumenta-
tion developed for this purpose will be able to cope also with the
distortions of the Earth on a geological time scale.

I.I
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XII. High Field Magnets and
Magnctcspcctroscopy

BENJAMIN LAX

I HIGH FIELD MAGNETS
SCIEN'IFIC investigation with imagnetic fields on a quantitative basis

had its origin during the nineteenth century. Among the outstanding
pioneers, the contributions of Faraday, Zeeman and Weiu are par-
ticularly pertinent to the subject matte of this discours. The dis.
coveries of these physicists gave an imp -, us to the early development
of electromagnets of increasing intens.ty which et that time repre.
iaented a milestone in the history of high field magnets. The famous
Weiss electromagnet with its iron yoke and pole pieces energized by
twin coils still ieaneins the basic dcsign for the modern commercial
electromagnets available today. The highest fields achieved by such a
design is that of the large Cotton magnet at Bellevue, France, built
in 1912. capable of producing a field of the order of 60 kilogauss be-
tween pole faces approximately 5 millimeters apart when energized

, by coils at 100 kilowatts. This magnet is matched only by a similar
one at UppsalA, Sweden.

The next advance in high field development also took place in
France in 1914 when Delandr" and Perot' constructed a large water-
cooled "jelly roli" solenoid able to product 70 kilogauss for a short
period when energized ftorn a 500 kilowatt generator. The outbreak
of World War II prevented the continuation of this effort beyond its
initial phase. Nevertheless, it laid the foundation for subsequent de-
velopments of water-cooled coils.

BENJAMIN LAX, Director, Nalional Magnet L"boertoay, operated for
AFOSR by the M•ssachusctts Insitute of Technology.. This laboratory it
the world's foremost facility for the study of master under thw influence
of intense magntlic fields. Its 210,1W gauss device produces the moil in-
tfnee Continuous magnet fields attainable. Dr. Pax is a prolifc ,ejearcher
in solid itate physics and a former associate director of the Lincoln
Lsbonsloi7.
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The advent of high field rnignets as we know them today took
place in Cinzbridge, England, in the 1920's when the famous Russian
physicist Peter Kap)itia d'vised two ingenious sthcnicý for generating

pulsed fields, 2 The fint technique involved the discharge of battcries
by a mech-nihmnh1; ,i-tth through a wire-wound sol,,id to pi(dur-,
500 kilogausa foi a fcw milliseronds in a very snmall vtholumc, and the
second by shorting a large generator into a somnewhat larger coil to
produce over 500 kilogausi. He used these magnets for low tempera-
ture magnetoresistance measurements and for Faraday rotation ob.
servations.

The next important development was due to Francii Bitter 3 at the
Massachusetts Institute of Tclicnmlogy. li designed and built a
water-cooled magnet capable of producing 100 kilhgauss (ontitn-
ously in an internal diameter of one inch using a generator which
delivered 1.7 megawatts. The magnet was intended primarily for the
study of atomic Zeeman spectroscopy. The basic drsign co,'tists if
radially cut copper plates interspersed with insulating disis, bo6h of
which are assembled to gence ate an inter twincd doubleJ helix of over-
lapping plates, as shown in Fig. 1. These are housed tauder tonpres-.
&ion in a metal jacket so that the water flows axially through

iti

PRINCIPLE OF THE BITTER SOLENOID

Fwuot I. (Configuration of the conducting and insulating dM5s of the Bit-
ter coil arranged in an intertwined helical pattern.
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perforations in the dik. Thi bauic design was duplicated at the
Naval Research Laboratory in 1947. and elsewhere throughout the
world since.

The post-World War II period, beginning in the 1950's, witnessed
a renaissance in the development of high field magneu and their
application to scientific research. Six different techniques have been
explored, namely, iron core magnets, pulse systerns, cryogenic mag-
nC,., .•,, '--rnoei rCOls, stilp.rcondu( ting naugnne, and implosion asw.
temr, The iron core magnets have become a commercial item for a
large variety of resonance experiments with maximum fields of theI order of 50 kilogauss between tapered pole pieces with about one.
quarter inch spacing. However, for larger useful volumes and uni-
form fields, the intensity is limited to about 20 kilogauss.

A. PULSE MAGNETS
One of the mot important steps taken to advance high field mag.

net technology occurred in 1956 in the area of pulse magnets. Furth
and Waniek' at Harvard constructed a nitrogen cooled pulsed mag.

p net using a Bitter dis arrangement whith ultimatcly reathed 600
4 kilogauss. This was exceeded by Foner and Kohlm who achieved 750

kilogauss in a room temperature helical coil made of a single piece
of beyllium coppcr (Fig. 2), powered by a 9,000 jo'dlc condenser
bank. The highest field obtained by a large condenser pulse system

Faouaz 2. A sketch ot the component parts of the copper berrylium puLse
magnet designed by Foner and Kolm for producing fields between 500 and
750,000 gauz, (After Foner and Kvim, rcf. 5).
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was that by Furth, Waniek, and Levine, who ellerated about 1.5
mregagaus in a single turn coil. Today there arc many pulse coils
of different dimensions and designs which produice fields of the order
of 100 to 50 kilogauss for experimental use in working volumes up
to one-inch diamneter and time duration of microseconds io several
milliseonds. However. the largert fields available today are those
generated by implosion techniques.' This involves the concept of
flux compression through a physical maxnetohydrodvna;,.iýr phcaviii
enon in whicn the magnetic field is first gerer'ted by a pulsed sole-
noid in a metallic cylindrical liner, This is then collapsed by a
chemical explosive which implodes the cyiinder and compresses the
magnetic flux from about 200 kilogauss to approximately ten to
fifteen million gauss. The pressure necessary to contain this field is
about 10' atmospheres. "hc field is mersured during a ten mikro-
second interval by a magnetic pickup coil or by Faraday rotation in
a quartz rod before they are destroyed Ly the implosion. It is esti-
mu"-fd that approximately 100 megagaws should be possible by this
method of generating high field.s.

DI. WATIER-co0olD MAGNETS

For about twenty-five years no significant advancement was made
in the generation of high fitlds by water-tooled magnets beyond that
attained by Bitter in 1936, A group of solid state physicists from the
MIT Lincoln Laboratory joined forces with Bitter in 1958 and pro.
posed the creation of a quau ter million gauss facility. This was soon
championed by a far-sighted group iM the Air Force who, with an
assist from the Department of Defense, agreed to sponsor the design
and construction of such a laboratnty- M I.a 16••a..;•ta was urawn

up with the Air Force to begin this project for a high field facility.
Soon afterwards, under the sponsorship of the Air Force Offie of
Scientific Research, simultaneously with the design of a new labora-
tory, a program of research and development began at the old MIT
laboratory. Improved Bitter magnets were developed and innova-
tions in the control system and cooling were incorporated. This lab-
oratory became a test bed for many new developments which have
been incorporated into the new laboratory, One of the highlights
was the development of a 126 kilogauss tape vuund magnet by Kolm
in 1961 with only 1.9 megawatts. This was exceeded in 1962 by the
Naval Research Laboratory its a Bitter magnet at a 3 megawatt
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power level which yichkld 150 kilogauss in a one inch bore.* On
struction of the new National Magnet Laboratory, begun in l•l,
was completetI in the paling of 19S. Alter a shakedown test period
and sulbeijutit impt|ivciients, the laboratory began as art operating
facility in the fall o)1 that year.

The National Magner Laboratory,* which is located within the
MIT LampuS complex in Cambridge, is linked to cite (harls River
basin by two 48 inch con•c•te pipe lines hfm providing primalcy cool
ing water for the magnets. The secondary system contains deionized.
distill4 d water which is pumped through topper pipes and a large
heat exchanger. The power tot the magnets is provided by two sets
of ulIotul g8nca (aL-'. whi. h a I C aa [A bl' of dc lI- iIg t II Ini liion %at(%

of 250 vlt. power continuously to the magnets. In addition, the sys-
tent has a pulse capability of .42 megawatts for a few seconds by
using energy siored in tw-oi ninct)-ton flywheels. 1The four generators
can be L.onnctted front the tontrol room in series.-parallei ointbina-
tiont to any of ten magnet stations. Four indpecndent cxplii||i|nts
at one-quarter power, or two at onc-half power and one at full power
can be operated at any given tinm. ']'here are some twenty magnets

Sranging fronm 70 to 2OU kilogau, whil h (an acto nnodattc ab)Ot two
dozen experiments per week,

Two basic designs of water-o(xocd magnets are employed at the
labut atmy.I' 'I he htii of these v4 thr nui(lficd Bitivi axially tooled
magnet showin in Fig. 3. One such magnet, consisting of tv.o nested
sets of plates, one with a foui-inth intermil diameter, the other with
a one-inch internal diameter, is capable of producing 180 kilogausm
with two generators at a power lescl of hvv incgawatt%. I he other
design is an innovation in which the copper discs have radial cooling
mintia ni), igAin, are wound in hejices similar to the Bitter solenoids.
The insulating helix is made of stainiless steel dius (toatcd with in-
sulation) for greater strength, as shown in 'ig. 4. One version of this
type of magnet composed of three nested coils with an overall dimen-
sion of about three feet and the internal diameter of two inches, has
provided 205 kilhauss at full power of 10 megawatts. With iron pole
pieces inserted, it has achieved the rcord continuous field of 255
kilogauss. Ariither important fcatuic of this basic design is that it has
allowed for a flexible tonfiguration of a split pair of (oih whose spat.
ing is variable, Thews magnets are exceedingly useful for optical
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storage tank and a low voltage high current source of power of the
order of 5 to 10 volts. Hlomopolar generators have provided power
for the magnets. At Los Alamos a maximum field of about 80 kilo-
gauss at 12,000 amperes and 25 ki!owatts has been achieved with a
"jelly roll" cop )er coil. Each run requires about 3,000 to 5,000 liters
of liquid hydrogn and allows for twenty minute operation per run.
Aluminum has also been used by the group at the Bureau of Stan.
dards since its magnetoresistance at high fields is less than that of
copper, However, the magnet is comparable in performance to the

* copper system. The most elaborate scheme for a cryogenic magnet
is that at the NASA Lewis Research Center 1' which also employs
aluminum, but at liquid neon temperatures of about 27'K. Al.

45 TURN ASSEMBLY

INULATED ~7 AP

KURACE SMRACE

/SIGLE TURN

SINGLE TURN ASSEMBLY

RADIALLY COOLED SOLENOID (INNER
COIL SECTION OF 250KG MAGNET)

FiGuRz 4. Basir design and concept of the radial cooled magnets. These
are employed in a concentrically nested arrangement in the 250,000 gauss
magnet and pairs for transverse access optical magnets. (After Montgomcry,
ref. 21).
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though thit has some thermodynamic advantages over hydrogen, it
is very expensive. Nevertheless, a large volume coil of approximately
4j/2 inch internal diameter was operated at a 200 kilogauss level for
one minute. The re-liquifaction time of the neon system limits tht
duty cycle to about one minute in every twenty-four hours, The
p'wer supply is a one megawatt homopolar generator.

In the low temperature field perhaps the most important develop-
ment has been that of the superconducting magnets. The possibilty
of such a device was conceived it- 1913 by Kamerlingh Onncs, the dis-
coverer of superconductivity.'5 However, although a few isolated
attempts were made in the interim, very little was done until 1960
when serious work at Lincoln Laboratory was carried out to provide
niobium coils of 10 kilogauss and small iron core magnets with nio-
bium windings giving up to 25 kilogauss for maser applications-$
In 1961 at the Bell Telephone Laboratories, Kunsler and co-work-
ersir demonstrated that niobium tin was superconducting at about
90 kilogauss. Subsequent pulse measurements indicated an upper
limit near 200 kilogauss. This material was soon followed by nio-
bium zirconium and more recently by niobium titanium. The l.tter
two have been commercially used to develop magnets of the order of
about 60 kilogauss in niobium zirconium for operatin in a one-inch
diameter and 80 kilogauss in niobium titanium in a comparable
volume. These corn are built in nested concentric sections. Perhaps
the most significant achievement in terms of high fields with super-
conducting magnets has been that with niobium tin in which fields
of the order of 130 kilogauss in a one-inch diameter have been
achieved by General Electric."8 In larer volumes of the order of
abouE•tix inches diametet, fields of the order of 60 kilogauss have
been attained at Argonne' with the use of copper inserts to over-
come flux trappings and heating effects which ordinarily limit the
use of superconducting magnetf.

D. PRESENT STATUS AND I IITURE PN$SIhLITMES

At the present time the status of magnets may be summarized by
the two charts shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The first of these2O indicates
that for water-cooled magnets in a working volume of about two
inches, which appears to be the standard today, the water-cooled
magnets provide fields of 200 kilogauss, the cryogenic magnets half
that field, and the euperconducting magnets somewhat less. If we

.1
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take into account both the size of the field and the intensity, the
second chart of Fig. 621 shows that iron core magnets are useful up
to about 20 kilogauss at these and larger volumes, that superconduct-

ing magnets should ultimately be capable of providing fields at these
and larger volumes in the future, up to plrhaps 100 kilogauss. For
very high fields only the pulse systems are possible and these will
ultimately provide fields of the order of 1 million gauss in small
volumes. As far as the future goes, it appears that for practical ex-
perimental purposes in terms of effectiveness, the water-cooled mag-
nets, the superconducting magnets, and the pulse magnets will play
important roles in the order mentioned. With our present knowledge
of materials and engineering know-how, the water-cooled magnets
appcar most promising for high continuous fields and also for inter-
mittent repetitive pulse operation. For the former it is estimated
that fields of the order of 500 kilogauss are conceivable in comfort-
able working volumes at a power level somwhere between 100 and

* 200 megawatts. Intermittent repetitive pulse fields of this order are
also possible at existing power levels, and it is expected that such
magnets capable of achieving 300 kilogauss or more will be devel-
oped at NML in the near future.

INPUT POWER (kilowatts)

MM 0J-

FIGURE 5. Present capabilities of different magneu in a two-inch working
volume. (After Hulm, ref. 20).

-1
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Insofar as superconducting magnets are concerned, present limita-
tions indicate about 170 kilogauss with niobium tin. It is expected
that these will be used as inserts in water-cooled magnets for certain
experimental arrangements which will enable a greater efficiency
of the power plant at NML, thus providing magnets of this field
level on a single 2.5 mcgawatt generator. Ultimately, it is hoped that
large volume superconducting magnets providing 50 to 100 kilogauss
will be engineered to enclose water-cooled magnets and thereby boost
the maximum field by this magnitude. This combination i: opimumn
since it appears that only water-cooled magnets using beryllium-
coppe.- or chromium copper will stand up at fields in excess of one-
quarter million gauss. Superconducting magnets in large volumes,
of course, will ultimately be constructed and will play an increas-
ingly important role in the operation of cloud chambers and mag.
netohydrodynamic generators. New configurations, including Helm-

tO000

500 SIOIT PULSES (1o0 CoSDIC )

LONG PULKSE (MCOM8)

200
WATER COOLING (CONTINUOUS DUTY) CRYVoNu',uIuTs

100
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to

WATER COOLING WITH

W 5 -IRON STRUCTURES
IA.

0.1 0.2 0.5 1.0 2.0 5.0 10.0 20.0

INNER DIAMETER (NCHcS)

Fouitt 6. Chart of field intenu;ues veru-s size for different magnet systems. (Af-
ter Montgomery. ref. 21).
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holtz pairs, radial access magnets, and air core -olenoids, using
superconducting coils, will become available. Witl. the appropriate
refrigerating systems, undoubtedly these will be somewhat expensive.

11 MAGNETOSPECTROSCOPY

Research with high magnetic fields at the National Magnet Lab-
oratory is expected over the next decade to cover a broad area of
science, not only by the scientists in residence, but also by a large
group of visitors. "hese areas naturally include the magnet research
and development which was discuissed in Section I; solid state phys-
ics, which will be treated in detail; and related low temperature
physics, which Ai ju~i beginning. Atomic and molecular spectroscopy,
although one of the oldest areas to utilize high magnetic fields, will
undoubtedly be revived, particularly in connection with laser re-
search in gases. Plasma physics, both in solid state and gaseous
plasmas, has tradztionally been closely associated with magnetic
fields. However, as yet only modest efforts with high intensity fields
have been attempted. Resonance phenomena of electrons and ions,
plasma waves, diffusion effects, etc., wilJ be investigated above 100
kilogauss in the future with greater precision and resolution. High
magnetic fields can be used very advantageously in nuclear physics
for nuclear resonance, the Mossbauer effect, and gamma ray correla-
tion experiments to study nuclear levels and spin values in the
ground and excited states with greater sensitivity and precision. In
addition, cloud chambers and bubble chambers will require these
fields in large volumes for more effective exploration of nuclear and
high energy phenomena. Finally, in such fields as biomagnetics, mag-
netochemistry and metallurgy, it is expected that visitors will con-
tinue to use the facilities of NML with increasing frequency to
inveitigate and exp!ore as yet unknown phc,,omena with the hope
of making new and startling discoveries.

A. SOLID STATE PHYSICS
In solid state physics a wide vaiiety of phenomena have already

been explored in the broad field which we have named magneto-
spectroscopy. Among these, such resonance experiments as cyclotron,
antiferromagnetic, nuclear, and paramagnetic resonance, etc., will
continue to be fruitful research areas for some time. Plasma phenom-
ena in solids involving the interaction of electromagnetic radiation
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with multicornponent carriers is now of great interest to physicists.
Magnetic fields have long been used for the study of steady transport
properties such as the Hall effect, magnetoresistan-c, susceptibility,
and therInomagnetic effects. However, rcuctntly the study of oscilla-
tory phenomena asw.ciated with the quantum nature of electrons in
a magnetic field have made these oldWe experimental techniques of
grcat sigiiificance in exploring the fundamental nature and proper.
ties of electrons in semiconductors and metals. Even more recently
acoustical techniques, which will be discussed, have add,.d a new
dimension to this important approach to transport studies of these
materials. T'he field of magneto-optical investigations of solids is per.
haps the oldest and most celebrated one since it was discovered by
Faraday in 1845 and was a keystone in atomic spectroscopy after the
discovery of the Zeeman effect at the turn of the century'. Neverthe-
less, an entirely new field of modern magneto-optics has grown up in
the last decade, mainly due to the advent of intense magnetic fields,
low temperatures, and high purity single crystals. More recently,
spectroscopic studies of lasers and the operation of lasers themselves
in magnetic fields have further revolutionized this exciting area of
physics. Superconductivity at high magnetic fields is not only of
practical importance today, but the physics of high field materials is
one of the challenging problems and continues to he explored. A
wide variety of new mater.'als is constantly being developed and

measured at the highest fields available at NML. Magnetism and
magnetic properties of materials such as the transition metals, fer-
rites, antiferromagnets and ferrimagnetics constitute in themselves
a major field of science and of course exhibit properties which lend
themseives very naturally to exploration at fields of 100 kilogauss or
more. The internal fields in these materials are often of this magni-
tude and, when subjected to external fields comparable or larger,
the materials exhibit interesting and anomalous behavior which as
yet is not fully understood. One of the tools which serves as an ex-
tremely versatile and sensitive probe in this context is the Moss-
bauer effect in which an ultra-narrow line or band of frequencies in
the gamma ray region is emitted. The magnetic environment is re-
flected in the Zeeman spectrum of these lines and serves as a means
for studying the microscopic properties of electrons and nuclei in
magnetic materials of all soits.
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B. IN-MTAAND EFpeCth

Physicisti began studying the interaction of clectromagnetic radi.
ation with electrons in the ionosphere in the presene of the earth's
magnetic field about forty years ago. They were among the first to
recognize the phenomena of cyclotron resonance, magnetoplasma
reflection, and plasma w.,ves. The interesting situation that has de-
veloped is that these same phenomena in solids have evolved into
a rich and fruitful field of investigation which has been extended
into the realm of quantized phenomena. Cyclotron resonance in ger-
manium and silicon at microwave frequencies at low tempetAtuicb
has triggered a series of theoretical and experimental investigations
that have elucidated the band properties )f semiconductors and
metals and the topology of Fermi surfaces in a most remarkable
way.U However, in order to extend these measurements to other
semiconductors it was necessary to do this at higher frequencies in

* the infrared and millimeter regions. This was accomplished by de-
veloping pulse fields of the order of several hundred thousand gauss.
It was soon retognized that steady fields of this ordet or somewhat
smaller and far infrared techniques would be the ideal combination.
The partial, but significant, success with the Ill-V compound semi-
conductors should be soon augmented when present high fields are
combined with lasers in the submillimeter region at 100 to 50
microns. A whole new era for the study of cyclotron resonance in
solids will begin.

A phenomenon closely related to cyclotron resonance is that of re-
flecting electromagnetic waves from an electroa plasma in a mag-
netic field. As the frequency is varied from a low value, the medium
is highly reflecting until a critical plasma frequency is reached. Then
the medium becomes transparent and at higher frequencies behaves
as a dielectric. In a magnetic field this plasma edge on reflection is
split into two edges, which are separated from each other by the
cyclotron frequency. By carrying out such experiments at infrared
wavelengths on a quantitative basis, it is possible to measure the
electron density, the electron effective mass, the dielectric constant,
and the relaxation time in a semiconductor or semimetal. 5 Plasma
phenomena in such materials can also be investigated at high mag.
netic fields by transmission of helicon waves,24 which are circularly
polarized waves rotating in the same sense as the electron in the
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magnetic fi,'d. The velocity of this wave is proportional to the
square root of the magnetic field. Thus by varying the magnetic
field, the index of refraction of a slab is altered so that it provides
interference at multiples of half wavelengths. By investigating these
in a microwave bridge, a very interesting interference pattern is ob-
served from which a highly accurate measurement of the electron
density can be obtainedn as ahown in Fig. 7. In semimetals where

the electron and hole concentrations are equal, no helicon wave ex-
ists, but instead the wave has a velocity which is proportional to the
magnetic field,dl This is known as the Alfv6n wavc VhL.h L .foand
in the ionosphere. Sudc waves have bImonmc veri intercsting recently
in materials such as bismuth, graphite, and other scmimetals in high
fields.

Other effects such as Faraday rotation and the (losely related Kerr
magneto-optic effect, in which linearly polarized waves are rotated
by electrons in semiconductors, metals and magnetic materials are
also of great value to fundamental studies of these materials. Intense
magnetic fields will play an ever increasing role in exploring the
properties of quasi-free elcttrons in such solids. Not only will effec-
tive masses be measured, hat magnetic interaction within the solids
will be uncovered,

U. INT•AUND ZIiFICTS

By interband effects we mean electron transitions induced in crys-
tals between the atomic levels which have been spread into bands
and which are separated by regioiI of forbidden energies. Due to
the existence of ti't•.e quasi-continuous bands or levels, it is difficult
to determine the quantitative nature of the energy ntr-cma.,ire of the
crystal. H-wever, with the introduction of a magnetic field, the levels
or bands become requantized; furthermore, this is directionally de.
pendent, making sudh a study a very intriguing and a challenging
prospect. Indeed, both absorption and dispersive phenomena at op.
tical and infrared frequencies in solids have opened a new era of
magneto-optical investigations unheard of until this decade. A va-
riety of magneto-absorption, Faraday rotation, cross-field magneto-
absorption, magneto-reflection, and other related effects have been
investigated,27 In a semiconductor in the presence of an oscillating
electric field transvw-rse to the magnetic field, the intrared absorption
is very sensitively observed. For the first time the oscillatory effect in
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FIGutrE 7. tlelicon waves in a solid sisae plasma at micmwave frequencies.
(After Furdyna, ref. 25).

GaAs has been observed by this new cross-field magneto-absorption"
as shown in Fig. 8. 'Ihe oscillations arc evidencc of the quantized
interband transitions, which, when analyzed. provide iniormation
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(Alter Vrehen, trf, 28). 1
about energy band parameters for holes and elcctrons, This has been
done successfully in wm.anium firat. a.ud now many of the corn.
pound semiconductors are succumbing to improved techniques with
high magnetic fields. These new techniques include ouch exotic phe-

nomena which go by the name of photon-assisted magneto-tunneling
and magnezo-e-niiion. The latter have been studied by observing
the radiation onmitted by diodes, lasers, and optically excited semi-
conductors. T'1hcse observations complement the absorption and re
flection experiments. In order to exploit this new quantum magneto-
optical phenomenon in metals, it was evident that transmission or
absorption experiments on single crystals were impractical. Conse-
quently, a magneto-retection tethnique was innovated. "This was
highly successful in bismuth" where the infrared energy was fixed
in a wavelength and the magnetic field was swept to the highest
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hield.i |smible for a range of frequencies in the infrared between
tell ald twenty mi(rons. The results were rather surprising in that

111o ctlrt( was observed, except with the magnetic field, The trace

shown int Fig. 9 is typital for one of two (rystal orientatione. When

these osillatory data are collated and plotted as a function of fielda
versus energy, a (an Lhaljd pattern( of ]wints rtrotlts. Upon develop-

ing a theorcuital modcl of the curigy hAnds in whit h thrcr inlior-

tant parameters, namely an earcgy gap, anll efretive mass at the
bottomn of the co.duction band and a spin valoc are predicted, then
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FiGuP. 9. Magnetorefleuaion in bismuth and bismuuh.antirnony alloy show.
ing two sets of interband transitions as indicated by the reflection peaks.
(After Brown, Mavroides, and Lax, ref. '29).
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in which seven parameters are nec(ssary to specify the energy struc-

ture of this well known, but until now poorly understood, semi-
metal. The magnetoreflect.on experiments at fields of 100 kilogauss
in rx-rolytic graphite are capable of evaluating the pertinent para.
metcis to three significant figures and firmly establish the theoretical
model of the bands in a most convincing manner. The Fermi sut-
face deduced from these data for holes and electrons exhibits the un-
expected shape of a rocket as shown in Fig. I1. Following graphite,
other semimetals such as antimonys3 and the compound mercury-
telluride have recently succumbed to the above technique. The re-
sults already have demonstrated that the energy bands of these
materials are quite different than that predicted on the basis of
intiaband measurements such as de Haas-van Alphen effect, mag-
netoresistance, and cyclotron resonance. This should not be sur-
prising since the interband magneto-optical effects with polarized
light and related selection rules provide more information about the
symmetry properties of these energy states and over a wider range
of energies. Ultimately, when further refined in sensitivity, this tech-
nique should prove to be a powerful tool for studying the energy
structure in an incr-easing number of metals.

D. OSCILLATORY EFFECTS

The first evidence of the quantization of levels in metals in a
magnetic field were the observation of oscillations in the magneto-
resistance of bismuth, which has been called the Shubnikov-de Haag:
effect. A related phenomenon in which the magnetic susceptibility
was observed to oscillate at low temperatures is known as the d'2
Haas-van Alphen effect. The latter, which has been studied as a
function of temperature in the liquid helium range, exhibits oscil.
lations due to the coincidence of the magnetic levels with the Fermi
energy. As the magnetic field is increased, different quantum levels
associated with the coalescence of the energy states successively reach
the energy of the Fermi level resulting first in an enhanced popula-
tion of electrons at the coincident level and a decrease when this
magnetic level exceeds the Fermi energy. From the study of this
periodic variation as a function of magnetic field, crystal orientation
and temperature, a great deal of information regaiding metals has
been derived, both with high dc fields and large pulsed magnetic
fields. 2 The de Haas-van Alphen or Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations
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as they are called can, of course, be observed by a number of other
techniques besides the magnetic susceptibility and magnetoresist-
ance. Very ecently it has been observed in the infrared reflection
from antimony near the plasma edge. But perhaps the most impor-
tant technique that has evolved is the ultrasonic attenuation in
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metals, which not only shows these quantum oscillations, but a num.
ber of other equally important quantum and geometrical phenom-
ena.9s One of the most striking examples of this is known as the
giant quantum oscillations.s 4 This was predicted theoretically on
the basis that those electrons which travel at the velocity of sound
parallel to the magnetic field absorb most of the energy in the metal.
Consequently, as the magnetic field is varied and the quantum levels
coincide with the Fermi level, instead of oscillations, very large peaks
are observed at low temperatures and high magnetic fields. Indeed,
when this experiment was performed in gallium, the pattern shown
in Fig. 12 was found.4s In applying the theory to these data, it was
possible to determine not only the effective mass, but also the spin
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FIGURtE 12L Giant quantum oscillations inl gallium ob~tained from ultiasonic
atfelIuatio~n in a magnetic field. (After Shapira and Lax, ref. 55).
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factor for the firbt time from observations of the splitting of the
peaks above 100 kilogauss. Furthermore, a deformation potential,
i. e., the coupling of the electrons with the lattice, and the relaxation
time were also estimated. The ultrasonic techniques are also impor-
tant in determining the size and shape of the Fermi surface.

111. CONCLUSION'

It is difficult in a short discourse such as this to adequately cover

the extent and full scope of high magnetic field research that has
evolved during the last decade, The activity and productivity has far
exceeded the expectations of even its most ardent participants. Only
a few years ago such phenomena as the Mssbauer effect, coherent
radiation with lasers, and high field superconductivity did not exist.
But each of these now has become a prominent area of research which
will play an important future role under the heading of high mag-
netic fields. However, there are many which we have not mentioned
which promise to enrich this field of science even further. For ex-

ample, there is a host of possibilities involving electron beams, in
magnetic fields which will be extremely interesting as sources for
radiation in the millimeter and far infrared. A synchrotron radia-
tion source in high magnetic fields is capable of developing into a
broad band incoherent radiation source from the microwave to the
far ultraviolet, which when properly designed, can exceed present
sources in the energ)-starved regions of the electromagnetic spec-
trum by two to four orders of magnitude. The possibility of putting
high pressure equipment into the existing large volume high field
water-cooled magnets will permit the examination of the electrical,
optical, and mag:ictic pyopariies of a whole new host of aystals
which experience phase transformation at these ultra-high pressures.
Thus our knowledge of the basic properties of these materials and
their dependence on their atomic configuration can be tremendously
enhanced. These are only a few examples of future developments.
However, it can be said that in science, whenever the tools are ex-
tended quantitatively to the limit allowed by nature and human in-
genuity and at least one order of magnitude beyond that which the
state-of-the.art has previously reached, then inevitably new phenom-
ena are discovered and new knowledge about the science of ma-
terials always is developed. In high magnetic field research we have
cascaded th-we new techniques and succeeded in combining the ex-
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treme values of the physical parameters such as low temperatures,
high fields, high purity of crystals, high resolution spectroscopy, ex-
treme ranges of frequency, and now high pressures. This combina-
tion of techniques when carried to its ultimate, plus experimental
ingenuity and more sophisticated theoretical analysis abetted by
modern computer processing, presents an exciting program of fruit.
ful research with high magnetic fields that will engage a great many
physicists and engineers very profitably in this exciting area of re-
search for the next generation at least.
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XIII. The Relation of ATh to
Absorption Spectra in the Infrared

BRYCE CRAWFORD, JR.

FoR OVER A quarter of a century chemists have used infrared spec.
troscopy as a diagnostic and analytical tool in the characterization
of materials. In this application the absorption specLrum of the
sample between 400 and 4000 cm-1 is determined; its qualitative ap-
pealance, more specifically the appearance of characteristic absorp-
tion bands at certain "group frequencies," has enabled the chemist
to identify the material qualitatively,' and the quantitative measure.
ment of the absorbance of the sample has permitted him to deter.
mine the amounts of the components in a mixture.' A few years
ago the similar use of the "Attenuated Total Reflection" (ATR)
spectrum was described by Fahrenfort' and since his paper the
method has received considerable attention from chemists and from
instrument makers. The claim usually advanced is that the ATR
technique is more convenient for certain types of samples, and that
in these cases the chemist can, by properly using ATR, obtain a
spectrum "essentially identical' to the absorption spectrum, which

he can then use in the familiar fashion. Our purpose in this paper
is not to enter into the discussion of the ielative conveniences of
ATR and absorption ,pectra for vartious sample !ituations, but oG
present a qualitative treatment of the factors which control the ap-

pearance of ATR spectra. With an understanding of these factors,
we can understand and even interpret the very real differences be-
tween ATR and conventional absorption spectra, and hence choose
experimental conditions which produce ATR spectra most suitable
for a particular application.

BRY'CE CRAWFORD, Jr. is Dean of the Graduate School and Prof enof
of Physical Chemistry at the University of Minnesota. His researches
have been in basic srientific kinetics of flames and propellants, wituh hiA
interests centering on molecular spectroscopty and molecular structure.
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THY NA u3u OF THFL ATR SeEcmTUM
To obtain an ATR spctrturn, we measure the attenuation of abeam of infraid light reflected internally from the surface of sometransparent optically-dense material which is in good optical con-tact with the sample. The light penetratcs only a few microns intothe -ample. so that its thickness beyond the first few microns doesnot matter. We shall not describe the various optical systems whichhave been used in ATR spectroscopy as the details can 6- foundelsewhere. e.g. in Fahrenfort's original paper.3 The essentia) opticalpath, which we shall presently discuss, is shown in Figure 1.We can regard an ATR spectrum rither as a stibstitute for a con-ventional absorption spectrum or as a distinct optical observation
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yielding certain information. If we vicw it as a substifute for an ab-

sorption spectrum, we note;

(a) sampling may be caiier in certain cases;
(b) the optical system is more complex;
(c) the bands are "distorted" in comparison with absorption

bands, though the distortion can be controlled and minirnited;
I (d) the relative band intensities are changed.

H! we view it as a distinct optical observeaion, "x e note:

j (a) both the refractive index and the abaorption coeficient of the
sample may be determined;

(b) only the surface layers of the sample are observed;
5 (c) the depth of penetration can be controlled;

(d) the light beam is nearly parallel and of small area where it
interacts with the sample, providing a convenient situation to
use polarized light in the study of anisotropic samples.

The primary reason for differences between ATR and absorption

spectra lies in the effect of the sanmpe refractive index. The conven-
tional absorption spectrum is sensitive to changes in the absorption
coefficient of the sample, but essentially independent of changes in
the refractive index. Both these factors are important iii ATR ob-
servations, and in the neighborhood of an absorption band both
these factors change very markedly with frequency. In thr following
we shall consider the basic optical situation and discuss in detail
the way in which quite different spectral appearances may arise. We
shall focus our discussion on isotropic samples.

BtAsC Opri.A- Th.o•,y

Consider (Figure 1.) a ray of infrared light, I, incident on a bound.
ary between a transparent material with a high refractive index ni,

L and the sample with refractive index ns. At a frequency where the
sample does not absorb, consider the effect on reflectivity, defined as
the intensity-ratio R/l, of increasing the angle fI.* At first, at low

* Ideally the incident light should be parallel so that all the rays in the beam
have the same angle of incidence, j%. In practice this ideal can be approached by
mnking medium I in the form of a hemirylinder or, if n, is very high (e4..
germanium, n= 4). by simply focusing the convergent beam onto a flat external
absorbing sampln provides on excellent Ltia of spAle resolution. The roundlng

t- of the curve near the criti-al angle, by comparibon with the theoretical curve for
Sparallel light (see F, 2), 1t a measure of the nonparalletlm of the Indden, light,

-

t
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l, the energy of the incidcnt light is divided into a reflected and a
tranmnitted ray, The angles and refractive indices arc related by
Snell.s Law:

n, sin i1 U-= ns sin A, (I)

If n ,• nf, a value of *1 4 reached when the transmitted ray is
griating the buiundary. This is the critical angle, 0e, and the light is
totally internally reflected for all larger values o! 8,. This it illus-
trated iii Fig. 2. The critical angle is obtained from no sin 0* na

1.0 A

10

,0

,t t
dge

day.r. i
FI•aGvr 2. "Angle-ean" turcs: iefletlivity against angle of incidence. All
curvrs assuaer n, ,-z 1.45. For intetlist refeaion, turves A and B. oi z 1.95:
for A, nivpc ; 0, fur H, nx - 0.55. For external reflection, cures C and
1),n, -. 1.0; for C, n,*, = 0, for D. flxg= 0.35.

and the following two inequalitis.s, modified by the effect of absorp-

tion as described in the next section will prove to be very useful:

NON.TOT'AL REFLECTION: ni sine < n2

(2)
TOTAL REFLECTION: no sin 91 > n,

When the light is totally reflected therc is still an electromagnetic
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wave on the sample side of the boundary. This phenomenon is well
known atid has lwei' disuusswd t Irarly in B)rn and W4h•l4 and Jenkins
andi WhiteC. Thc important lpints alr as follows:

I) The wave in the sample is not a simple transverse wave such
as the isnident or reflected waves. Theory shows that its
amplitude. which falls ciff exponentially with distance away
fient the boundary, depends on the values of n p, ng and *I such
that it is strongest just above the critical angle and zero at gtaz-
ing intidtclite (i91 90").

2) There is an instantaneous flc.w of energy batkwaid and for-
ward across the boundary but (for a transparent sample) no net
transfer of energy into tht. sample.

3) There is a net transfer of energy through the sample along the

boundary parallel to the plane of incidence. The distance
traveled in the sample before rctrossing the boundary also de-
pcnds on nl, n2, and 0, and is greatest just above the critical

qt angle and zero at grazing incidence.
So fat wt Ihave assunmd that the sampl)I is transparent. We now

consider the more general case when this is not so. At a frequency

where the sample absorbs light the nefrat-ive index becomes a corn-
plex quantity and is written fl, It is mnade tip) of a real and an ima-g.
inary part: ft--_ 112(1 +4- i ;) where i = - I. We shall consider
the real part, n2, to be the same as the n2 above. This is not strictly
correct when the sample absorbs and tht' refracted anglr 02 is no
longer given by Snell's L.aw as stated in v.quation (I). Ifowever, if
wve "intatire to define a tritic.al angle by equations (2) we can give a
good qualitative account of AIR band shaleiS. The ituagi:nary part,
n,%, is a measure of the late at which light passing through the
sample is attenuated, We call fl, the complex refractive index, 112

the refractive index, nP the extinction coeflfcitet and sg2 the at-
tenuation index of the sample. n12 and n12K2 arC referred to tollec-
tively as the "optical constants." The cxtinct ion -ocffi•ient is related
to the absorplion coeffi(icit, a, of the houguer-Lamrbert Law (1/1,

Ce"1) by 4 wr n. ,2 =Q , where , is the vacuUin wavenumber of the
radiation. At angles bclow 6,., thfe reflc(.tivity is less than I since a
transmitted ray exists; abso)rption by the sanmple nodifies the rdllcc-

tivity only slightly until 8, approachts 0,. blcause energy in the re-
ticcted beam has intetacted strongly with the sample, some of the
energy will be trapped if the sample absorbs. The reflected beam is
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then attenuated and. because the amplihudc of the light wave arid
the distanc it travels through the sampIr arc greatest when 0, is
just above the (ritical angle, the attriuAtiin for a given absorption
coeificient will be greatest at this angle of intidcnce. "1 he att-nuation
dC(Teal-s to zero at grazing imid~cme.

IIt Figure 2. curves A anti B show the icielttivity as a tuntition of
the angle 0, for a transparent and an absoz bieig mimple r(|sw( tiv'ly,
against an optiually-dense niedium r(11 1.95). assuming a rcason.
able sample refractive index (n, __ i,45); a nixieratCly high extimu -
tion cocffducnt (nKs - 0.35) has been assumred for the absorbing
case. The attenuation which will be observed at a given setting of
81 is of couisc the vertical diftcren(c be(%ttACl (uyvc A aird tuive B
at that anigle, 'I he (uv'es will bc difierentt los t v-iy (ombioatiin of
n,, n,. and nrivs, lut the general features of this cxample will appear
in any tasce. The trends outlined in the last few paragraphs arc well
illustrated, and these (curvs will repay thoughtful study. They show
in particular that the att(enuatimld tui t the Vxi t ,,Mt lo 'fli ticlt
i-. greatest at angles just abovc the titia Al angle 0,; this theti is the
region of angle setting where the AIR technique has greatest scnsi-
tivity to sample absorption. It is also thfi mlgl' iatigt whte thte
(urve is steepest against angle. arid hence whtli ally 'ltol iII angle
setting will have the greatest effett; quantitative study shows that,
for real accuracy it! nicasti ctillt of the attenmttoiml, the atngle
should be reprodluible at least to 0.1 degrce. Tile tui 'ýs shIow also
that, as tlie angle st'mirig moves up highcr thatI k,. tile attMtlUatiol

betomes leua.simlet case, ofl

"Th, .ur'•'e in Figu.-' 2 hav', Im-,, tmhuuiised ior the optically
simplest case, that kf Imilaritcd light pcilx ndicular to Oat piati of
incidence at tht suample surlac:, The ol)plsitc-po)laritation curves
are qualitatively similar. Wc shall not tonsidcr in tF,: paper the
polariiation eCfecu, si'cC our qualitative arguments are valid for
both polarizatiouns. But it should beL noted that the ffccts of polar.
ization are quantitatively quit,. noticeable. [his can be used to good
advantage in studying anisotropic or oriented samples by AIR, as
has been merioned. It can also be rcgat tied as a disadvantage in
that ATR observations are aflcAted by the polariiation dishimlina
trot, or gieater efficency foi onc polarizatioi thaii fot the other, and
in the case of grating spcctrometcrs this disrimination can be quite

significant.
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Curves C and D in Figure 2 show the reflectivities for the same
4 pair of samples, transparent and absorbing. when they are examined

by conventional or external reflection methods; i.e., when there is
no optically-dense medium involved, and the refractive index n, is
simply that of air, n, = 1.0. It will be noted that the use of internal
total reflection both increase, the reflected intensity so that we have
more light to work with, and increases the effect of the sample ab-
sorption, the attenuation.

BAND SHAPES AND INTENSITIES IN ATR SPECTRA

If we proceed to examine the course of a spectral run, in which
a given angle setting is used and the observed reflectivity is plotted

against the frequency of the light being reflected, we must take intoI account the fact that the sample refractive index n2 strongly affects
the critical angle and hence the reflectivity. It is a general law of

, nature that the refractive index of a substance varies rapidly in the
neighborhood of an absorption band: wherever the extinction co-
efficient n2K2 goes through a maximum (an absorption peak) there
is an oscillation in the curve of n2 against frequency, with a region
of anomalous dispersion across the band center. This behaviour can
be indersto•d if we consider the molecules of the sample as damped
oscillators set in motion by the oscillating electrical field of the light
wave, having a resonant frequency equal to the light frequency at
the absorption peak; more sophisticated and more accurate models
such as the Lorentz or the Van-Vleck-Weisskopf model show the
same qualitative behavior. We may discuss the effects in connection
with a specific example: Figure 3 shows the course of the two optical
constants n 2 and n 2x2 for liquid benzene in the region of the 675
"cm-' band.

A. DEPENDENCE ON n 1 AND 91.

If now we choose a given optically-dense material, thus fixing n1 ,
and also choose a given setting 0, we shall fix the value of nsin 0,;
wherever this is gicatcr than n2 the condition for totai reflection is
satisfied as noted in equations (2), and we may proceed to ask
whether the value of n2xK is significant so that attenuation may occur.
Three choices of these instrumental parameters are indicated in Fig-
ure 3, and the resulting A'rR spectra shown in Figure 4. We have
taken ni as 2.37, the value for KRS-5, which is the most popular
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0.7
OO680 700
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FIustE 3. Optical constants of liquid benzene in the region of 675 cm-1.
Broken lines indikatc conditions described in the text.

ATR material, and have considered three angles. (a) 450, (b) 700,
and (c) 200. The broken lines in Figure 3 mark the value of n,
sin 0, for these three choices.

(a) Let us consider the case of the 450 setting and trace the be-
havior of the reflectivity from higher toward lower frequencies, con-
sidering at each point first the relative values of n1 sia 81 and n2, and
then the value of the extinction coefficient n2K2. At 725 cm-1 on the
wing of the band n 2K2 is negligible and n, sin 81 > n. so that the re-
flectivity is I. At 700 cm'- the sample starts to absorp and the beam is
attenuated. Between 700 and 680 cm-' the attenuation increases as
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(b)

R

(c)

SD0 650 700

FiGuNx 4. ATR spectra for liquid benzene in the 675 cm- 1 region, using
KRS-5 at an angle of incidence of (a) 450. (b) 70', and (c) 20*.

the absorption coefficient increases. Thus far the ATR band re-
sembles closely the absorption band. At 675cm-1 the absorption coeffi.
cient starts to decrease but n2 is increasing rapidly and a point is
reached where n 2 becomes greater than n1 sin a,, so that total reflec.

tion no longer occurs. Energy is now lost to a transmitted beam and
the ATR band is broadened on the low-frequency side by compari-
son with thc absorptior, band. At lower frequencies, the absorption
becomes negligible and n, sin 81 exceeds ns so that total reflection

occurs once more. The broadening on the low frequency side pro-
duces a shift to lower frequency of the peak of the ATR band com-
pared with the peak of the absorption band. This shift can be quite

considerable.
(b) To reduce the distortion of situation (a) we need to ensure

that nj sin 61 > ns for all frequencies. This we do by choosing a

higher angle, 700. A more detailed study shows that the distortion
decreases the larger we make n, sin $I but is never entirely absent.

However, as n1 sin 01 is increased, both the amplitude of the light
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wave in the sample and the length of its travel through the sample
are decreased and so the overall attenuation is less.

(c) Grossly distorted bands are easily obtained by choosing a low
value of n, sin 8,. In the case of a 200 angle n, sin 81 < n2 over
most of the band. The highest reflectivity is when n1 sin 01 ap-
rroaches n2 but here the sample has appreciable absorption and so
the reflectivity is never total.

These examples show that we have to make a compromise between
strong bands which are distorted and relatively undistorted bands
which are weak. If our aim is to produce ATR spectra resembling
absorption spectra, we will be drawn to the second alternative; if the
attenuation is then too weak, we can produce a stronger band by
summing the attenuation at a number of successive reflections with
a multiple-refletion apparatus. This is analogous to increasing the
thickness of an absorption cell an integral number of times. It is im-
portant to realize that multiple reflections at high n, sin 0, produce
an intense Land which is much more symmetrical than the same-
strength band obtained with one reflection at low nj sin 8,.

B. DEPENDENCE OF ArENe'AfON ON FREQUENCY

Assuming we have chosen nj sin 81 > n2 over the whole spectrum
the attenuation of an ATR band is primarily dependent on nasM2.

which as noted before is proportional to the A, of the Bouguer-
Lambert Law divided by the wavenumber. Consequently, in com-
parison with an absorption spectrum, an ATR spectrum shows
relatively weak high-frequency bands and relatively strong low-fre-
quency bands. This is a large effect since the wavenumber can
change by a factor of ten over the range of an infrared sp-Cctu uii.

C. INTERACTION BrTWEEN NEIGHBORING BANDS

The relative intensity of two strong, neighboring bands is often
considerably changi.d in an ATR spectrum. This is quite apart from
effect B and is due to n2. The curve of n2 versus frequency is the
sum of two closely-spaced oscillations. The result gives a relatively
higher value of n2 through the region of the lower.frequency bandand so the lower-frcquency band will appear relatively more intense

by ATR. The effect is minimized by choosing a high value of nj sin
8,. A particularly striking but not unique example of this exists in

K
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the ATR spectrum of liquid carbon tetrachloride where the two
components of th, Fermi doublet at 770 cm-' have their relative
intensities reversed.

D. SOLVENT MRRACk-VE IND-X

In a solution the n3 which is important is that of the solution
as a whole. Thus if a solute is dissolved in a transparent solvent of
high refractive index, the ATR bands will appear relatively stronger
and more distorted for a given value of nj sin 01 than if the refrac.
tive index of the solvent had been low, Therefore, in the case of
solutions we can exercise a iurther degree of control over the form
of the spectrum by our choice of solvent refractive index.

E. EFiF•CT OF SOLVENT AasotrrioN BANDS

This is analogous to effect C. A good example is a series of mixtures
of carbon disulphide and acetone. The very strong CSs absorption
at 1510 cm-1 falls between three weaker acetone bands at 1720, 1370,
and 1240 cm-1. As the " concentration is increased, the value of
ng of the solution is raised on the low-frequency side of the C.S band
relative to that on the high-frequency side. This causes the two low-
frequency acetone bands to gain in apparent intensity (and in dis-
tortion) at the expense of the high-frequency band.

F. EFFEcT OF IMPERFECT OPTICAL CON iACT

So far we have assumed perfect optical contact between the opti-
cally-dense medium and the sample. This is no problem, of course,
with liquid samples but can be quite a real difficulty with crystals

or rigid materials. Various techniques ranging from the optical
polishing of a single-crystal sample to the use of pressure to press a
re-aonnably pliable &amplc agiinst the ATR optically-dense element
can be used. The qualitative effect of areas of poor contact is easy
to understand; in such areas n2 will be that of air, namely 1.0, and
total reflection, unattenuated, will occur. The result will, of vourse,
be simply to weaken the attenuation as recorded on the ATR spec-
trum: a quite tolerable phenomenon as long as the weakening is
not too serious, and as long as quantitative observations are not
being attempted.

It is at least not difficult to observe the extent of poor contact,
providing that the ATR element is transparent in the visible region
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a0 is the cas with KRS-5. One can observe the reflection of visible
light with the eye, choosing an angle of observation such that the

total-refiection condition (2) is Satisfied for the air-element interface
but not for the sample-element interface; then the areas of poor

optical contact (the air-element interface areas) will appear bright
against the dark areas of good optic-l contact.

It should be noted that the use of liquids such as mineral oil to
promote optical con,.act has its own dangers. The mineral oil will
have an intermediate refractive index and will promote pa.sage of
zhe light into the Sample; but such oils naturally have their own ab.
sorption bands, and the resulting spectrum will be affected by these

bands, as well as by the rather complicated situation involving three
layers of different refractive indices all within the depth of penetra-
tion of tc'e light.

QU&NTA'nvK STUmitS USING ATR

It is rPiuible to we ATR to obtain precise values of both optical con-

stants uo a sample by making measurements at two angles of inci-
dence. Usi.ng the appropriate equatiom, both ns and nvs may be
obtained. The calculations are, however, fairly sophisticated and
lengthy, and are scarcely practical if the object is simply quantita-

tive analysis to determine the concentration of solute B in solvent A.

A detailed discussion of the quantitative relation between R. the

observed reflectivity, and the properties of the sample is beyond the
scope of this paper. We note, however, that Beer's Law does not
apply, and no simple general relation between the observed R and

the aboorbance of the sample is available. Indeed. our dimcu-sion to

this point his made clear that the value of R depends not only on
nga, but also on ns, on n1, and on 01. It would appear possible to de-

vise empirical "calibration curt," for practical samples if the values

of these last three constants can in fact be held constant from one
run to another. This is easy for nl, and not too difficult for 01, if the
ATR spectrometer is mechanically constructed to provide a precise

and reproducible angle setting, but the variation of the sample re-

fractive index n2 would seem to be more difficult. Under some con-
ditions one may cxpect the relation between the observed R and theL extinction coefficient to take a vmonfortable form; Flournoy has given

some results along this line.4

I
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XIV. Space Chemistry
WiLLAXD F. Lissv

SPAGE CtiMESTRY is, in our definition, chemistry under the unusual

conditions of outer space and inner spare. Our sheltered environ-
ment here on the earth has led to an overemphasis f)1 the chemistry
peculiar to our conditions. Our program in cherristiy at UCLA is
aimed to work in those areas which are different from the normal

environmental cvonditions. Thus we work in these areas: high pres-
sure chemistry, radiation chemistry, high temperature chemistry, and
vacuum chemistry. So far we have madc progress only in the first

two areas, although we have a substantial beginning in the way of
apparatus for the third area. But our program in Space Chemistry

is aimed at these four general areas: high pr-ssure, radiation. high
temperature, and vaLuum. Our research has been most generously

supported by the Directorate of Chemical Sciences of the Air Force
Office of Scientific Research. We are extremely grateful for this
su~pprt."

I HIGH PRESSURE CHEMISTRY

Our work in the chemistry of high pressures has been possible only
because of the collaboration of our colleaguei expert in the tech.
niques of high pressure; Professor George C. Kennedy and Professor £
David Griggs of the Institute of Geophysics. both of whom learned I

£-rcAr high pressure work from Percy Bridgman at Harvard. In addi.
tion, we have been greatly assisted by Profesmor Harry Drickamer at

the University of Illinois, and Professor Tracy Hall of Brigham
Young University. In other words, our objective has been to applyto chemistry the techniques that have been gained by the Bridgman

school and others to bring out the effects of high pressures on chcm-

HWI..4RD F. lllM)', Professor of Chemijtry at the l'niversigy of Cal.

ifornia, Los Angeles. Director of the (nit'ersity of Califol~ii Institute

of (;eohypirs and Planetary Physius. and a former mrembrr of the Atomic

Energy Lornmissaoon. He is a Nobel iAureate (1960. rberisiry, cdrbon-l4

method), 4nd is an AFOSR granite. He directs the AFOSR Program in

Spare Chemistry of UCLA,
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ical rescuions and chemical properties. There have been two gen-
eral areas: the organic. and the inorganic.

A. Ouo. :t: Hrm Putmutz CiaMirnmy

1. Virus Xillffr-Our work in organic compounds consists mainly
: the study of tdw efects of high pressure on Coliphage T-4; work
-- ee mainly by Lewis Solomon, Peter Zeegn, and Fred Eiaerling.

Coliphage T4 virus was exposed to pressures of 4 kb under which
condition it was found to be rapidly inactivated by the release of
deoxyribonudeic acid (DNA) and the uncoiling of this important

, molecule. Electronmicroecopic pictures indicated the presuwe c0.1-
siatently caused two morphological changes; both attributed to the
uncoiling: (I) the phage with contracted sheaths and heads full of
DNA, and (2) the phagc with contracted sheaths and heads empty

of DNA. The ratios of the types have been shown to depend strongly
nn temperature. Bioassays of the results of phage samples check with
the counts made and the electronmicrscopic pictures.

The fraction of the initial phage population surviving exposure
to pressures on the order of 4 kb. was found to increase following

the addition of ions, chloroform, or protein to the phosphate-buf-

fered stock suspension. It has not been determined whether thewe

compositional variables act through direct interaction with the
phage or by altering the organization of the water.'

The significant features of the kinetic studies ;re 1) the linearity

of the log fraction surviving-time curves and 2) the failure of such
curves to extrapolate to initial concentration at time zero. Linearity

was contingent upon the initial phage concentration being on the

order of 1010/ml or le"s. it ww not determ."ncd if cipusurr times
longer than five minutes would cause a deviation from linearity for

these stocks. The rapid inactivation made it diffcult to detmimine
whether initial first order kinetics is lost at pressures greater than

3.4 g.u. (I gauge unit is approximately 1.4 kilobars).
Compression and decompression appear to have an inactivating

effect which cannot be accounted for by accumulative inactivatikn

due to the finite time spent at each pressure during compression
and decompression. An upper limit to the fraction of phage inac-

tivated during compression and decompression by the mechanisn

which inactivates pbrgc z# constant pressure can be obtained. As-
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suming inactivation is first order, d (lo surviving fraction) -. 43K
where K is the premsure dependent inactivation constant and .43 the
factor for logarithm change of Iisc. Since compression and decom-
preuion rates aie constant, dp/di = 2.0 g.u./min., and log frac-

* tion surviving compremion =op.I .43K (dp/2).
This integral c-a, be estim',ted by taking .45/2 times the area

under the rate constant-prewure curve in Figure I. Doubling this

1.5

to 20 3.0

P(g.u.)
FmvuuRz I. First order inactivation constant vs. pressure. The initidl viable
titer was 1.1 x 10',ml. Phae• were c Oiapre•d and dccompressed at I
g.u./min. Temperature was 231C.

value to account for decompression gives .23 or 41% lost due to
compression and decomp nrcsaion. 'Flis estimate tails considerably
short of the 75% inactivation obtained by exuapolation, so it is
likely that changing presures can have an additional inactivating
effect.

Electron micrographs show two phage types which can be consid-

ertd inactive from their morphology-those with contracted sheaths

and those with both empty heads and contracted sheaths. Electron
micrographa of compressed samples have also shown a large number
of free tail fibers. Thus, pressure may provide a practical method of
isolating tail fiber protein.

The mechanism of contraction and DNA release remains obscure.
Osmotic mechanisms, however, based on pressure differentially al-

l- I I I I I .* I I I.
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tering the pernicability of souble ions and water acros the phage
coat is not likel), since preliminary xcsults indiate that osmotic
shock resistant mutants show the same degree of inactivation as the
wild type. No evidence ha, been obtained which would indicate
whether the two morphological types arise from two scpaiatc rcac

TIME (minutes)
0 53 4 5 6 7 9 10

.2

0

.g.u.

S 1.2-

' 1.8--
14-t

2.0-

2.2

FIGtIi.: 2. Negalive log surtiving frattion vs. lime. "lime is measurrd
between the en(I of -iomiptejioim mid tle Ingniin.ig ii1 de(timlprcssio n. 'm-
pre.io)mi and (IecOmimprv%%ioimi rate i.% 2 gmU. /inim. l'vollw|rLatmle was 25C:.
Initial %iablc titer 5 x 19/mil. Initial %itale titer 5 x 10niml. 1rcsl.ure 3.0
g.u. Figure 4 is an clctrion mi.rugraph of these phagc atter 5 minutes.
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tions or if the empty heiAded phage with (onttfaticd shviitl is lurnied
from full headed phage with contrAtted sheath upo;i loss of DNA.

Furtherinorc, nlorp)IollogH .1 alteration may be &ctotidary to a
plt inar-i lionvisible ilna ti~ ating step.

Variation of tcnitpirature has bxent shov-r to alitri the ratio of the
two morphologically altered types. Espeiially noteworthy is the cf-
feet temperatuir has onl the ratio of lull it, cnhl)( hradrd phage
amiomg those with i-vn~trAited sheaths. I hew is a nstaaktrd le~rcasc
in the emiptying ol I)NA at lower: tertincrittut cý, 'Ihis observation
ma~y havc tuore gcneral utility slume it indlit als that the vniperature
Variable nIla' beC use~ftl when it is le~ilab aidet) favor onec pressure
induced reactioni over atnother 6cer 'I abli' 1).

2. Explosions -Fxpceiitncmt% -with ingmtia urnimmpaids have con-
firmed obstrrvaitions of Biridgnian.11 We contiirnied Piofesoi Irlrdg-
mail's finmidimgs that mianiy organlic toiapoxuiid: cxplodle when sub-
jected situoltaneously t(. high pressurt, all(l high shear rates. Dr. A.
J. Darnell did this work, Although we have publiihed nothing
formally on it, for the obscrvations are incomplete. they were comt-
plete ctrootigh it) sho~w flhe tyxwi tf gcntci.tl tici i liA;t Acid) our
what appeais to Lxe thc gemmem al outljines of the high pticmure chiemas-
try of organit compousth. Thi% is followiiig on work of D~r. Irving
&-ngebdoti whlo worked at the (;vovicta Ill H-tii L tb4i. ,t )y With

Dr. Traty Hall and did a variety tit high ipitssitre exploratory cx-
pcrameans1.' Of course it iA neVCeSSArY to Poiunt out that thure h135 berf
a great deal ot high piessure (licniiistiy wurk in time a anxc be-low 10
kU). '1his is des ritx'd careftillv atid irmteniely wril in I limannus
book.' lit grncieal, our- woik at U1CLA iii high pre~stues is tarticd
out above this ranige, although a good patt tof the orgiini * at in

the case of TA4 phage (Culiplmage. wAs dione in this range. As
Bengelsdor I has shown befom e, we fotattd 3lso thIAt nearly all organiL
compoixalnls undergo changes oIf one sot t or anoqihr wlmeta subjected
to jpressurvs abo~vc 20 kb. lin partuotlai, exIplosiotm ~ 'tirur polyrneri-
7ations, and drAmUAli( t ransfot mat ions. W-ngelsdo:ils ter hniqtte had
been to scal samiple COtINIUJIttLlS int leadl (ajbSUIeS and Slibijc themi
to prcsstaes. lit doing so he pu~lynicrized acetone to miake a yellow
solid at .10 to 50 kb. atnd at ternspý-iatum s woumnd 30()'(C. .Siamilat ex-
perimnents with uiotonaldlehyde lead to no results, whviras pam alda.
hydie at tltt lowci tcuitpctattire of 5tVAC always giave yellow pi ses
highly insoluble, eveni in boiling decaline at 190'C. Methyl alcohol
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at 30 kb. and 3700 exploded apparently giving ethylene. Our experi.
ments were done mainly with pure hydrocarlons, either branched
or straight chain saturated aliphatics. 1The general result was that
we could not cause explosions in the case of the straight chain, but
in the case of the branched chain it was possible to do this repro-
ducibly whenever both shear and pressure were applied in the
general range of 50 kb. Trapping of the gas lead to quite clear evi.
dence of methane and olefins so it seems likely that the chemical
change involved in the explosions of branched polyethylene under
the conditions of pressure and shear is a formation of methane and
olefins with energy evolution because of the relatively great stability
of methane. On this basis one can see why the straight chain hydro-
carbon does not explode.

Hardly niore than exploratory experiments were done in this field,
but the indications are that the an-a is a rich one.

3. Pressure Cooking-As a matter of general interest experiments
were done with food stuffs. Bridgman had remarked2 that egg white
albumen could be coagulated by pressure.

Our experience fully collaborated this report, 10 kb. for five min-
utes at room temperature resulted in fully coagulated white gela-

tinous solid cooked egg white which had no odor, and tasted very
similarly to ordindry cooked egg white. Similar results occurred in
one miute. Similarly, egg yolks were cooked. There was an interest-
ing difference here in that they were translucent; they also had no
odor and did not color silver surfaces. It would appear that the
sulphur-sulphur linkage involved i - yolk proteins was not rup-
tured. Various other foods were uo. .t in this manner and eaten.
For example, haiiibuiger was cooked at IL kb. for ten minutes at
200. The results were no odor ant it tasted well done. However,
it did not taste like regularly cooked meat, althuugh sin(e the sam-
pie was at room temperaturc this might have been a factor. In gen-
eral, our experience with the effects of pressures on foods would be
that like that with the Coliphage, the probable effect was an un-
coiling of protein helices through the breaking of hydrogen bonds,
and that the al)pli(ations of pressures at the range of 10 kb. at room
temperatures has this cffect, and will not break even sulphur-sulphur
linkages and prolb-bly the weakest of the true hernical bonds This
coul d be a p)oweCt .l tool ini synitlhesis and analysis of complex or-
ganic biot henmit al structures.

iA
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In summary, the whole field of high pressure organic chemistry
app•ars to be a very rich one, and deserving of mudh more attention
in the pressure range above 10 kb.

9

Fio;uRF 3. Samiple pressurized at 6*C. Shows high proportion of phage with
contracted sheaths and full heads.

!: -
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B. ARTIFICIAL METALS

Dr. A. J. Darneil has worked on the problem of artificial metals;
the production of me,als by application of plessures to non.metals

followed by quenching to liquid nitorgen temperatures in order to

E

K

I

Fiwc•a 4. Wiple ptreutiried at 25'C Shows high proportion of phage with

co ,rac.ted shcatiis and I)NA releancd.

I
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preserve the nictastable phases for experimental laboratory investi-
gations. In this way a number of new materials have been produced,

among them metallic indium antimonide and its alloys with tin.
Since thi, work other laboratories have produced numerous other

examples, in particular, gallium. In general, one feels certain that
the artificial metals offer great opportunity for solid state physics and

i 31 • NORMAL
36 TATE !

dz

0I 0

0.5 1.0

Sn ATOM FRACTION

FIGURE 5. Superconducting transition temperaurc ,versus tin atom fr-action
for the InSb-Sn system.
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chemistty. It wterns clear that it will be possible. using the new tech-F

niques, to develop new metals almost at will thus varying parame-
ters of great interest to the theory of metals and the solid state in
general. III particular, we believe that superconductivity can be
elucidated by this technique, and that features now obscure in the
nature of superconductivity taii be brought to light. For example,
the indclum antimonide tin allo)s show us the variation of super-
condu(tixity transition temperatures with composition. This, de-
spite the fact that the lattice tonstant and the geometry of the lat-
tices as seen by the x-rays (which cannot distinguish between indium
tin and antimony atoms). werec constant to high prccision through-
out the series. Figure 5 shows that the strength of these materials
varies snotulily, ithe diatojinic colmlpould being harder, as shown in
Figure 6. It would seem on the basis of this that the alternating
kernel charge which must bx- characteristic ol indium antimonide

SI f " I 1' I I I "

-ALPH IRON AT 77*K

500- HARDNESS vs COMPOSITION
ImNELL. HAONESS NMOE•

179F-1ATOM FRACTION OF TIN

S~iLNs MS% ALLOYS AT 77_..K]

SPRING STEEL(SAE 10451 AO
AT 29-8K

2002

J .2 .3 .4 ,5 .6 .7 .0 .9 LO

ATOM FRACTION Sn

FI.uRE 6. Brinell hardncm numbers o! the metallic alloy system lnSb-Sn
at 197 0C.
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probably imparts the hardness. Confirmatory experiments were done
in the non-metallic djiamond lattice phase by showing that the non-
metallic tin was indeed softer than the non-metallic diamond lattice
indium antinionide. Now, on this basis, we predict that the diamond
form of boron nitride is much harder tha~i diamond, Crystals of
adequate size have not been available to test this important point.
This, however, is a point of some possible general importance.

rhe freezing techkuique is one that has been useful not only in
studying metals, but also other structures. In fact, it would be in
this way that the combination of annealing and freezing by quench-
ing with liquid nitrogen coold make high pressure chemistry far
more fruitful. In particular. Kamb and Daviss have isolated the
densest form of ice and have shown its crystaline structure corres-
ponded to esseptially the closest packing of oxygen, although it did
expand somewhat on release of the pressure. Similarly, Kasoer and
BrandhorstO found a new stiucture of metallic indium antivionide

t around 30 kb which can be derived from the simple beta-tin
* structure whirh appears at 23 kb by a simple shear process. It ap-

pears that this sti Licturc rcvcr~s to the beta-tin str,'cture on release
of pressure even though the quenching to 770 K has been carried out.
Thus we see some evidence of structures that cannot be quenched,
or at least of sonic structures that can lxv more easily quenched than
others. So one must proceed with some caution about planning for
quenching of high pressure metastable structures. However, in gen-
eral, the technique is a very fruitful one, and we believe that there
are many, many applications remaining. In fact, our plans4 during
the next years include considerable further work in the general area
of the artificial metals; investigating in particular the effects of struc-
tural and vafence electron differences on the properties of metals,
e.g. strength, electrical conductivity, superconductivity, color, veloc-
ity of sound, and so on. This work will be pursued in conjunction
with Professor Hans Bommel's group in Physics and Professor
George Kennedy's and Professor David Griggs' groups in the Ianti-
tute of Geophysics. We have developed a Crystal-Growing La;ora-
tory which has as its principal purpose the production of crystals
for research study. A very modern high pressure press has beefi in-
stalled together with facilities for quenching under the high pres-
sure conditions. In this connection it has been our experience that

'--
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the piston and cylinder apparatue allows quenching more readily
than other designs. In the design of high pressure apparatus it is
important, if the quenching technique is to be used, to consider the
possibility of getting the liquid nitrogen effectively to the sample
while it is tinder the high pressure.

A general result of sonic interest has been reported by Musgrave.'
He reports that the work of compresion (PAV), the pressure at the
transition Iromni t. non-metallic p•hase multiplied by the volume
change, gives a value equal to one half of the electronic energy gap
in the noru-metallic dianiond lo ii. For obscure reasons this regular-
ity seems to be particularly gtI for the Group IV elements, silicon
and germanium, and to wt)i k quite well for indium antinionide, the
numbers being 51.6%!,, for silicon, 52.-0%, for getnmanium, and 57.0%
for indium antimonide. Ont this basis, it is possible to estimate the
pressure required to make metallic diamond out of diamond using
the energy gap; it would appear that womething in the neighborhoodI of at least one million atimmphercs, on(e mcgabar, would be needed.
In fact, the rigorous cal ulations would give something in excess of
two megabais. Thus it would seem that it will be a long time before
laboratory techniques for making mctallic diamond will suffice.
Nevertheless, there is little doubt that pressures in the vicinity of
one megabar would opcn up a whole new world of chemical and
physical pIhelloinlcnon. In D iilkamer's lalxratoiy in Illinois, small
samples have beci carried to the vicinity of half a utegabar with
the result that a large numrber of transfnti mations, changes in elec-
trical resistivity, and optical pioperties have been observed. No
quenching has beeti attempted at these preisunes and the samples
are so small that ii would be difficult to do many experiments even
if the structures were retainable by quenthinig. Thus there is a very
large instrument design problem, an engineering problem, for the
laboratory apparatus which will allow a sample of some volume,
say one cubic centimeter. to be compressed to megabar pressures to
be designed and built. The highest priority should be given to any
leads for this design, We take hope fronm the finding that diamond
probably is stable to cminpressional transitions for pressures well '
above one megabai. It may 1w the magic material needed for the
parts. The machining may be possible with diamond boron nitride.

'1
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b - lI RADIATION CiEN iSTRY

A. PO1TI.F. ION CHnMISYV

I. Kigh yield of heavy molecular weight hydrocarbon by ioniza.
tion of methane-It has been shown I during the last few months thatSthe gammia ray expmnuie of both solid and gaseous methane leads to

I ~the production of high MOICcu12r weight hydroc-arbon.s, very highly
i branched. in high yiehld (G is approxitnatcly I for mrithianc loss and

conversion into heavy hydrocarbons), Earlier wurk had established
that the iriadiation of gaseous inethane by ionizing radiations caused
polymer to form. This work, however, having been done in the gas
phase, perhaps left some doubt as to the broad nature of the thicits(zy.
At the pre,'nt time, we bclicvc it is quite clear that the chemistry is
not due to free radicals, but is most likely due to ions. We have iu-
vcstigated this icaction carefully and established some of the effect of
electron transfer and thus nave given good evidence for the positive

* ion natuie of the chemistry, it being clear that qucnching by sub-
stances of lower ionization potential is some pr)OOF of positive ions.

On the basis of this work, we expect that the ionizing ultraviolet
radiation bombarding reducing planetary atmospheres produces
high moletular weight hydrocarbons and it is con(eivable that part
of the present crud' oil had its origin in this mechanism. It is inter-
esting to speculate about the nature of the reaction products on
Jupiter.

2. Electron transfey to put charge on species of low'est iOnization
potential-Experiments with solutions of hexane in liquid xenon
have shown ennc,_iv-ely that when iotaiit.tun (if either molecule
takes place the positive charge ultimately reaches the solute hexane
because of its lower ionization potential. Thus we see that it is very
likely that the radiation chemistry of ionizing radiation will concen.
trate in the species of lowest ionization potential. This general con.
clusion is one of extreme iniportan(e in the chemistry of planetary
atmnospheres. We thus can see that the ioniiing energy in(ident on
the atmospheres may be concentrated in certain spities and thus bc
directed to their chemical reactions.

3. Ionizing ultrazviolet in sunlight and probable efects on plane-
tary atmospheres like Jupiter's-A powerful helium light source has
been made' by producing a low voltage helium plasma. With this
we have investigated the effects of this ionizing ultraviolct light Ot
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nitthamu asid found thiemii t be very similar to those obscrved' with
cobalt 60 gamma rays. With this result we p cdict that the ionizing
ultraviolet ill the sunlight must have appreciable effects on reducing
planetary atmospheres, wherever they may have occurred. The con-
sequents. of tourse, may l" that heavy hydrocarbons arc very corn-
Iniof onsotituents of planets and that in particular, sonic of the earth's
petroleum may have had this origin.

4. Genrral Ilaws of positive ion rhemislry-One comprehensive
paper has been publishedl 0 and further general thoughts and gen-
cral (onIlusions were stated at the Gordon Conference in July of
1964. It appears to be entirely possible to write down general laws
for the chcmistry of positive ions and that these laws can be ex.
tirnicly helpful in guiding experiments and interpreting the results
(A ionic radiationt chemistry. Foi example, it appeals that the prin-
ciple of analogy is very valid, and that an electronic structure which
is charged will have chemical pyolerties which are very similar to
those of the neutral str uturt with thie same number of electrons.
Thus A, is much like chlorine in its chemistry. Also, there are new
features such as an electron exchange biading betwe*en identi-al
sySWcmms or systems whidh have not had timne to become different in
shape. This constitutes an adhesive force additional to that due to
electronic polarization and helps bind the positive ion to the neutral
nmolecule until it has had a chance to react electronically by the
normal piLoesses of the filling of valen•c orbitals.

One should expect also that the phenomenon of ionic relaxation
is vciy fundamental to positive ion ,•hmisty-.' Aftes ia ion is tormed

- it natuadly wishes to assume a different and new geometry; this
takes time. In condensed systems, the chemical reactions may occur
before the relaxation. After relaxation has occurred, such effects as
electronic .xchange bindings are forbidden by the Franck-Condon
Principle, and the consequences are that the chemical effects in di.
lute systems in the gas phase should be quite different from those
in the solid.

5. Possible applications-The enormous quantity of ionizing radi-
tion which is available iin atomic piwer rcactors m:akes conceivable

Spossible practical applications of ljssitive ion chemistry. If we should

come to understand it sufficiently well, it inight just be possible to
produce economically chemicals that have substantial value on the
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present nmakct and thi.s to tEeate a new Cl'lnitdl industry and a
nIhw us," for atomic energy.

In any case, the %tudies of lx)%itive ion chemistry will be enlight-
ening for the effects ot radiation on living tissue in causing muta.
tions and cancer and thcit Iwaring ont the understanding of the
plancimay atmosphere hciynisttv andi the cffcots that these ionizing
radiations may have had in timeb past on the earth, It appears more
than likely, also, that chemical reactions :ic of re'al importance in
plasmas such as those involved in the Shciwood Project to tame
Sthermo-nuclear energy.

This work on radiation has been done by Dr. Larry Kevin, now

at the University of Chicago. shortly to move to the University of
Kansas; Dr. Carl cns'n, and Dr. l)nald Davis.

B. HOT ATOM CHEMISTU'h

The chemical effects of nuclear transmutation are very interesting

and have considerable significance for the use o<f xr-iys and other
energetic radiations in extiting rhemical reactions. In particular,
Dr, Armen Kazanjian has studied the nature of the isonicric transi-
tion in Bromine 80, and the reason that its dhcmiral effects appear
to be essentially identical in many systrins with thoe of straight
recoil caused by emission of gaitma rays from thermal neutron
c<apture.

i. lsonert trMnsition vf. (n, y.) chebristry-We have been studying
the hot atom t.i hmisti x of bromine atoms. produced on the one hand

by the CaLIuVure of thermal iieutrons followed by the subsecluent
cn.i.-.-i Samin,.iia rays the so-called (n, y) procss, and
on the other hand by the isonmeric transition, thi pio.e•: by which
a gamma rav transition from, the 4.5 hour excited state of BrO° to
thv lo.wet 18 winute state ot BrO occurs with !he en0ission of a K

election. 1h#. doect cmisision of the gamma ray without internal
conversion ini the ininerniLot electronic shell of the Br atom is ex-
ttentely inixmobablc. Following the interinal c.onversion tiatisitioi,
tile positive charge is in. ktmaed further by the Auger prtiess, by
Wlhich instead of Il cliltissiol of x-fa'vs to fill t he Varti.ny iin the
K-she0l. tivo vamnuit 'is aplear il tdie l-shill retsulting froni the drop-
ping of ao -. t Iron rom lit atOin, rcsulting ii net 4-2 charge. Tlhis
"ontin-cs thlrough the NI-shells aiid so on and (:an lead to as many

As a 4-- 12 charge on th. By atom. This, of courst, causes the mole.
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merit process. Such results were found and are giveu in Table II;
they show the expected large difference for the CFsBr system in
which the ionization potential of 12.3 volts is above that of atomic
bromine, 11.8 volts.

2. C14 Hot Atom Chemistry-The chemistry of enclgetic recoil
carbon atoms has been studied now for some time in our group and
we have joined others in concluding that most of the hot atom chem-
istry of carbon i! nccurring near the thermal range. Therefore, in an
attempt to test what the truly thermal reactions are, we performed ,
experiments with carbon atoms evaporated from a carbon rod.
These results are extremely interesting in that they show that the
evaporation of carbon atoms onto cold benzene cooled in liquid
nitrogen causes the formadon of toluene and cycloheptatriene as
shown in Table II.

III HIGH TEMPERATURE CHEMISTRY

Our achievements in this area consist solely of the construction
of three plasmz torches, one of which goes to the power of half a
megawatt. With these facilities we expect to reach tempeiatures of
100,000 with nearly all gases and to be able to do considerable
work in the very, very high temperature range.

Present models have a design capability of 70,000°F, correspond-
ing to the surface temperature of the hottest known star, roughly
ten times hotter than the surface of the sun.

The light emitted by stars ranges over the entire spectrum-from
the far ultraviolet through the visible to the far infrared. Much of
this radiation is absorLd in the upper layer5 of thc Earth's atmo-
sphere, and is lost to observation. Radiation in the visible range,

however, is not appreciably absorbed, and has long provit. 4 infor-
matior. about the composition and temperature oi the stars tirough
spectroscopic techniques.

While elements present in a star could be identified, accurate
measurements were not possible of their relative quantities. Com-
parison spectra were necessary from plasmas of known composition,
at the temperature of the star studied. Our plasma torches are now
providing uncontaminated spectra of gases whose composition may
be varied with accuracy. These spectra may now be compared to
solar and btellar spectra obtaned astronomically. Furthermore, the

-------.---- ________ ---- "
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insiniated spctira piovide inforuiation in the ,nivisible range ab-
sorbed by the Earth's atmospherc.

During the iO1st Anrutal Meeting of the American Association
for the Advancement of Science held last December 26 through De-
uCeCibcI 30 in Moiutical, Canada, our AFOSR Exhibit offered us an
opportunity to demonstrate our techniques with the plasma torch.

This exhibit demonstrated the research the AFOSR is sponsoring
in our Space Chemistry Program at UCLA. In the demonstration.
artificial metals were created from nonmetallic matter tinder pres-
sures of 40,000 atmospheres, and were quenched by cooling with
liquid nitrogen. These new metals remained in the metallic state
when the pressure was removed, permnitting investigation of such
properties as superconductivity and crystal structure. The process
of cooking foods under pressure without heat was also shown, and
-other portions of our exhibit desri-ibed the effects of ionizing radia-
tiun on methane gas to produce lubricatirn oil, and the transfer o.
energy from ions of higher ionization potential to methane by elec-
tron transfer.

The following pictures are from this exhibit. Picture I shows the
entire exhibit. Picture 2 a side view of the plasma torch, demon-
strating the lighting technique. Picture 5 shows the oscillator section
of the plasma torch being used as a light source with a spectro-
graph in order to stud)' the nature of the emitting sources in the
plasma. Picture 4 is a close-up of the plasma of Picture 3 plasma
torch in operation at one atmosphere, using Argon plasma gas with
a power level in the plasma at approximately 5 kilowatts.

IV HIGH VACUUM CHILMISTRY
XT,, r .' -,ii , _Jr -rrc -ae • . . . . .. :.. L': ii

.. I ;I.• Miat. as yii s. IS 4lli d. Ii i3

hoped that a graduate student will join us shortly to take on this
general assignment.
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Pacr-uax 2, Side view of the plasma tomb--demnonstrating of the lighting
technique.
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XV. rjI~ Naturc of the Long-
Range Interaction in Hemoglobin

It i-, suct;ctrsri that (ticAt 11l kmictii stiong 111t('tA( itnnl (2 .4 ktal,
mol te) ai Itpit ulnii a~(c%~~ A) 'ot imiilu bcwi wrn th mce n p)4rphy.

'Van dci %W.cAcls tuatc iti Itwctn (lit iront Iiphtin plat jIalris -hihh
alc highlN I'tdamabir l~tIll [iii 1cr crlacgcunAfful sIwcc, itid titlu t less so

iltn~l clhPlitc it-I (It ietttaio'ils ot Ill( vcctoi 1icoa 1Iit of tile
two doscmt heiIw Ait: Ill thle four liciirs in h ., sc oxytremoglubint
air e thall le, hu riot Iwt tc tly, toliact I hn all Alitiaclaion of (uli type,

* lic~Te illiclactioll would bje inrrrased co a maxintus, by an 11 .5~' ro-
Idi iota 4A twon plitlris and a 6 Iicelttithio l lilt otiic i(% co- -]his

stiltu. cu Should applN to hemoglobire for whith thv plAtlrkt (it hrh-

tAtionu ale unknown at presict. SNi osheAd and IPci mati, however,
rcleort a hirutio.'! c h ingr ito) o~tr when hiemoglobjin ii ox~griiated.
We Suggl-It didia thill Z OtISISBl III plt (A tile 31t1aII p~lAtCe tt roijtlon5

mentcioned. Pc- tit .and MlaizarellA ilbtjit also that ilicntoglobiia 11,
which tho.s flu intria gc I jlt ot i ca14,lI involv ing tpl hei pointic (nlulco-

tionrd lNtel) bhow% no4 (1 vital stit itii IUCdtiange onl ox)grnatloijl.

It 11 jin41IMN114d thAt tile (thi(ICIttRt Ini the IMola1 t ,.1hahnteCS lrhI)Iyb~
is due it) two exita reoinating (Ilm) ek'o tiofl inl the porphytin plance

fined by the four nimroigtc atoms bring hridged hy the two icton
valente lekttroii* whith make resonating sigina bonds to the (our-

nitrogeti atottas, Ihis assignmltent leaves ctie four tiataogril) atotiu
equivalent avid give~s it 26 + 2x pi clect.ionse wheic x is the number

L ~~of pi dcc ttons contributcd by the two viti~l g-rEulnp dep'cdiicig oil

the degreec of toplAttarity with thle por-phyrin itig, x being l or

comaplete ctolaflarity. ihe t1.- matashared paius of tile sigma b~osdecl
nit rogen.~ are foruccil into the pi %s~tctm. lie oxyhsctttuglobin, only 24
pi elettromt occur bcctause th-c' ironc mtomn, hving diamagnieti, is
neveusarily in six-fold octAchedal coordination with the foul planar
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solutions qwrobably in acidic also). This is explained by the acidic
and bas': side groups on the polypeptide chains wrapped around
the porphyrin platelets, twu (the a chains) containing 16 acidic and
24 basic groups and the other two (the # chains) containing 24 and
23, respectively, become electrostatically charged as the pH is shifted.
This, due to the low dielectric constant of the proteinaceous matter

constituting the main central part of the hemoglobin molecule,
causes the chains and the platelets to be pushed apart against the
interaction in a kind of swelling effect. The weak positive ions are
neutralized at pH value- above the isoelectric point leaving a net
negative charge on the chains and repulsion. The opposite process
occurs with pH values below the isoelectric point. Thus the neu-
tralization free energy for the bases in high pH in hemoglobin (and
for the acids in low pH) must be less by the amount of the work
done against the heroe hoine interaction forces in the swelling, and
the dissociation constants of both the acids and bases in hemoglo-
bin are increased relative to the values in oxyhemoglobin.

2. The detailed fit of the individeal equilibrium constants K1 ,
K 2, KS, and K4 for the oxygenation of the four hemes in hemoglo-
bin and the independence of K4 of the nature of the substituents
on the first three hermcs (whether ihey be CO or other molecules
different from 02). The ratios of the K's are given uniquely by our
one-parameter theory ýnd the agreement of the individual K's at-
tests to the close fit of th,- oxygenation curve. The observed inde-
pendence of K4 of the nature of the first three inactivating ligands
is due to the complete elimination of the interaction, in out theory,
by inactivation of the first three henoes.

3. The fact that dissociation to the diheme has little effect on
the oxygen uptake curve. The relativAy great strength of the inter-
action betwee.' the closest and most properly oriented heine pairs
(the hemes, one with an a chain and the other with a,8 chain) means
that the total iriteraction is reduced relatively little by splitting the
molecule into diheme systems consisting of one a and one # poly-
peptide chain each. It is a prediction of our theory that the split-
ting occurs in this particular way. The evidence serms to favor this.

4. The fact that the oxygenation curve for myoglobin is inde-
pendent of pH (no Bohr Effect). The absence of heme heme inter-
action in dilute my'globin requires that no Bohr Effect exists,
according to our theory.
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5. The essentiality of the vinyl side chains to the interaction. The
poiarizability probably is due, in significant part, to the vinyl side

f chains contributing four additional pi electrons. This requires that
the vinyl side chains be coplanar with the porph ýrin in hemoglobin,

although not in oxyhemoglobin.
6. The decrease of the oxygen affinity of hemoglobin in concen-

tr ted sollutions. Since our theory uses a V'an der Waal's interac-
tion, the interactions are non-.iaturable and the interactions with
three other hemes within the molecule in no way, except possibly
in angular orientation and in distance of separation, inhibit.- a heme
in interacting with hcmes in neighboring molecules. Therefore, con-
centratid hemoglobin solutions have their oxygen affinities further
reduced by the intermolecular interactions between hemes.

7. The fact that Hemoglobin H-, the hemoglobin form with four

Schains instead of the usual iwo, shows no interaction. The pi
chains have essentially ten excess acidic side groups, including thej
ends (because the histidine basic side chain is so weak) so at normAl
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body pl values around seven there will be an exct of negative
! ~charges spread along the #/ chain. (In the a ,hains, the acidic and
Sbasic side chains nearly balance.) Thus Hemoglobin H at all nor-
1 real pH values should be swollen due to tihe charge repulsion antd

therefore should show essentially no heine henie interactions, and

Sthe ox)g,:n uptake curve should closely resemble that of myoglo-
bin. No Buhr Effect 5hould exist. It is a prediction of our theory
that at some lower value of the pH the interaction might occur.
This might be betwcen pH five and six.

8. Species differences residing in the side chains cannot be mani-
fested in K, accoiding to the present theory since no interaction
remains for the final 02 addition. Therefore, K, should be inde-
pendent of species. This seems to be true.

PREDICTIONS

1. The polarizability of hemoglobin will he found to be about
P5000 to 4000 AB and to decrease on oxygenation by at least 90%.

2. Differences in the oxygenation curves for hemoglobin among
different sln:cies and under different conditions (temperaturc, pH,
salt concentrations) depend mainly on the geometrical arrangement
of the heme platelets and the acid base equilibrium of the constitu-
ent amino acids in the polypeptide chains. The geometrical ar-
rangement of the chains is important througii the effect it has on
the interactions between the charges developed by acid base dis-
sociation and neutralization.

3. Met hemoglobin (hemoglobin wits +3 iron, oxidation having
removed one 3d electron) will have ani interaction between hemes
of about the same magnitude as that found in hemoglobin.

4. All ligands will interact more energetically with aiid be bound
more firmly to myoglobin than hemoglobin, the difference being
the interaction discussed here.

5. Crystalline human hermoglobin will show the porphyrin plate-
lets to have normals lying in the a, b plane of the crystal with the
normals at the angles given.

6. The location of the two vinyl side groups in positions 2 and
4 of the porphyrin will be found to maximize the polaiizability.
(These quantum mechanical calulations are now underway with
R. Shafer.)

__ I.
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7. Although tle irun atom in hemoglobin need not be coplanar
with the porphyrin, it will be coplanar in the oxyhemoglobiris.

8. 'The ratios of the K's will be indelxendent of (he ligands used.
9. "lie constant K, will depend on the overall (ontc|ltiatoii of

hemoglobin due to heme heme intermolecular interaction, decreas-
ing with increasing conccntration.

10. Hemoglobin H in the moic acidic pH range, possibly be-
tween 5 and 6, will show decteased oxygen affinity and appredable
sensitivity to pti (Bohr Effect).

CONCLUSION

The oxygenation of hemoglobin as affected by the heme heme
interaction apparcrtly can I, explained by a very long range Van
der Waal's electronic polarizability interaction much stronger for
hemoglobin thin for oxyheinoglobin due to the clectronic level
structures of the pi electrons in the porphyrin system. hemoglobin
having two more pi electrons. The quantum theoretical calcula-
tions given mnerely show that such an explanation is possible theo-
retically. The fact that the particular molecular orbital trea:nent
used gives about the polariiabilities required may bie soin:what
fortuitous and the quantunm theoretical calculations probably should
be taken merely as being permissive in that they show a Van der
Waal's type of interaction to be- entirely conceivable, and not in
violation of the quantum theory.

Experimncntally, the evidence, varied and detailed as it is, seems
to fit the theory with a pi electron polarizability of about 4000 •
10-24 cubic ccntiiiCeei,,M hemglieogiobin anti with a much smaller
polarizability of the pi electron system in oxyhemnoglobin. This
seems to require that the two vinyl groups contribute and be co-
planar with the heme platelets in hemoglobin. The Bohr Effect of
acids and bases and the effects of added salt are in keeping with
our theory in that charge repulsion causes a swelling and a rapid
drop in the interaction with consequent increase in oxygen affinity.
Species differences clue to the location of acidic and basic amino
acids on the protein chains are understandable because the sensi-
tivity of the interaction to inter heme distances and platelet orien-
ations would be so great.
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